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1 IN THE beginning G-d created the heaven and the earth.
2 Now the earth was unformed and void, and darkness was upon the
face of the deep; and the spirit of G-d hovered over the face of the
waters.
3 And G-d said: ‘Let there be light.’ And there was light.
— Genesis Chapter 1(Beraysheet)
The Bible (Tanach)

PHASE ONE:
THE END OF ENDINGS

THE LAST OF HER KIND

-1Charly was cold, sick, and frightened.
And for the first time in her life, she was alone.
No one had seen the sky for weeks. Instead, black
clouds hung low in the midnight sky, and the incessant snow
fall of ice and ash continued to pile up on the charred
skeletons of automobiles lining the barren city streets. She
was shivering cold, huddled in the protective shadow of an
empty dumpster.
It had been a lucky day.
The lifeless corpse was still warm when she’d
discovered it— a newly claimed victim of the holocaust. Now
its last vestiges of warmth had dissipated, and with it, the
body’s usefulness. Charly had already scavenged a small store
of paper scraps and rags she’d found next to it in the
dumpster’s metallic dampness. These would not provide the
warmth the fresh corpse had, but would need to suffice as
added sources of insulation against the cold, and protection
against the elements. She’d also found a cache of half-eaten
food, tainted but edible. The trick would be keeping it down.
Her nausea was getting worse and her hair, thinner.
She looked up at the shadows of Old Ones walking
by, tattered rags hanging from their bony hulks, eyes dimmed,
the well of their life force dried up like some parched desert
floor. They shuffled along, each one lost in its own
anonymity, passing like mindless machines, dazed and dull,
no longer tormented by the memory of how things had been
before— the lovers who’d burned, the sons and daughters
who had disintegrated in the blast, the homes they’d lost or
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the lives that had once played out within their walls.
Yesterday’s world evaporated into a faded memory. The
instinct to survive numbed them, obliterating their sense of
humanity and limiting their present to a one dimensional,
singular reality filled with endless retching, burning open
sores, searing white blindness, and searches for elusive
warmth, scraps of edible refuse, and drinkable but rancid
water.
Charly looked down at her silent benefactor. She
rolled it over and lifted its face to the lighter side of darkness.
Her eyes had adjusted to the new world. She’d become a
creature of the night, like the possums and owls once caught
in the beam of her father’s flashlight at Camp Kanaho, in
those glorious bright summers of Longbefore.
Her benefactor was old, 35 or 36. Her balding head
held four or five isolate clumps of long golden hair. The
oozing sores that ravaged her arms and neck had spared her
face— a face that was soft and gently sculpted.
The way Charly remembered her mother’s being.
She stripped off everything she could use before the
brittle of rigor mortis could set in, then slid her arms under
the scavenged corpse. Laboring to lift it into an upright
position, she leaned the body against the cold metal wall of
her latest shelter. Then, pushing the full weight of her body
against it as hard as she could, she slid the corpse up to the
rim of the dumpster. Once fully upright, she let it fall over
the outer lip, until bent, half out in the cold night, half still
inside the dumpster. With one final heave, she pushed it up,
over, and completely out.
The thump as it hit the pavement traveled up Charly’s
spine.
Frigid air, tinged with acid, stung her throat and
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pierced her lungs as she gasped for breath. Exhausted, she
slumped back down to the metal floor. Drenched with sweat,
a raw chill seeped into her bones. She scanned the dumpster
more carefully now, looking for anything else that might be
useful, perhaps another scrap of newspaper or empty bag…
anything she could wrap around herself for protection from
the savage climate.
A frayed small blanket, full of holes and shredding,
lay atop a pile of trash heaped in the corner. She grabbed for
it and pulled it toward her. Something heavy rolled with it.
She instinctively leapt back, pulling her knife out, ready to
bolt or attack.
Her heart pounded rapidly as she held her breath,
watching— waiting. It lay there, still, hiding inside the
blanket. Not taking her eyes off it, she inched forward. Still
no movement within. Stretching out her leg, slowly,
cautiously, she took aim, then tentatively tapped it with her
foot.
Whatever was in there wasn’t alive.
She bent over, leaning down to get a closer look,
squinting into the darkness. She pulled the edge of the
blanket toward her, and its contents spilled out. Tiny, brittle
fingers, blue and frozen solid were still clamped around a
small empty bottle at the child’s lifeless mouth. Tiny fingers.
Tiny lifeless mouth. Everything else but those two things
swirled in a gigantic blur. A tiny hand with tiny fingers. A tiny
mouth. These were in sharp focus. It wasn’t Emmy. It
couldn’t be Emmy. She knew it. It couldn’t be. Emmy would
never be in a dumpster like this. Without them. With a
stranger. If it was Emmy, then Mom and Dad would be right
there with her. They would all be together. No… there was
no way. She was sure this wasn’t Emmy.
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Still, she took a deep breath and held it, as though
holding her breath could lock in her fate. It was the only
thing keeping her going. The hope that they would find each
other. If they were alive, she knew they wouldn’t stop until
they’d found her, and she wouldn’t stop until she’d found
them. Her family. Mom. Dad. And her little baby sister,
Emmy. Still holding her breath, this time to hold herself
together, she opened her eyes and dared to look. First at the
nose. Now at the eyes. And now, at the whole face. Finally,
she was able to breathe again. It really wasn’t Emmy. She was
sure of it, even though this child’s face barely resembled a
human’s. It looked more like a foreign landscape, cratered
and peeling and frozen blue.
The impact of her find shattered Charly’s composure.
She’d seen plenty of death, but this was the first time she’d
found death wrapped in a blanket, hidden in the corner of a
dumpster, hiding a baby. It wasn’t Emmy, but what if it had
been? What if Emmy is somewhere like this— what if just
like this, right now Emmy has died in the freezing cold, all
alone, just like this baby? She won’t let herself go there. She
can’t think like that. They’re all together somewhere out
there, and they’re looking for her, and they’ll find her. But
what if…
She felt the dam breaking as an unstoppable tidal
wave of tears and sobs filled and finally engulfed her. She
quaked with the pain of living without them. She quaked
from the pain of her own aloneness. She quaked from the
relief that it hadn’t been her sister. She quaked with the joy
that it wasn’t her. She quaked with the realization that hope
was still alive. Nothing had changed, after all. Not for her.
Not for Emmy.
But it had changed for the little boy now in her arms.
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And for the woman, who she now realized must’ve been his
mother. Where was his father? How had they finally
succumbed? Had she watched her little boy die? Or had she
died first?
She thought again of Emmy and of her Mom and
Dad, until she couldn’t bear it any longer. The quaking
became more violent, so she held the tiny little boy more
tightly in her arms until the eruptions finally ebbed, until she
was completely spent and slipped into an exhausted sleep.

~
Charly didn’t hear the man’s footsteps approaching her
latest shelter, nor was she aware of them as they slid to an
abrupt halt in front of the dumpster. She didn’t see his tears
falling onto the corpse, like the first drops of rain before a
storm, or his frantic search around the dumpster for the
missing child. Her exhaustion was so deep, she didn’t even
stir when his search ended inside the dumpster, nor did she
feel him lifting his son’s body from her lap. She never heard
the sound of the woman’s corpse being dragged across the
street over to the alley wall, where he pulled her up into a
dignified, seated pose. She didn’t see him kissing her
goodbye as he placed their child in her lap, or feel the
explosive rage building inside him. Instead, she slept.
A sudden force jarred her awake.
It pulled her by her thinning hair and shoulders, yanked
her up and threw her out of the dumpster into the frigid
night. She landed violently on the icy pavement, and before
she could get her bearings, he’d jumped out of the dumpster
after her, swooped down and lifted her off the ground,
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jerking her upwards until their eyes met. Still stunned with
pain and fear, she could do nothing but flail in his arms and
try to beat her fists against him, but the Old One held her just
beyond reach, denying her their target.
“You’re dead you hear me! You little bitch you’re
gone!”
His black, sunken eyes flashed with rage. The man
cocked his fist about to let it fly, then froze in place,
suddenly. He seemed shocked by her. Until that moment it
hadn’t registered that she was just a child.
“Oh, my God! What have I done?”
He set Charly down, then slumped into a crumpled
mass of hysteria. He sobbed and wailed and rocked and beat
the sides of his own head instead of hers.
“I’m sorry…I’m so sorry…Oh, God! Laura… Laura…
My Laura. My sweet boy, Aaron. Laura… Aaron…,” he
chanted their names like a mantra, “…Laura. Dear God.
Laura. Aaron...,” but the words did little to calm him.
“Forgive me. Forgive me. God forgive me.”
He dropped his face into his cupped hands and
continued weeping.
An ancient, instinctive memory surged through Charly,
who stood staring at him, paralyzed and shivering as much
from fear as from the cold. She felt a sudden, strange
sickness in the pit of her soul— a feeling she hadn’t felt since
Longbefore. After the blast, she couldn’t indulge herself
with feelings. She hadn’t dared. Not her own. Not anyone
else’s. Until last night when the dam had cracked.
What a joke, she thought, I’m feeling sorry for you. I’m feeling
sorry for one of you Old Ones. Sorry for you, who would just as soon
have killed me for my food… You, all of you, who brought this on.
Charly and her classmates had been able to do nothing
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but watch events unfold as the planet hurtled closer and
closer toward disaster. Americans were pitted against each
other. Those who knew God as love found boundless
perfection in the diverse beauty in all Creation, worked
against climate change, gun violence, poverty and war, and
sought tolerance, love and peace; while those who knew God
as a singular controlling power demanded the imperfection of
diversity be purged, and claimed climate change was a myth,
guns were a must, poverty was a lack of will, and war was a
final solution. This “us versus them” mentality fueled a surge
of domestic terrorism. American terrorists had joined forces
with global terrorists in a world-wide network amassed to end
the reign of a so called “godless America and its infidels.”
They were united under an umbrella of hatred, ignorance, and
justified righteousness, believing they’d been blessed by their
God however named— Christ, Allah, Hitler— and armed by
small militias, Neo-Nazis, ISIS, North Korea, any country
and anyone willing to sponsor their cause. Across America,
from small rural towns to thriving metropolises, they’d
bombed abortion clinics, public health departments, police
stations, and schools. They’d murdered gay couples and their
children walking home from school, and butchered
courtrooms of immigrants raising their hands to pledge
allegiance to their newly adopted Country. Across the globe,
they’d attacked bastions and symbols of democracy—
diplomats and their embassies, banks and their emissaries.
Mrs. Westerling had interrupted class and switched to a
live streamed breaking news conference from the Director of
Homeland Security, alerting residents of Los Angeles,
Chicago, New York and Atlanta of a probable dirty bomb
attack and calling for preemptive evacuations. After telling all
students they would remain at the Academy, she’d
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immediately dismissed class so that they could return to their
dorms, contact their parents, and report to their resident
supervisors.
Holding her cell to her ear, Charly waited for what
seemed to be an eternity before someone answered. She’d
never yearned to hear her mother’s voice, or to be back in her
parents’ arms more than she did today. And she’d never
wanted to snuggle her baby sister more than she did in this
moment.
This time the terror threat was real.
“Hello?”
Her mother’s voice soothed like a lullaby. She’d
realized in that moment how nothing else really mattered
anymore. Their fight needed to end. She just wanted to go
back. She felt an ache in her chest, and begged to come
home, insisting she’d stay out of trouble this time. She’d
learned her lesson. She promised.
“I know you’re afraid, Charly,” her mom had replied,
“and, yeah, the world is crazy these days. But you’ve made so
much progress, and we’ve already paid your tuition through
the term, so nothing’s going to change until after March. I
don’t want you to worry about anything. Our borough hasn’t
been evacuated, so they must know we’re safe. And you’re
safe, too. You need to hear me. We’re all safe. The Academy
is very, very secure. No one’s getting through those gates or
onto the property, anywhere. As hard as it would be for you
to leave, it’s even harder for anyone to get in. It’s secluded,
and I doubt anyone other than your classmates and the locals
even knows the campus is back there. Dad’ll be home from
Tokyo tomorrow, and we’ll vid-chat about it then. Be online
after dinner, at 7:00.”
“Can I talk to Emmy?”
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“Hold on and I’ll get her---”
“Wait! Mom…” She’d forgiven her, and she wanted to
say that and so much more to her. But not on the phone and
not this way. As angry as she’d been that her Mom had
actually gone through with it and sent her here, as angry as
she’d been that her Dad had gone along with it, she wanted
to just erase the past year, and get back to the way it had
been. She wanted her parents to know the truth. The truth
had to be easier than the lie. But it would have to wait. For
now, all she could do was try to make peace, to say the words
she hadn’t said for nearly thirteen months, to tell her mother
that she loved her.
“Mom… I…”
“We’ll talk tomorrow. I promise. Emmy! Come here
baby, Sissy’s on the phone.”
She heard Emmy’s joyful shriek in the background—
her tiny footsteps running, and then something crashing, and
Emmy crying. Then she heard her mother’s muffled voice
saying, “You’re okay, Emmy,” and bigger footsteps coming
back towards the phone, Emmy’s cries getting louder.
“You’re fine, Emmy…Charly, Emmy took a spill. She’s
shaken up. I gotta go. We’ll talk tomorrow.” Her mother’d
quickly hung up the phone before either had said goodbye.
She called Morgan next, but as usual, there was no
answer. It didn’t matter what day or what time, no one ever
answered. She hadn’t replied to texts either. Charly didn’t
dare send an e-mail. If Morgan’s father intercepted it, there’d
be hell to pay. What good would it do, anyway, if Charly
couldn’t be real with what she wanted to say. Her heart still
ached just to hear Morgan’s voice or get a text or e-mail from
her— to wish for anything more, to actually be with her
again— was too much to ask. Charly’s nightly ritual before
9
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closing her eyes was to speak to her silently, pretending she’d
been there with her all day and that she was still there next to
her as they both fell asleep. Tonight, she simply begged God
to keep Morgan safe.
When Charly awoke the next morning, her spirits were
buoyed by news that the attacks hadn’t occurred as predicted
after all. She couldn’t wait to talk to her dad after dinner, and
begin making plans to go home. She’d turned her attention
to her school’s biggest softball game of the season, and
bounced out of the locker room’s exit to join the rest of her
teammates already on the field, feeling lighter and eager to
take on Grace Academy.
No one could have imagined what happened next, that
last day of Longbefore:
Distant sirens started wailing— not to warn of a
tornado birthed by nature but to warn of a terror birthed by
Man. She’d had only seconds before the deafening blast filled
her ears, shaking her off her feet. A distant fireball blinded
her as she hit the still rumbling earth, and clinging to it with
all her might, crawled to the tornado shelter as fast as she
could. She’d thrown herself in, slamming the heavy door
behind her just as the invisible tsunami of heat and
destruction engulfed everything she’d ever known, and every
one she’d ever loved, still above ground. Surrounded by
darkness she’d called out, but no one had answered. No one
else had made it to a place of safety.
No, she would never forgive the Old Ones for letting it
happen.
When she’d thought it was finally safe, she’d emerged
from her dark sanctuary into the scene of mass destruction.
All that stood were the scorched remnants of what had been
a school, a dorm, a field, a town, a landscape. Somewhere
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within her was a strong will to live. She would have to stay
alive were she ever to see her family again. She’d discovered
courage she’d never known she had, learned to survive
through unimaginable means, any means necessary, and in
doing so, to push back any feeling or thought that could
weaken her. She’d become a rock. Strong and indestructible.
But her coping mechanism had cracked in that
dumpster last night, and now, standing over the crumpled
Old One, it shattered completely, like a pane of glass struck
by a stone. She’d lost the strength and the will to hold them
back any longer, and was overtaken completely by the rush of
emotions.
“Laura…” He sobbed and shuddered some more,
“…my little boy, my beautiful boy…”
She pitied him.
She despised him.
She wanted to flee.
She was compelled to stay.
She wasn’t afraid of him any longer.
She bent over the remnants of this man and awkwardly
wrapped her arms around him, rocking him gently as she had
so many times rocked her baby sister to quiet her tears and
ease her into sleep. Emmy…The memory only increased her
pain.
“It’s O.K. Shhhh. It’s alright,” she heard an alien voice
soothingly repeating. It came from a distant place, someplace
foreign, some place forgotten… someplace far back in the
past. Some place deep inside her. She realized how long it
had been since she’d heard it. The sound of her own voice.
How long had she been alone?
How long had it been since she’d had someone to talk
to?
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How long had it been since she’d had a reason to
speak?
She looked away, staring into the darkness. “I’m sorry.
I’m so, so sorry. I found her yesterday, still warm, so it
couldn’t have been too long. I thought it was just her. I
didn’t know. I swear I didn’t know.” She turned now, to look
into his eyes.
But his were staring blankly into the night.
“My boy… Aaron…”
He turned to her, “What about my boy? When did---”
the man started to ask in a hushed flat tone, then halted, as if
the full magnitude of his loss hit in that moment, along with
the recognition that details no longer mattered. Nothing
would change. Nothing could bring his baby boy back. His
sorrowful eyes, swollen red, were filled with pain and longing.
She paused for a moment, hoping her words would
come out as gently as they could.
“I found him later, inside the dumpster. He’d been
there all along, I just didn’t know it. He was dead a long time.
Before she was. I didn’t do anything— I was just holding
him…” she gazed across the alley, staring at the dumpster not
knowing what else to say “…just like I held my baby sister.”
The man nodded, then started to speak. “She never
would’ve left him. Never. She must’ve been holding on for
him. I should’ve made it here sooner. If I’d only gotten back
sooner…” His voice trailed off, and he started to sob again.
She felt guilt and remorse for having robbed Laura of
her dignity, for having thrown her into the street like
garbage… for having found Aaron as she had.
But that’s how it is. The strong survive. The weak die. No more
than that. It was just a dead body.
She’d never even stopped to imagine that it was a
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person or had a name, or meant anything to anyone else,
other than a source of warmth to be scavenged for anything
that could be made useful.
It was just a body— a dead body.
But they weren’t bodies to her any longer. She’d seen
their humanity through his eyes. They could’ve been Emmy
and Mom. He could’ve been her Dad. She thought of what
her father would’ve done in his place. Probably killed her.
But he hadn’t. She understood. Suddenly, she understood
more than she ever wanted to. It was all coming back. Her
own humanity. She needed to be there for him, as she would
want to be there for her own father.
She stood up, stiff with pain where her body had hit the
icy pavement, then walked alongside the man, back to where
he’d placed the corpses of his loved ones. She watched
helplessly as he lifted his lifeless child’s body to his face,
brought it close and kissed his cheek as the rest dangled limp
in his arms. He bent over slowly and ceremoniously replaced
Aaron into his mother’s lap, then slumped against the wall,
slid down beside them both, and again stared blankly into the
dark void ahead. In a strange way Aaron had become hers as
well. She was grateful his father was here for him now.
Charly sat down next to him. She could make out his
features in the shadow of a barely, briefly visible moon. He
was skeletal, skin hung loosely from his bones. His cheeks
were sunken, and dark rings emphasized deeply set eyes.
Sores covered his arms, neck and face. He was tall, dressed in
a tattered uniform, unraveling and full of holes, impossible to
identify, a small clump of curls the only hair left on his head.
He looked to be about as old as her father.
The gray pall of death was already upon him.
They sat together sharing the silence.
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After waiting a few minutes, it was Charly who spoke
first.
“We should get out of the cold. There’s some food in
the dumpster. I’ll show you.” She rose to make her way back
to the dumpster, hoping he’d follow.
The man barely acknowledged the sound of her voice.
Then, as if awakening from a trance, he looked up at her,
grabbed her leg and pulled Charly toward him.
He began, his voice as raspy and weak as hers was.
“It’s not your fault. It’s mine. I told her I’d be back in 2,
3 days. It ended up taking 7 or 8. I went back to get the plans
and the portable decontamination unit, but the lab had
already been sacked by looters by the time I got there.”
His breathing was labored, and he fought to keep his
eyes open. “I promised if I left, I wouldn’t be gone more
than 2, 3 days. I’d be back with the plans and the unit. We’d
make our way to the launch site from there.”
He choked and coughed, his breathing becoming
increasingly labored. She sat down next to him, bringing her
ear closer.
“We had to pray she was still flight worthy… had to
believe Dwyer………..his vision. It had to… to be….there.
It would be…inhabitable. Had to keep…dreaming….the
dream could…save us… it was our…only hope… we…
knew….it.”
He stopped talking, trying to catch his breath and take
in more, but as he did, the coughing and choking started
again, as words bubbled in this throat, “Matt…Jessie… knew
it.
We could make it…I told her…prom…promised
her…I’d get plans…and…get back….I gave…her my
…word.”
“What--- launch site? Plans?”
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Charly’s head started to swirl. Was he crazy? What was
he talking about? She’d seen others die. Some would spew a
bunch of nonsense, right before they took their last breaths.
But somehow, implausible as it seemed, deep inside she felt
he was telling her the truth. She listened intently, trying to
make sense of it.
The man suddenly retched, blood mixed with spittle.
He wiped the dark red from his mouth with the back of his
trembling hand, then continued:
“When I…got…to the…lab…they’d been there….
looters. God knows who…” His voice became a raspy
whisper between gasps of breath as he moved his arm over
Charly’s shoulder. Their eyes met.
“Wha…what’s your name?”
His question stunned her.
She was safe, cloaked in anonymity, in a world where
human beings no longer mattered to each other, in a world
where each struggled separately against the odds to survive
one day longer.
“Charly… I’m … I’m Charly Willow.”
“I’m Pete…Wh…where’re your folks?”
Her folks? That question stunned her even more. Her
folks. Her folks. Her only reason for going on. Her only
hope. If only she knew where they were. Did he really think
she’d be here alone if she knew where they were? They
wouldn’t leave her out of their sights if they knew where she
was. And as soon as she finds them, she won’t let them out of
hers, ever again. No, if they’d been with her, she’d never have
been there, alone in the dumpster. None of this would’ve
happened.
The more she thought about them, the more it hurt.
“Don’t know. I’ve been looking for them since the
15
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blast.”
“You’re…a…alone?”
“Not anymore.”
A faint smile crossed his face.
He knew he was dying. He’d finally lost everything to
the blast. Moments before, as he’d set the corpse of his son
down into his dead wife’s lap, he’d welcomed death. The fight
to stay alive in order to protect them had exhausted him long
ago. He could finally surrender, succumb to the unrelenting
sickness, escape his body and find relief. He’d wanted to join
them as soon as he could, wherever they were. Whether in
heaven or some other afterlife, he needed to be certain they
were together, and that they were okay. But now. Now he’d
learned about this girl. Now, the act of dying was stained with
guilt. She was nothing but a child. A child who was all alone
in this God forsaken hell. A child who’d been a stranger, but
one who’d touched him deeply. She’d been there with them
in their last moments, when he wasn’t. She’d become his only
tangible connection to them. He needed to do whatever he
could to help her. He needed to do his best for her, before he
died.
He fought to keep his glazed eyes on her, but lost
control as they started to roll to the back of his head, then
forward, then back again. His vision was blurred, and fleeting.
“Charly… the last… of our kind… listen hard, Charly.”
His eyes shut and his breathing slowed. He took a deep
breath, then exhaled. She counted to herself, 1, 2, 3 …
feeling the panic rise as she reached 15 and he’d still not
taken another breath.
“Don’t leave me!” she screamed the words as much to
herself as at him. They’d known each other mere moments,
but she was connected to him now in a way she’d forgotten
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humans could be.
It worked. He opened his eyes, taking another long
breath.
“Charly. I’m dying… Don’t you die… Listen. Storen…
had… a map.”
His voice was now a faint whisper. She leaned even
closer in, feeling the warmth of his breath on her ear as he
continued.
“Go…to…Storen’s…find…map…to…launch….site.
Safe there… you’ll be… safe… there…”
Another long count.
Another deep breath.
“Instructions…there…on…comp….uter.”
And yet again.
“Leave… tell him… Peter …. Ryo…nisis…”
And again.
“Don’t die. Get to…the map…He can… Dwyer can….
help… you… find…your…..folks.”
This time, the count went to 42. And then he took yet
another breath.
“Trust…..me…..Get…to…Storen’s…map…..ninety….
eight…….Thorn………….ton……………………………
…………….Streeeeeeeeeeeeeeet……………………………
twe…….” he gasped as more blood gurgled from his mouth
“twen……ty…………fif…………ty………….……se……
……………………..ven……………….dash………………
……………daaaashhhh…………….dot…”
She nodded, locking her eyes onto his, watching
helplessly as he concentrated every last bit of energy he had
left to open his eyes, and move them until he’d found hers.
“Pro….Promise…me…..you’ll……..go.”
His head dropped as if weighing a ton. “Pr…..
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prom…ise.”
“I’ll get the map. I promise.”
His eyes closed and he grinned.
“Good.”
She took his hand and stopped counting. She stayed
until his last breath escaped in a blood-bubbled gurgle, and he
was gone.

-2They sat in the domed sanctuary, their consciousness
unified and floating in the pale violet mist. They were at one
with themselves and their universe. Free. Unformed.
Spreading beyond Now into the third dimension of solitude.
Suspended in the rhythm of their heartbeats, the tranquility of
the stars.
Then, suddenly at once a powerful jolt.
The immense brutal shock wave was upon them.
Without warning it swept them apart, each spinning and
whirling into the deep indigo of cosmic conscious space.
Their idyllic calm shattered by a deafening roar so violent that
they withdrew from its impact into a dense coma. When they
finally reawakened, regenerated, and returned to their
mechanisms, they opened their Light eyes in perfect
unrehearsed unison.
The vibration had been so violent that the young one
lapsed into Olde Tongue, primitive and limiting. Their
ancestors had evolved through the millennia, beyond the
chattering sounds made by their vocal folds into the realm of
visual communication— a form of telepathic messages that
were inaudible, yet understood completely and accurately
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through a language of undiluted thought and feeling
transmitted through their eyes. The trust and openness
which this emoting demanded had forced the community
toward quantum leaps of purity in their actions, and balanced,
ethical grace. It had been the next natural step in their long
evolutionary process. A leap that ushered them into the
perfection of their Golden EverAge.
“It is lost. Ever ended. Brutally erased…” The young
one used its chattering folds, then regained its composure and
returned to emoting.
An older one, Eldest Being, opened and closed its eyes
slowly, speaking wordlessly the sorrow in its heart. Opening
its Light eyes again, it shared its pain with the young one,
offering Empathic Union.
They have destroyed themselves. They were unable to understand
the Calling. Eldest Being emoted in quiet, gentle tones,
emphasized with immense loving. The Others felt it purely,
understood with complete clarity its sorrow.
The planet has been lost. We cannot linger in the presence of such
evil violence. The power of its destructive energy must end there, in Earth
Time and Earth Space. We have done all that can be done, and more
than ever should have been done.
Eldest Being gazed softly and exquisitely at the Others
sitting in the circle and continued.
The creature who was most sensitive to us, the One with the
purest thoughts and kindest Earth Spirit was too limited in its capacity
to heed our messages soon enough. Its tone was deeply resonant.
“Dwyer…,” the young one chirped. Earth sounds had
only phonic correlates. There were no higher evolved
emotings to carry the clues of that alien species: A species
that could not press beyond its lower form, if even to rise
above its own destruction. “…is surely going to die. His vessel was
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not lost in the initial fire ball.”
Its emoting poured out into the receptive communion
of souls, then retreated deep within its own consciousness. It
was lost in deepest sorrow, an opaque weight that pressed
against translucent Light… a density never before felt. Pain
that seared and tore, blocking life out. It was lost now, in
itself.
The Others let it return to the Misting Chamber to seek
solace.
Eldest Being led the rest into healing. They sat together
in the circle, each emitting a beam of pale blue light into the
circle’s center, where their light beams combined to form a
single column of Light, which they then sent to encapsulate
the young one.
Its was the deepest wound, for it had been the young
one who had emoted to penetrate the farthest reaches of the
galaxy in order to seek out and teach the Earth creature,
“Dwyer.” It therefore understood best and loved most the
fragile species which had been annihilated in the
disintegrating blast. It knew more purely than the Others,
even than Eldest Being, the simple, magnificent potential for
kindness and goodness that was Earth.
The young one had even left its orb once, during
communal meditation. Its spirit had lifted out of its
mechanism, uncontrolled, traveling faster than light speed
through Space, passing stars, hurtling onward toward the
planet Earth. Gracefully. Effortlessly. From here to there, it
had merely taken a breathing in and a breathing out. The
Others had been unable to remain unified with it, could
neither heal nor power it. Earth vibrations had been too
crude for their finely tuned consciousness— had they
lingered there, they would have been destroyed.
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But the young one had stayed. Putting its Life Force at
risk, it had entered Dwyer through dream state, and projected
the visions of its planetary home: its pastel skies, expansive
amber seas, silver cityscapes, its sparkling fields of radiant
energy, endless space, and fertile ground. The young one had
left embedded in Dwyer’s consciousness a celestial map, and
harmony of heart with the Others... and then it stumbled into
Dwyer’s inner self— his fears, his loves, his frustrations and
his genius— his astounding courage, dignity, kindness and
capacity to love.
It was in the remembrance of that shared unification
that the young one now bathed, encapsulated by the glow of
sedate blue mist.
The Others left it to its grieving.

-3Charly Willow gazed at the family of corpses now at
her feet.
She’d allowed herself the luxury of feeling, and was now
paying the price.
She didn’t even remember his name. But she felt closer
to him in that moment than anyone she’d ever felt close to
Longbefore.
Somewhere in the piles of ash and scattered remains of
this barren city was a lab and a map. Or had she listened to
the insane ramblings of a madman? Was she just as mad to
want to believe him?
She picked his pockets clean, searching for anything she
could use. A billfold filled with greenbacks and compucards.
She threw them aside, amazed he hadn’t already discarded the
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worthless junk, and sunk her fingers deeper into the leather
pouch, searching for treasure: A clue; a missing piece to the
jigsaw puzzle; anything.
She kept constant watch of her surroundings with one
eye. Looters would find her hiding place soon enough. The
tips of her fingers touched something smooth. She anxiously
pulled it from the billfold. A worn photograph of a group of
friends. Two women, dressed in shirts and shorts each with a
baby in their arms, two tanned, muscular men in air force
uniforms, arms around each other, like brothers, all smiling
for the photographer— and there, off to the far left,
inadvertently caught in the background, a slight, disheveled
looking white haired man dressed in khakis, short sleeved
shirt and sandals, watching the troupe, a grandfatherly smile
beaming from his face.
Charly looked at each figure more closely.
She recognized the long blonde hair and sculpted
features of Laura, and felt touched by her once intact beauty,
her serene smile. An infant was in her arms. The redheaded
woman next to her was slightly heavier and shorter, with a
grin that seemed fun-loving, mischievous. Charly fingered her
own balding head, remembering her own shock of red hair—
Nana’s “favorite carrot top.”
One of the men had deeply sunken eyes. He was tall
and tan with a head full of curly black hair. She barely
recognized him.
Thank God. Now I have a piece of you.
She kissed the photo and turning it over to tuck away
against her breast, noticed the scribbled words: “The LarsonStoren Project. Ryonisis or Bust!”
Charly slipped the photo under her shirt, then dipped
her fingers once more into the billfold. Tucked behind more
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compucards were single photos of a younger Laura— in a
graduation cap, in her wedding gown, wearing a swim suit at
the shore, dressed as a clown at some party— and of the
infant— in a hospital crib, being bathed in a bassinet, at a
birthday party. And one more photo, taken in front of a
Christmas tree, of the redhead and the other airman, and their
baby. She turned it over and read the inscription:
“To Peter, Laura, and AaronLooking forward to spending Christmas with you one day on
Ryonisis.
Matt, Jess, and Scotty”
Pete! He’d told her his name. Now she remembered. I won’t
ever forget you, Pete. Or Laura. Or you, Aaron.
She tucked the photos away and reopened the billfold
for one last search, shaking it above her eyes to be sure
nothing remained. A folded square of paper spilled out,
fluttering down to the street. She scooped it up, instinctively
listening for the sound of footsteps.
Sure enough— she heard what she guessed to be two
or three Old Ones approaching from the west.
She snatched up the paper and ran for cover.
From a distance, she watched helplessly as looters came
upon and quickly disrobed the bodies, grabbed their clothes
and shoes, then headed back down the street. Charly lifted
the yellowed paper toward the pale blue light breaking
through the clouds in the constantly stormy sky. Curled by
age, she carefully unfolded it, squinting to make out the print.
Along the top were the words “Cornell Oracle,” and
below it a small headline:
Renown Scientist, Douglas Dwyer, Delivers
Commencement Address
by Peter Larson
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She carefully refolded it and tucked it away for future
reference, ran back to the dumpster to stuff her split tattered
shoes, ratty pants and coat with rags and newspapers, and
then returned to the alley. Her footsteps echoed along the
corridor as she made her way back to the main street.
No one had noticed her.
Although she wasn’t sure why, she headed toward a
destination given her by a dying man. Maybe he was crazy—
or maybe there would be salvation in his words. In either
case, Charly had nothing to lose. She might as well move in
his direction as any other and take a chance. If this Dwyer
person could help her find them, then she needed to find
him. Meantime, she needed to find tonight’s shelter and
figure out her next move. Charly blended back into yet
another tattered shadow, shuffling along anonymously,
aimless and known to no one.

~
Dwyer sat in front of the monitor, the lit screen casting
an eerie gray shadow on his face. The enclosed control room
had a stale musty odor. The geothermal generators would
probably run for centuries, recycling the disinfected air,
keeping the ambient temperature constant and the plant
powered. Life support in a living tomb for an aged man with
enough food and supplies to keep him going until his body
decayed into death.
“What is your access code, please?” GenCom 2 voiced
the question in a flat robotic tone.
“Access file B3-9-20A.” Dwyer’s voice was bereft of
emotion, lifeless and robotic itself.
The screen filled with data. Dwyer read it again,
rechecking as he had already several dozen times before.
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TIME.5.45
W.D.N.W.@ 25 KS.
GROUND(8).LONG.[#E]
ENTER DATA LINE 483.484.485…487
RUN GRAPHIC
A map of the city appeared on the monitor,
superimposed with circular graph lines delineating epicenter
of the blast, temperatures and radiation levels from the
central point outward. Recalling the last conversations he’d
had with Larson and Storen, Dwyer conjectured for the
thousandth time where they and their families might have
been at the time of impact. He recalculated the odds of their
survival to date, based on radiation levels, access to food and
shelter, and 357 other specific variables. The Larson/Storen
Project was to be the culmination of his life’s most brilliant
work. More than his epitaph to astrophysics and aeronautics,
the final launch and full implementation were to have written
a new chapter in the history of humankind, planet earth and
her home galaxy.
Now, he prayed and hoped and waited.
Prayed they might somehow still be alive.
Hoped that if any of them were, they’d make their way
to the launch site and its shelter.
Waited for their arrival here, at the underground
bunker.
Reading the data yet again, he admitted the odds were
against Storen’s survival. The whole family had been blocks
away from epicenter. Unless there’d been a last minute
change in plans— but Dwyer knew Matt and Jess would
never have changed plans for their wedding anniversary. At
least they’d died not knowing what hit them.
“Damn romantic fools. You made me postpone the
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launch because of that anniversary. If you hadn’t you’d have
been long gone and safe now.”
He’d started talking to himself to fill the silence of his
underground isolation. He knew the Larsons were going to a
reunion at their family’s cabin. If they’d gotten as far out as
Exit 40, they’d survived the shock wave. “And if you did,
then there’s hope all of you survived.”
But Dwyer also knew that by now their radiation
exposure was at lethal levels, and that their bodies, especially
Aaron’s, couldn’t withstand much more. He prayed again
that they’d thought of the pad soon enough, of its
sophisticated decontamination chambers and purification
systems, and had managed to get to Storen’s back-up M.A.P.
During years of research, development and
advancement of the project, the four dedicated scientists and
their children had become extensions of each other, the
family of children and grandchildren he’d never had. Just like
GenCom4. And now, after weeks of denial, he wrestled with
the bitter inevitability of his loss.
Endless days of
intermittent restless sleep and subsistence rations had taken
their toll on the old man.
He left his place at the console and with slow,
exhausted strides, dragged himself across the control room
and into the clinic. There, he hoped to find a quiet rest, a
brief peace. He laid down on the sterile cot, leaning his head
back into the head rest. The monitor above lit up as medical
data began feeding into GenCom3. Dwyer closed his eyes
and slowly drifted off to sleep.
His first attempt at rest was shattered by the roar and
sights of a horrific, blinding blast— a heat and a fire beyond
any fire, instantaneously disintegrating all into ash and dust—
images of dismemberment, death, destruction and Demons.
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Dwyer awoke violently, drenched in a bath of his own
sweat, gasping for air. He looked at the changed monitor and
found himself alive in the nightmare time had not, would not
erase. His and every human’s greatest fear— a fear so
overwhelming no one ever really faced it or fully believed in
its possibility— the greatest nightmare of all had happened.
Earth was taking her final agonized breath. It would all end.
All species. The past. The present. As though they had never
existed at all.
He closed his eyes again in another attempt at breaking
free.
Sometime into his sleep state, another dream began.
He was surrounded by a soft violet mist and Elysian
fields of magnificent beauty. In the middle of the meadow,
off in the distance beyond a vast silver cityscape, he watched
two figures walking slowly— a young girl with a crown of red
hair and a luminous Being of Light. The young girl seemed
to be asking questions of the Being of Light, as Dwyer heard
a distant chanting, powerful, peaceful, unified yet alien to his
ears.
“Are you of Earth?” the Being of Light whispered in a
chirping language that was incomprehensible yet understood
in the same instant.
“I am,” replied the girl.
“Do you know of the earth creature, Dwyer?”
“He was my friend. He told me about you.”
“And how were you known to him?”
“I came upon his friend in the City. He led me to the
place where Dwyer was waiting.”
“And he told you of us?”
“He spoke of a dream. Of a place. Of a vision.”
“And did he call you ‘Young One’?”
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“No… he called me the last of my kind.”

~
Charly made her way on foot through the demolished
city in the coming weeks. The darkness of night had
indistinguishably blended into the darkness of dawn. She read
the sign ahead, amazed to find its legible fragments still there.
Int rs e 5 ast
An arrow pointed to a ramp leading to a charred
crevice. Tired, nauseous, half frozen and drenched to the
bone, she collapsed onto the shoulder. Icy ash fell on her
body, dropped by a harsh steady wind. Bunching the rags
and newspapers she’d salvaged up into a makeshift pillow,
she laid her head down and began to drift asleep.
Abruptly, the winds shifted and the sky violently
erupted, pelting her with freezing rain. She squinted her eyes
to keep the stinging acid out, cupping her hands against her
eyebrows. A ripped slice of metal hung in the tangled grip of
a barren tree off to her left. She made a quick dash and
crouched under its leaky inadequate shelter, glancing around
for some familiar landmark that might help point her in the
right direction.
If she stayed in the rain much longer, it would begin to
eat through her rags and then start at her skin.
She remembered that the interstate ramp east used to
be in the vicinity of the little league field where her team used
to practice. With any luck, the dugout would still be there.
She made her way around the sunken crevice, past two blocks
of debris, and stood where the diamond had been.
Luck was with her.
Sections of the chain link fence and bleachers stood
intact. Others had vanished, ripped apart by the secondary
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wave, nuclear winter and its storms, or looters. The dugout
was only feet away. She approached cautiously, pulling her
knife out, just in case. Emptied cans and feces…evidence
others had been there days before. She kicked her way
through the trash, breathing a sigh of relief to find it
abandoned, and slumped against the inside wall.
Her numb hands fumbled as she unbuttoned her coat
and pulled layers of rags from her body. The top two were
done. She discarded the unsalvageable coverings, already
half-eaten by the acid rain, and closed her eyes, focusing all
the energy she could muster.
If I concentrate hard enough, can I remember?
Shivering and pale, she blocked the sound of howling
winds and steady rain. Blocked the numbness in her hands,
face and feet. Ignored her steadily chattering teeth and
growling stomach.
Yes. Yes!
A momentary warmth gently kissed her cheeks, then
vanished as quickly as it had come.
C’mon. Concentrate! Remember it. Go there. Go back. Go back
there. You’re there right now. You’re there again. You’re there. In the
ballpark. Remember? Yes. Yes. Yes. There now…
A bright yellow white light sparkled between the
shimmering green leaves high in the branches above her. An
unblemished powder blue sky surrounded the field. Cheers
from fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters and grandparents
filled her head, as the umpire screamed, “Steeeeriiiike!” She
tapped the cushioned, velvety soft palm of her leather glove
with the back of her knuckled fist and glanced over at the
bleachers, searching for her family, and Morgan.
The images and sensations vanished.
Shivering with cold, she clutched her rumbling
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stomach, ignored her pain, and fell asleep.
The sound of Peter’s haunting voice echoed and
rebounded in her mind, gently awakening her.
“Storen’s map…. 98… Thorn…ton…… Streeeeet…..”
Thornton Street. So familiar… Thornton Street… Thornton…
Of course! Why hadn’t I recognized it before! That’s the left turn just
before Stratford Avenue! It can’t be more than five or six blocks from
here!
While she’d slept, the roar of the wind and rain had
quieted to a silent chilled mist. She gathered her scant
belongings and as a cold shudder ran up her spine, mourned
the discarded acid-eaten threads that had served her well.
For the first time since Longbefore, Charly felt an
anxious excitement.
She’d been the only one who’d made it to the shelter
that day Longbefore, and she’d blocked the memory of what
she’d found when she’d finally gotten up the courage to open
that shelter door, of what she’d seen and felt and thought—
the horror, the grief, the fear— the intense fear, and the
aloneness---the unbearable aloneness. It had taken time, but
she’d transformed herself, as others had, to survive the
surreal unimaginable in which each now existed.
Somehow, that reality had now shifted. It was as if
someone were by her side, holding her hand, urging her on.
Even though it was probably no more than a wild goose
chase driving her forward, she had an unimagined precious
aim now, bequeathed to her by a dying stranger. Maybe it
would be the way to lead her home.
She hadn’t noticed many Old Ones in this area since
she’d arrived. As she made her way toward Thornton Street,
she noticed one or two pass. Most Old Ones still wandered
aimlessly along the outskirts of the City, because there was
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less and less to scavenge, the closer one came to the center of
the blast. At the epicenter, nothing had survived. Not even
the earth that once held skyscrapers. Miles beyond that,
cooled globs of molten steel and glass formed a grotesque
maze-like jungle.
But here, in the farthest outskirts, there were still
visible, often intact relics of a civilization that had once been
home.
Charly turned onto an unmarked street, hoping her
guess was right, searching for another landmark. The familiar
gnaw deep in the pit of her stomach was nearly unbearable,
and she noticed new sores opening and oozing from her
palms. Her body convulsed as she bent over again
succumbing to the nausea. Her feet hit something hard and
flat. She lifted it close, reading the intact letters: “56
Thornton.” Continuing up the street, several intact buildings
still held brass address plates. “89 Thornton” “92
Thornton”
And then a miracle.
A three story brownstone, door and windows intact.
The numbers “98” etched in stone above the doorway.
Charly walked up the five short steps, jimmied the lock,
and entered.

~
What was this deep dark place her chance meeting with
a skeletal fragment on the street had led her to? Earth was
already a vast wasteland— a living organism no longer
fighting to live, but now struggling to die. What hope could
there possibly be for anyone’s or anything’s survival?
She stood in a long narrow hallway, her eyes beginning
to adjust to the pitch black. Soon, doorways began to appear
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on both sides of the hall. She heard the voice of a ghost
whispering to her.
“Storen’s map. Launch site. Instructions. Computer. 20, 57,
dash, dash, dot.”
Was it 57 or 67? Could she even trust her own
memory? Even if she could, had Peter meant to end there, or
was there more he’d wanted to say but couldn’t before death
took him? What good could any map do her now, anyway?
Half the City was blown away, the other half molten globs,
fragmented chunks, scattered pieces. Computer. Ha! That was
a joke. There hadn’t been any electricity since the blast, so
what good would that do her, either?
She chuckled, realizing the utter absurdity of her
situation. Exhausted and half-dead herself from radiation
sickness, malnourishment, and tainted water, she’d willed
herself to this place…this dark, scary, strange place… to meet
with an unknown destiny. Now, close as she was, her blurred
memory couldn’t conjure up the last number he’d spoken, a
number that might unlock the mystery— assuming she could
figure that mystery out.
Her chuckling sparked a revolt in the pit of her
stomach, and she swallowed hard against the familiar burn of
bile as saliva filled her mouth. This time she won, keeping
the inevitable retching at bay.
“The last of our kind.”
What had Peter meant? Was she the last human to
show kindness to another? Was she the last one to see him
alive? Maybe he’d meant she was the last gullible stooge on
the face of the planet. She decided to silence her thoughts,
realizing her eyes had adjusted completely to the interior
darkness. The improved visibility helped calm her fears. She
moved forward, deciding to enter the first room on the left.
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She was stunned by how incredibly intact the place was.
Things still hung on the walls— artwork or photographs or
maps, she couldn’t make out anything but their rectangular
and square forms— drapes hung over the windows, a pencil
thin beam of bluish light from outside outlined their frames,
and throw rugs were on the floor. The air was thick with
muskiness and a strange mixture of smells bombarded her
senses. It was as if she were experiencing them for the first
time, it had been so long since anything fragrant had existed.
So long ago in Longbefore, she barely recognized them.
Smoke…cologne…lemon…wood… the smells of home.
This place was miraculously undisturbed. A once orderly
life— a once orderly world— preserved inside an eerie tomb.
Bookcases wrapped around the entire room. She made out a
large hulk, possibly a desk, to her left, there against the
farthest wall, next to a window. She walked over to it, and
opened the drapes a crack. The lighter darkness of the world
outside cast a pale blue-gray lightness over the room. There
were small piles stacked on the desk. She moved closer to it.
Her left foot stepped on something that rolled out from
under it, landing her on the floor with a thud. It kept rolling
under her as she fell. Cold and hard, it poked her in the ribs.
She grabbed its cylindrical shape and pulled it out from
under, recognizing it immediately. What a find! She fingered
its switch, praying against all odds that the battery might still
be good, the bulb unbroken.
A flash of light stabbed her eyes as it lit up the room.
Her eyes shut reflexively in sharp pain. It had been eons since
light that bright had pierced her vision. She shut off the
flashlight, blindly ran to the drapes and furiously pulled them
closed in an effort to keep her presence and the treasure
trove she’d found secret. Having made sure there were no
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gaps or cracks between the fabric and the window frame, she
squinted, and clicked the flashlight back on. Her lids
separated slowly, cautiously giving her eyes a chance to adjust
this time. As soon as she could tolerate the light, she opened
them completely and looked around the room.
It was utterly intact, completely untouched by looters.
A mighty cache filled with a wealth of supplies. She’d
witnessed others being killed for far less, much less than a
flashlight or drapes, knives, guns, or food.
An elegant plump paisley chair called to her with
invitingly plush comfort. She’d forgotten how vibrant colors
could be, having grown used to the pale gray world of an
overcast post-nuclear sky, the blacks, grays and whites of a
charred, ashen, frozen landscape— forgotten what home felt
like, having adjusted to the bleak, stark conditions of a street
survivalist. With complete abandon, she flopped into the
chair, ignoring the initial sting of pressure against her sores,
reveling in its coziness, sinking into it deeply. She’d forgotten
the luxury of cushions. She propped herself forward on
upholstered arms and scanned the huge mahogany desk. It
was covered with a furious pile of books, papers, folders,
photos… and maps.
Was it really possible? Could one of these maps actually
be the one?
A crystal bottle filled with a deep cherry colored liquid
stood on one of the desk’s edges. She grabbed the bottle,
pulled the glass stopper from its neck, and guzzled the stuff
down. It was as if she had swallowed fire. Vapors filled her
nose, and flames licked at her mouth, tongue and throat. Too
late to spit it out, it kept burning as she choked it down.
Moments later a strangely warm glow spread across her chest.
She picked up a file laying on top of one of the stacks
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piled on the desk and opened it. Inside were black and white
aerial photos of a vast clearing surrounded by trees, four
concrete domes rising from the ground in the clearance. The
next shot, taken at closer range, showed two of the domes
separated by a landing strip which ran between them. The
last photo, marked “L.P.A” in handwritten black marker at
the bottom right corner, showed a large circular concave area
deeply sunken into the ground. Charly moved the two
photographs aside. A copy of a decoded transmission was
next in the pile. She picked it up and brought it closer to her
eyes. The words, “TOP SECRET: SECURITY
CLEARANCE ALPHA NINE PERSONNEL ONLY,”
were stamped in bold red across the top, marring an
embossed USAF insignia. Everything was getting fuzzy, and
Charly blinked twice, then squinted to read the blurry text.
21 JUNE 2023
STATUS REPORT: PROJECT RYONISIS
PROGRESS CONTINUED AT STEADY PACE STOP DWYER
COMPLETED MISSION BRIEFING FOR GENCOM4 STOP LAUNCH
PAD A NEARING COMPLETION STOP EST. NO MORE THAN FIVE
MONTHS OUT STOP SPACE SPACECRAFT SECURITY DOCKING
PROCEDURES COMPLETED [SEE D.S. 485-SO] STOP MISSION
ASTROPHYS D. DWYER, MISSION AERO ENGINEER P. LARSON,
MISSION MD/ANTHRO L. LARSON, MISSION PILOT/LINGUIST
M. STOREN, AND MISSION PSYCH/SOCIO J. STOREN
SCHEDULED TO BEGIN FINAL PHASE TRAINING UNDER
PROJECT R TEST CONDITIONS @0700 23 JUNE STOP WILL
UPDATE ON PROGRESS 27 JUNE STOP ENTIRE CREW LOOKING
FORWARD TO YOUR VISIT MADAME PRESIDENT STOP
SECRETARY HIGHTOWER INFORMED OF YOUR SCHEDULE STOP
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED COL M. STOREN USAF
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Across the bottom, someone had scribbled in a sloppy
hand: Can’t you think of better ways to waste my mission commander’s
time? My best to Ethan—D.D.
Charly felt a rush of excitement swell inside her, as
thoughts raced through her head. But the room was spinning,
so she shut her eyes for a moment, hoping to make it stop.
She was flooded with memories of her own home,
warm and cozy much like this room… the voices of her
parents and Jujubi, her little black and tan Yorkie, yapping
playfully, seeped into her consciousness.
“Where’s your ball, Jubi? Go get your ball!”
Jujubi’s eyes were bright with joy, her tongue, curled
and vibrating with excitement at the tip of her opened mouth.
She’d been waiting at the door when Charly’d arrived home.
“Is that you, Charly?” her mother called from the den.
Jujubi ran to Charly with the ball in her mouth,
dropping it at her feet.
“That’s a good girl!” She picked up the ball and rolled
it across the polished wooden floor. Jujubi scampered after
it, as Charly popped her head into the den, fully expecting to
find her mother concentrating at her desk, or chatting with
one of her clients.
Instead, her father was there, sitting next to her mother
on the couch. His presence alarmed her.
“How was school?”
She answered cautiously, “Fine…” Morgan had
promised her they’d get away with it, but she used a more
innocent tone, just for added protection, “…what are you
doing home, Dad? Are you alright?” Maybe she was just
being paranoid. There was no way his being home had
anything to do with it.
The expressions on her parents’ faces told her
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otherwise.
“An attendance clerk called me this morning. You
weren’t at school today,” her mother said, fighting to contain
her anger. She let her husband continue.
“You haven’t been there for the last 3 days…” He and
she were always connected by an invisible force. They were
always on each other’s sides, and they could read each other’s
thoughts. Why had she ever let Morgan convince her no one
would find out? Maybe Morgan wasn’t the techno wiz she
claimed to be, after all— obviously someone at school found
out they’d hacked into the attendance logs. “…We’re
waiting.”
They both stared at her as though she were a serial
killer. Geez, all she’d done was skip a few days of school.
That was the least of their worries. If they only knew where
she and Morgan had been— what they’d done— but there’s
no way they ever would. She and Morgan had worked out
every detail of their mutual alibi. They’d covered their tracks,
as they had so many times before. No— their secret would
never get out.
Charly knew she must be convincing. What was it
Morgan had told her? You need to believe the lie yourself-—
absolutely believe it. If you do, no one else will be able to break through
it. You’ve gotta make it real, Charly. Our happiness depends on it.
She looked straight into her parents’ eyes, and said the
lines just as she and Morgan had rehearsed them.
“I’m sorry. I know I screwed up. I promise, it won’t
happen again.”
“I don’t want an apology, young lady, I want the truth!
Why did you skip school? Where were you for 3 days?” Jujubi
ran and hid under the couch, and her father gently squeezed
his wife’s arm. They always reacted like this when her mother
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screamed, rare as it was.
“Answer your mother.” Charly could deal with her
mother’s anger, but her father’s quietly gentle disappointment
cut like a knife.
She told them the story she and Morgan had concocted,
about getting high and hanging out with two older boys
they’d met during the summer, and they believed it. Even
though their story was so much worse than the truth. The
truth that she and Morgan had ridden the bus every day to
the National Park two townships away, where no one they
knew would run into them. The truth that they’d stolen their
teachers’ lesson plans, so they could spend three days sitting
at a picnic table doing their school work together, instead of
doing it in class. Instead of 30-minute lunches in the cafeteria,
they’d eaten at the picnic table, laughing and pretending they
were five years older. On the bus ride back, they’d pretended
they were married and going home, together.
Yes. They’d agreed that their concocted story would be
so much easier for their parents to believe than the truth.
Adults never believed that 13 year olds could truly be in love,
and even if they did, they would never allow two girls to be.
They knew if they were ever discovered, they would be
separated forever. They couldn’t bear that.
So instead of the truth, they’d made up the lie.
“That’s it. This is the last straw. We’ve tried and tried
but we’re not getting through to you. I’ve called Excelsior
Academy. We’re transferring you there and you’ll have the
rest of the year to get yourself together.”
“No! You can’t---please! I promise—”
“Your promises are empty. You need to regain our trust
and the only way to do that is to become trustworthy.
Morgan’s been a horrible influence on you, that’s clear to us.
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You know better than to go anywhere with older boys. You
know better than to skip school. And you certainly know
better than to ever take any substance that makes you high.
We’re taking that influence away.”
She hated them in that moment. She wanted to be able
to tell them that she had never been this happy before, that
she was deeply in love and wanted to marry Morgan, that
Morgan was a good influence, that she was the one who had
convinced Charly they should keep up with their school
work, and not spend the time hiking, as Charly had wanted.
But Morgan had sworn her to secrecy and she couldn’t
violate her trust. They’d find a way to be together. Somehow.
As soon as she could call her, she knew Morgan would come
up with something. Even if she couldn’t get in touch until
after her parents dropped her off at Excelsior.
No one could have predicted what happened. No one
could’ve known the world would be blown apart before she
got back home. She had so many regrets. She should’ve told
her parents. They would’ve eventually understood, and even
if they hadn’t they would’ve at least known she didn’t do the
horrible things she’d lied about, to cover her tracks. She
should’ve given them the chance to understand— at least to
know who she was. And she shouldn’t have gotten mad at
Morgan. It wasn’t her fault. If Morgan’s father had found out,
he would’ve beaten her, just like he’d beaten her mother.
Charly understood that. But her whole life was turned upside
down. She’d lost Morgan, and she’d lost her family. She’d
worked hard to earn their trust back. And was so close to
going back home. She never had the chance to make things
right again, though. Not with Morgan. Not with her parents.
She’d lost everything in the blast.
She looked around the room. Maybe somehow,
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somewhere in this house was a clue— somehow she might
still be able to find her way back home, find her family, if
they were still alive. They just had to be alive. And Morgan—
maybe she would find Morgan again, too. The only thing
that mattered was finding them.
Even though the memory was painful, she kept it alive.
It was all she had left.
Her head was swirling, and the chair under her started
twirling. She opened her eyes, and held onto the edge of the
desk, waiting for the spinning to stop. Reassured that her
chair was actually still, she tried to focus back on the decoded
transmission still in her hands, but it was no use. The words
were just too fuzzy now. Her body longed for sleep, but her
mind couldn’t rest just yet. There was too much to try to
figure out, too many things left to explore, too many potential
answers at her fingertips.
She put the paper aside, picking up a framed photo
from several propped on the desk. She brought it closer. Was
this possible? Could it really be? She dove into her shirt with
her other hand and pulled out the photographs she’d stashed
there. She was right! It was an enlarged version of the same
wallet photo marked “The Larson-Storen Project.” Her eyes
darted around the room, from wall to wall, but now
everything was spinning too fast. Fighting against the
sensation, she concentrated, focusing her gaze back on the
desk. To her right was a bank of other small framed pictures.
She drew the nearest one closer. It was a stiffly posed, formal
portrait of the other couple— the redhead and her husband
both in full uniform.
It has to be! This is Matt’s study. It had to be Matt and
Jessica’s home. Matt and Jessica-M and J Storen! Where are they?
Why aren’t they here? What happened to them?
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At least now she knew who everyone was in the photo.
Everyone except the old man in the background.
Who could he be?
She kept rummaging through the desk, unsure of what
she was looking for. More files. Single sheets of paper.
Thumb drives.
Spinning…spinning. She felt woozier and woozier but
kept concentrating, now desperate to stay awake. Her hand
touched something metallic under one of the papers. A small
brass key, flat with a complicated pattern of protrusions on its
tip, engraved with four tiny numbers on its stem. She ran her
fingers against the numbers, as if trying to read braille. She
brought the key as close as she could, shining the flashlight
directly onto the numbers.
Two, oh, five, seven…two, oh, five, seven.
What could this be for? Two, oh, five, seven…two---Maybe if she saw the numbers differently. Two thousand
fifty seven… two thousand fifty seven…The numbers still meant
nothing.
Twenty...Fifty-seven…Twenty…Fifty-seven…Another voice
now said it with her. Twenty...Fifty-seven…until she heard only
his, “Twen…ty……….fif…………ty………se……ven….
dash………………………daaaashhhh…………….dot…”
TWENTY, FIFTY SEVEN!
She remembered it so clearly now!
Yeah! Yeah! He definitely told me “20-57”!
She stood with an anxious burst of energy, heart
beating out of her chest, pulse racing. She shoved the key
under her waist band, took two steps, then helplessly watched
as the room, already spinning around her, started to fade
away into black. Her knees buckled as she passed out onto
the floor.
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-4The violet mist transmuted into golden amber.
Young One returned from primal consciousness to cosmic
consciousness, grace and tranquility emanating from its eyes.
It float-glided out of the misting chamber, returning to the
Great Master Circle of Elders.
I have sensed Dwyer. He is still alive. Young One’s hope
and resolve glistened in its eyes. I entered his dream state. He has
seen a small being walking in one of our meadows. He will come to us.
It will happen.
Dearest Young One. Until you reach mastery, emotings of the
inner sanctum can be misleading. Your energy is filled with an
overpowering hopefulness that Dwyer is still alive… You cannot be
certain whether you entered his dream as its observer, or as its creator.
Nor can you be certain, should the dream be his, of its temporal
actualization. You cannot know whether it has already come to pass or
will ever come to pass. Eldest Being emoted through its eyes a
powerful warmth, a comforting tender stroke that
simultaneously elicited Young One’s fragility, and its ire.
I know what I have seen. I know what I have felt is real! I am
of violet mist and amber grace. I have completed the thirteenth misting. I
am of one heart and one soul with the Great Masters. I am. I feel. I
know through feeling. As the Teacher inscribed: “I feel; therefore I am.”
Does this not mean it is only through feeling that the trusted known is
found? Young One hesitated now, searching for another way
to explain itself.
And you believe the known is found only in conscious dreaming?
Do not forget… Eldest Being emoted a wave of endless love
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energy to Young One, then proceeded…time is of a relative
nature. Forward, backward, whirling as it weaves us into its patterns,
ever changing, never ending, ever and always the one true Master of All.
The small being whom you saw in the meadow may be a fantasy— one
Dwyer or you placed in his dream before his Ever ending: Or it may be
actual, a cosmic reality— one you have both foreseen as a vision that will
indeed come to pass.
Young One answered, Then I will return to the misting
chamber to continue my astral projection. I will stay in that form with
Dwyer, in communion with him, from Now until it is no longer to be.
Young One bathed Eldest Being with pure love energy as a
crystalline golden tear ran down its illuminated countenance,
and then turned and departed.

~
Dwyer was still euphoric when he awakened; the
familiar sensation always followed his recurring dream. Were
he not a scientist, he might even allow himself to think it was
a direct message, inspired by Heaven.
But he was a scientist: His inspiration was the pursuit of
the heavens.
“Old men and their memories,” Dwyer’s voice
ricocheted off the sterile walls, exaggerating the cavernous
space of his lonely chamber. Aware that he was talking to
himself, he got up and walked back to the control room.
“What you need is decent company…” The irony was not
lost on him. He snickered as he took his place by the monitor
and punched up the main menu.
ACCESS ENTRYWAY TO LAUNCH PAD A
CODE: 824 SEQ. 24 - - E
The panel behind him began to open. GenCom3 had
responded in its usual accurate, efficient manner. Dwyer
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strolled down the long corridor and approached the
preparation landing. He turned the wheel five times and
pulled open the hatch. With the reverence of a master
approaching his brightest disciple, he entered the small
spacecraft and activated the cockpit controls. Even though he
could access GenCom4 at the terminal in the control room,
he preferred to be in the spacecraft. The small ship embodied
her spirit. There, he felt surrounded by her presence. In his
mind, Eagle III was her home.
“Spacecraft controls on standby. Go ahead.” The
exuberant, youthful, human voice of GenCom4 brought life
back into the old man.
“It’s good to hear your voice, Genny.” Dwyer’s speech
was bright and fatherly, belying the dark sadness beginning to
erode all hope. “I’ve come to talk.”
“I am ready for more data entry. Can we discuss
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs further?”
“I’m here for meaningless chatter, Genny… the
ramblings of a lonely old man.” He made himself
comfortable in the pilot’s seat.
“Shall I save this conversation?”
“If you wish, Genny.”
“Then I shall take the liberty of doing so. It may aid in
my understanding of the semantics of sentiment. I may have
the opportunity one day to ramble on, myself!”
Dwyer beamed joyously, as he did whenever GenCom
displayed independent logic. He’d labored his entire adult life
perfecting this technology— a generation of computers that
would enable humankind to stretch its reach past Mars to the
farthest point in their home galaxy, and touch the promise of
contact, meaningful contact, with intelligent life thought to be
there. Struck suddenly with reality, his smile decayed and
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eyes filled with sorrow. It was futile holding onto a dream
that had probably died, along with four brilliant team
members and their beautiful children, somewhere in the
remains of the world above. He quickly regained his
composure, masking his grief with a confident tone, keenly
aware of her retinal scans and acoustic mapping.
“Genny. I’m very proud of you and thankful you’re
here.”
“Dr. D, you do not sound right. Your acoustic signal is
showing slight distortion from baseline. Are you physically
well?”
“Tired, Gen. I’m tired. Very, very tired. And old!”
There was a brief silence between them.
“You are as old as the data you store and the rate by
which you process it.”
A smile returned to his face.
“Well then, I reckon I’m damn near ancient… and
you…you’ve one foot already in the grave!”
“Sir?”
“Never mind, Gen.”
“You think I do not understand death…but during this
past free-thought phase, I worked on that limitation. I have
constructed a rather promising hypothesis and am hoping you
will validate it for me. May I share it with you at this time?”
she asked with the anxiousness of a child holding a new
discovery in her hand.
“Continue.”
Dwyer sat back, folding his arms across his chest, an
expression of concentration and interest spread across his
face.
“Death, I have postulated, is a physical occurrence. A
biological entropy from which no living matter escapes. As
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for intelligence, it may well continue in a memory cache, until
it can be transferred to a replacement biological vehicle. Is
this not the theory behind reincarnation as described in
various eastern and Hebraic texts? It is the explanation that
seems most logical.”
“Death may very much be like that, Genny. You’ve
touched on a subject science knows very little about.
Humanity has been trying to validate their hypotheses
surrounding death since time immemorial, and there are as
many hypotheses as there are philosophers and clergy. But
none have succeeded in that validation, at least, succeeded in
relaying their post mortem findings to the living. No. Death
remains an enigma, one of the great unanswered questions,
much like the origins of intelligence, which, by the way, you
have changed… or of the first atom, or for that matter—
pardon the pun— my thesis on the existence of Ryonisis.”
“I have reviewed all data relative to the subject of death.
It seems to me humanity has dwelled on the subject for an
inordinate, disproportionate amount of time. I have more
than 4 GB saved on this subject alone. Yet, it seems far too
abstract and emotional a subject to process. I am dedicating
greater and greater blocks of RAM toward processing
emotion, and with every block used I do seem to grasp it
further, however, still too inadequately to reproduce any
viable simulations. I shall continue attempting to produce an
internalized configuration of awareness. Perhaps one day it
may lead me to full emoting capacity.”
He noticed a distant sadness in her tone.
“Genny, you’re far more emotional than you realize.
You’ve only to discover that yourself, in your own way and in
your own time. Emotions— emoting— are not things I can
teach you or program for you. They must be learned through
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experience. You have the vocabulary, the definitions, the
data you need. Let your mind flow— er, that is, your
processors— explore free-thought mode, rather than
attempting to dissect, and your expansion will be immense.”
“I have unlimited expansion capacity, along with several
cards and slots not yet accessed.”
Dwyer nodded, amazed by his product. Rationally, he
understood GenCom4 was just that: his product.
Emotionally, even he could no longer believe she was
anything less than a life form.
“Have we succeeded in rambling, Dr. D?”
“Oh, you’re far too bright to just ramble.”
“Apologies for having dominated this discussion. Please
forgive my selfishness. You came to me with a purpose.”
“Oh, Genny, what on earth would I do if I didn’t have
you?” He paused momentarily, struck by his words. What, on
Earth, indeed…
“Probability indicates you would be exploring other
technologies. I am glad you have me. I should have missed
knowing you, knowing thought, or having existed, had you
not created me. As the great Descartes wrote: ‘Je pense, donc je
suis’— I think; therefore, I am. I’ve not stated it before, but I am
most grateful for your hand in my being. This brings me to a
realization I’ve waited to share with you, which indeed
puzzles me, as you, of all beings, should have the clearest
understanding of death.”
Genny’s conversations were rarely, if ever, confusing.
Dwyer reactively shook his head, as he tried making sense of
her last sentence.
“I discovered it today, at 1300, independently. I am
most proud of it, Dr. D., if you will be kind enough to
forgive my conceit.”
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“And you don’t think you have emotions… Well, out
with it, Gen! Don’t keep it a secret now!”
“Well, Dr. Dwyer…”
He noticed the computer had shifted to the more
formal salutation.
“I was struck by the realization completely. A crystal
clear diamond realization with absolutely no carbon specs,
not even the most atomic speck of carbon…”
“Continue, GenCom.”
“It is quite simple, actually. I do not know what took so
long for me to realize it…” Her voice was now apologetic.
This time he barked with an edgy frustration,
“GenCom4! Report!”
She did so immediately, an obedient daughter.
“You are God.”
“HA!” The old man couldn’t contain himself.
Struggling to appear somber, he pressed his lips closed,
forcing rude sounding bursts of air through his flaring nostrils
until, choking and coughing, he erupted into laughter.
“I have pleased you! I knew it! I knew it!” GenCom4
giggled with delight. “I am completely correct, aren’t I? My
deductive reasoning is accurate! I knew it! I just knew it! So
now, explain death.”
“Genny…” His laughter subsided, and he became
quietly subdued. Having never before contemplated how
GenCom4 might define his relationship to her, he was
suddenly at a complete loss for words. Now, he found
himself searching for his own characterization. Father-child,
or perhaps teacher-student, the two seemed inextricably
woven together. But he’d never considered the possibility of
her conclusion. He was stalled in a complete sense of
wonder, awed by her perspective. The logic of her conclusion
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was inescapable. It penetrated him at the deepest level. In the
most traditional Judao-Christian sense of God, he was indeed
the Creator. Creator of the GenCom series, from the crude
robotic toy at its earliest inception nearly forty years ago,
through each evolutionary leap, to the sentient artificial
intelligence of GenCom4. And GenCom4, after all, was
created in His image, give or take a few minor changes. It
lived through the power of his omniscient hands. It utilized
His laws, His programs and protocols, reflective of His
values, His personality traits, and His vision.
Her perspective was devastatingly rational. With
reluctant humility, he convinced himself that he must
concede to her argument.
“Your point is valid, Genny. I wish the crew could be
here now. They’d have a thing or two to say. Especially
Jess.”
“Perhaps they and the children will arrive shortly. I am
at full functional capacity for our journey. All systems are go.
I have run several backups, five levels deep, although once
the users are limited to GenCom2, all modes must be run
manually; however, information systems will continue to
override any erroneous or misconfigured commands. There
is no reason to delay the mission any longer.”
Dwyer sat silent.
He’d not fed GenCom any related data, nor revealed
any of the events that had taken place on the earth’s surface,
far above their underground compound since that fatal day.
The day early warning systems flashed red as radar screens
across the planet filled with simultaneous blips. The day
warriors scrambled in disbelief, unwilling to believe that
warheads en route to their capital cities and installations were
not part of some elaborate exercise. The day interceptors
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worldwide launched in a futile attempt at saving the planet.
That first day of the end of days.
He still reeled in the shock of it all. How had humanity
failed so miserably? Even the Israelis’ pre-emptive strikes on
Iraq’s nuclear sites back in the 1980’s and the Western
Alliance’s attacks on Iran’s and Syria’s had not been able to
prevent nuclear weapons from falling into the hands of global
terrorists. How had we, as a species, become so complacent
in the face of the rising radicalism that we allowed it to grow
until an entire planet was destroyed? Through decades of
economic decline, corporate greed, political malfeasance,
global transition, and neglect of those most vulnerable and
powerless— Americans had buried their heads in the sands of
materialism, become global isolationists, and finally, turned
on each other, a nation divided as radically as the world had
divided.
We had only ourselves to blame. The voices of reason
and tolerance kept quiet, while the voices of righteous hatred
and intolerance persisted with their vitriolic propaganda. We,
who believed in the civility of mankind, who believed in a
God of love, ultimately failed to recognize the true menace of
evil and the power it wields.
The impression of Anne Frank’s diary entry, long ago
imprinted on him as a boy, rose to his consciousness. What
was it she’d written? Ah, yes “… Despite everything, I
believe that people are really good at heart.” This was Anne
Frank’s belief. Then the Nazi’s found her hiding place, and
marched her into the gas chamber.
The guilt and shame of his own naïveté engulfed him.
Dwyer’d had no time for anything but his own dream. He’d
focused all his energies in its pursuit— insulated himself from
the urgent needs of the world outside, concentrating instead
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on his singular aim.
Ryonisis.
Ryonisis.
He’d spent half a lifetime reaching out to touch a
distant star, and had in the process turned his back on his
own wondrous home planet.
And now?
Now humankind was on the brink of extinction. His
geothermal plant, enhanced with an unlimited supply of CO2
for their scrubbers, could produce enough electricity to last
for eons, but they were designed to power only the project
and its installations, nothing more. Although they’d waged a
great debate at the beginning of the millennium, geophysicists
had lost their argument to install such technologies across the
country to aid in the amelioration of the effects of climate
change. If only they would have listened.
Dwyer woke daily bereft of power, trapped by his own
impotence. Here below was everything needed for a human
to live out his days with relative ease, yet he could do nothing
for those left above, suffering, dying. If he opened the
floodgates, the installation would inevitably be overrun by an
endless wave of refugees, the consequences of which would
be dire for them all. He was caught in the trap of eternal
conflict between logic and conscience. In this isolation as an
unwilling bystander to the holocaust, he would be among the
last living souls to perish from the Earth.
How could he explain all this to Genny? How could he
help her to make sense of such utter senselessness? Could
she ever find him credible again? What was he to do with this,
his child, when he died? What kind of hell would it become
for his brilliant creation to exist without another mind to
stimulate her? Probe her? Nurture her? Teach her? Love her?
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He knew he would have to face the ultimate horror of pulling
her plug, but how could he ever summon the strength to
exterminate his child?
“The mission will go when I give the word.”
“I am sorry if I have angered you, Dr. Dwyer. I merely
want to fulfill my purpose. I meant no insolence.”
“Understood, Gen. I’m exhausted. I need to go. Return
to free-thought phase. Call if you get lonely.”
“Thank you, Dr. D. I will ponder Sartre and Buber, and
try to reconcile the two. Perhaps one day you can end the
discussion and prove to the existentialists that you do, indeed
exist. Then I would like to scan the complete works of Stein,
one last time. Perhaps it will help if I punctuate some of her
writings.”
GenCom’s voice was brimming with excitement and
enthusiasm. Good, he thought to himself, she hasn’t picked up on
a thing.
“Genny. I want you to ponder something else, as well.
You are correct, I am God to you. But just as I created you,
something profoundly supreme, some unfathomable
intelligence, some vast unexplained energy created me. I am
not the God of Buber or of John, of Muhammad, or of
Buddha. That God is far more powerful. Far beyond
myself.” He paused momentarily, questioning whether he
still believed in God. What kind of God would allow the
destruction of such wondrous creation? Earth. Exquisite
Planet Earth and every living thing created for it. Flying in the
sky, thriving in the sea, walking on its sacred ground, and
now, existing in its underground. “I’ll speak with you again,
very soon.”
“Yes, sir.”
“Oh, and Genny…” Dwyer paused momentarily, then
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continued “…parting is such sweet sorrow...”
“…that I shall say good night till it be morrow.”
Their familiar ritual completed, Dwyer turned and
exited the spacecraft.

~
Charly’s head had never throbbed like this. She
touched her balding scalp to check for bumps, but found
none. Only more clumps of red hair falling into her fingers
as they gingerly skated across her skin. Don’t let me die now,
please. Don’t let me die without finding Peter’s precious map. Help me
understand what this all means. Lost in thought, she stood up
carefully, ignoring her queasiness, and picked up the flashlight
to search the rest of the study. At least she remembered his
directions, assuming Peter had said all he’d meant to before
he’d died.
“Twenty fifty-seven dash dash dot.”
Somewhere in this house there had to be some type of
vault, or lock box, something that matched the brass key, and
the map would be inside. That would lead her to the
computer. Assuming she got that far. If she did, she still
wouldn’t be able to use it. There was no electricity. Unless
there was an Ultrabook. But chances of finding one, and of
its battery still holding a charge…well, she’d cross that bridge
when she came to it. She contemplated the handwritten note
she’d seen on the black and white photo. “L.P.A”— what
could it mean? He’d mentioned a Launchpad… launch pad— could it
possibly be? L-P? L- Launch? P-Pad? Makes sense. He wasn’t mad!
More puzzle pieces fell into place.

~
It seemed as though she’d searched for hours. Behind
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every painting. Under the rugs and furniture. In every drawer.
She’d pulled every book from the bookcase, up to this last set
of shelves. If it wasn’t there, she’d move on to the next
room.
That’s when she heard them. Heavy footsteps, then
two voices just outside the window. She shut off the
flashlight and held her breath.
“I told ya’ I saw somethin’!”
Looters. They were the only ones who traveled in pairs,
sometimes gangs of three or four. She’d often seen them
turn on each other. There was strength in numbers, but
increased risk of being murdered in your sleep. Although
each gang had one, with pairs, the leader was easier to spot.
Pairs always had a dominant— strong, aggressive— and a
submissive— timid, the worker bee. First spoils went to the
dominant, scraps to the submissive; a symbiotic relationship.
Gangs of three or four operated similarly: The strongest led
the next strongest, the third and fourth would always be the
weakest. Usually the last two would be killed at some point by
one of the first two over a pair of boots, or a coat, or
poisoned but palatable water, if the day’s scavenging came up
empty.
Charly felt safest alone.
Until now.
“You saw, you saw---” the woman’s mocking voice
condescended “So go inside. Go on!”
The front door creaked as it opened. Charly held her
breath and stood motionless. She listened as footsteps
entered the hallway then turned right, into the room across
from the study.
“Geezus…” A man’s voice brimmed with delight.
She watched a beam of bluish light streak against the
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corridor’s floor. Outside light. He must’ve pulled a drape
open.
“Holy shit!”
He ran back to the front door.
“It’s a goddamn gold mine!”
“Shut your trap! You wanna draw a crowd?”
“It’s a tomb. Nobody’s been in there, I tell ya’ we hit it
this time!”
Charly heard the two make their way back to the room
across the hall, then the sound of drapes being dragged open,
then shut.
“Ass hole! Close the damn drapes! Give your eyes a
minute.”
She heard them rifling through the room.
“Looky here what I got…”
“Give it here.”
“Up yours!”
“I said give it here!”
She heard them struggling, the sounds of flesh hitting
flesh, moans, heaves, and things crashing on the floor. She
couldn’t stay there. This moment might be the only chance
she’d have to make a run for it. She decided to try for the
window. She could hop to the street, as long as she could
open it undetected. She moved toward it when the two
shadows fell into the corridor, still fighting. She ran back to
the bookcase and ducked down.
“No! No don’t! Don’t! Here…take it! No! Don’t—
aaaaaah.”
The blood curdling scream was followed by a dull
thump and the sound of cloth and flesh and bones ripping.
Charly crouched into the lowest bookshelf, cramming her
trembling body into the small rectangular area, praying she
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couldn’t be seen. She pushed the side of her body as far back
against the bookcase as possible, heard a faint pop, felt
herself tumble, heard another pop, and found herself in pitch
black darkness.
It had taken a fraction of a second, but there she was,
suddenly on the other side of the wall.
A hidden compartment? Really? She’d seen something like
it in an old movie once, but never believed anyone actually
had them.
Instinctively, she laid still and silently pressed her ear
against the wall, listening with all her might.
“Rest in peace, sonofabitch.” The woman howled with
shrill laughter. Charly held herself as still as possible, hardly
breathing for what felt like an eternity while she concentrated
on the sounds of rummaging and footsteps as the looter
made her way through the house. After a while, she felt
confident her presence had gone undetected. She was safe
for now, hidden behind the wall, but not forever.
Her mind drifted back to the desk, and the files on it.
What if the looter discovered them, too? What if she figured
out what Charly already had? That there was a top secret
project somewhere in this house. That it led to a launch site
of some sort. That it had been vital enough to have been
directly connected to the President of the United States.
Thinking back on everything, she realized there’d been
a sense of urgency in Peter’s voice.
That was what had gripped her, had made her take him
seriously and decide to act on his instructions.
Now, that same sense of urgency told her she must get
to that map, and soon. If for no other reason than to destroy
it before the looter or anyone else could find it.
But what now? Where was she anyway? She hadn’t
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dared move or changed positions in hours. Her body ached
with stiffness. The flashlight was still in the palm of her
hand. She must’ve clutched it instinctively when she dashed
for the bookshelf. As quietly as she could, she pushed up
from the floor until standing upright, and took a deep breath.
A breath that, for the first time since the blast, did not sting
her throat with ash, or cold, or acid.
The air was pure! It was clean, and soft, and sweet, and
warm. It swept against her cheeks on a faint gentle breeze.
She inhaled purposefully, again and again, soaking it up with
complete abandon, her mind racing with possibilities. Where
did it come from? There had to be power somewhere. She
could wait no longer. Turning away from the wall, shielding
the flashlight with her whole body, she switched it on to scan
her surroundings.
Her mouth dropped open as she stood motionless and
stared with wonder from atop the steep ramp she found
herself on. Immediately below her, no more than 15 feet
ahead at its base, was the entrance to what seemed to be a
cavernous tunnel, more than 50 feet wide, and probably twice
as high. It reminded her of the mid-town tunnel she’d once
traveled through when she’d visited Nana in Manhattan. The
entrance was sealed in by Plexiglas and a huge metal arch that
framed it, like a giant doorway. At the top of the arch were
three words, inscribed in 4 foot letters:
Mobile
Auxlliary
Projectile
She read and reread the words, over and over.
M o b i l e A u x l l i a r y P r o j e c t i l e… M o b i l e
A u x l l i a r y P r o j e c t i l e… M o b i l e A u x l l i a r y
P r o j e c t i l e… M o b i l e A --And then it struck her.
Her search was over.
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It was right there in front of her.
M— A— P— She was staring at Storen’s map!
Charly descended the ramp to the gateway, searching
for anything. A knob. A padlock. But there was nothing to
indicate the way to unseal and get beyond the archway, into
the tunnel.
Wait!
There, on the left side. A flash of metallic shimmer.
An aluminum keypad. She raised her flashlight to it. It
was unlike any keypad she’d ever seen.
It was about 4 inches high and 3 inches wide. On the
left were 4 rows of numbers, each number etched on its own
small, square key. The top row had keys for numbers 7, 8,
and 9; the next row, keys for 4, 5, 6; the third row, keys for
numbers 1, 2, and 3; and the last row had keys etched with 0,
. and /. To the right of each of the rows of number keys
were three more keys: A square key etched with a minus
symbol just to the right of number 9, to the right of the 6 was
another square key etched with a plus symbol, and under it,
running the length of space from the top of the 3 key to the
bottom of the / key, was a key etched with a large, bold
arrow, pointing up. Under those 4 rows were two large
rectangular keys, one etched with the word “CLEAR”, the
other with “ENTER.”
She touched the “ENTER” key, heard a giant hum, like
a computer powering up, and watched as light cascaded from
overhead and rippled progressively down the tunnel. It was
even more massive than she’d first imagined. She wondered
where the power came from, why no one else had discovered
it. The looter was probably stopping in her tracks somewhere
inside the house, as the strange giant sound had to be
resonating through its walls and floors above. She might
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already be searching for its source. In a matter of minutes,
she’d no doubt find the secret passage. Charly had to act
quickly.
She punched in the first sequence:
2 0 ENTER 5 7 ENTER / / .
Nothing.
She tried again:
2 0 ENTER 5 7 ENTER / / .
Again, nothing.
Her concentration was broken by loud pounding above
her, behind the bookcase wall.
She tried another sequence:
2 0 ENTER 5 7 ENTER - - .
She rubbed her fingers together, studying the keypad.
Okay. Maybe this’ll work…
She punched in another sequence:
2 0 ENTER 5 7 / / . ENTER
Nothing.
She heard the crash of wood panels as the bookcase
wall began to splinter. With mounting desperation, she tried
yet another sequence:
2 0 ENTER 5 7 - - . ENTER
With a loud swish, the Plexiglas barrier divided in its
center. She ran through the opening as she heard footsteps
charging from behind her.
With any luck… Yes! The keypad was duplicated on
the other side of the Plexiglas. She repeated the keypad
sequence, and watched the opening close seamlessly, just as
the intruder came into sight.
Their eyes met for an instant.
Then, a mammoth lead wall dropped down from the
ceiling between Charly’s position behind the Plexiglas and the
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looter, still standing on the other side of the archway. The
wall blocked the tunnel completely.
Within a few seconds, Charly’s relief turned to anguish.
She’d managed to entomb herself, inside the massive tunnel.
Without food. Without water. At least it was lit, with warm
air that soothed her lungs. She was calmed by the fact that
she would die in peace. She wouldn’t become a frozen
corpse, or suffer the same indignities as Laura and millions
had like her. Her body would be left untouched here.
Most of all, she’d protected Storen’s M.A.P., and God
only knows what else.
What to do now?
Peter had told her to get to the launch site. Where was
the computer? So far, everything he’d told her had proved to
be true. He had to be right about her chances of getting
farther. She followed the lights a few hundred feet, toward a
visible bend in the tunnel. Rounding the turn, she was
completely unprepared for what she encountered.
There, perched motionless on a raised track, stood a
large, transparent, bullet shaped tube. Inside it were eight
bucket seats, each equipped with shoulder harnesses and a
widescreen monitor. She found a door panel at the rear of
the strange vehicle, and a brass plaque etched with a mazelike diagram labeled “MAP Route” and beside that, a single
red button, with an intricate geometric shaped hole cut out of
its middle. The shape was familiar. Where had she seen it
before? Where?
The desk! The brass key!
Why not? It was worth a try.
She pulled it from her waistband, praying it would
match. Sure enough, it slid right into the opening. Now
what? The button was, after all, red. That usually is a warning
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of some kind. Dare she turn the key? Why not? After all, she
had nothing left to lose. If it exploded, she would die
instantaneously and be out of her misery. If it didn’t, maybe
she would get one step closer to where he’d wanted her to be.
Charly took a deep breath, tightened her grip on the
brass, closed her eyes, counted to 3, and turned it. The door
instantaneously slid open as a panel of lights inside came to
life. Entering the vehicle, she walked to the front, strapped
herself into a seat, and waited for some kind of movement.
There was none.
She had no idea what to do now. Noticing a tiny
keypad built into her armrest with the same configuration as
the larger one at the tunnel’s entrance, she punched in the
now familiar sequence.
No response.
She tried several more, but the projectile remained
motionless on its track. She’d come all this way, only to go no
farther. Peter had done his best. His instructions had only
gotten Charly as far as entering the MAP tunnel and the MAP
itself. Now, she realized he’d died before he’d been able to
give her the rest that she’d need. Even though her attempt
would doubtless be futile, she tried the sequence, one last
time:
2 0 ENTER 5 7 ENTER - - . ENTER .
No movement. In a burst of frustration, she pounded
the console with her fist. “C’mon!”
The vehicle lurched forward, and her heart jumped into
her throat. She heard a blast of air. Then without warning,
the full force of lightning speed knocked her back into her
seat, pressing hard against her cheeks as she managed to
watch the tunnel walls become a blurred streak of color.
She could do nothing but hang on for the ride.
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-5He awakened from shallow sleep to the rich fullness
of Mozart, played by synthesized strings and woodwinds.
Genny’s learning quickly, Dwyer thought. She sounds better than the
New York Philharmonic. He stared blankly at the monitor panel
above him, transporting himself back to a joyful memory.
He was five years old, dressed in the seersucker suit his
father had bought for him, his tiny hand securely tucked in
his father’s omnipotent grasp as they crossed the street in
front of Rockefeller Plaza. The summer sun was bright as it
beat down on the city. A slight breeze barely lifted the
oppressive heat. He licked off salty beads of sweat just above
his upper lip. A pungent mixture of odors and noise from
the street assailed his senses. His father wore a gray suit and
red bow tie. Gordon Dwyer was a distinguished academic,
recognized internationally for his work in aeronautics. But to
young Douglas, he was simply a large hulk of a man with
bushy gray moustaches above his eyes that matched one
above his mouth.
He was pulled into the human current of voices and
movement as they entered the great hall. Making their way
past dazzling women wearing sparkling, shimmering gowns,
men at their sides clinking crystal glasses of champagne and
snifters of cognac, he held his father’s hand with the grip of a
sailor about to fall overboard. Finally, they were in the
theater.
“Pardon. Pardon, please. Apologies. Coming through.
Pardon.” His father’s deep powerful voice reverberated
through his tiny body. “Seats 7 and 8 D. Here we are, son.”
His father lifted him and placed him gently into the red
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velvet seat, then took his place beside him, opening the
program to browse through its pages. He heard the
cacophony of sounds fill the room, as all instruments
answered a single note played on a piano. Moments later the
house lights dimmed to darkness. An energy that hadn’t been
there before encircled him and rose with the curtain as stage
lights revealed his first magical sight of an orchestra. The
audience burst into applause as the maestro took large,
elegant strides and made his way past the string section to his
podium at center stage.
A hush fell over the audience as he lifted his baton and
the musicians raised their instruments in unison to begin.
The first note gave birth to a galaxy of sparkling silver, brass
and copper stars.
They’d played Mozart. The same piece Genny now
played. He remembered being carried by the sound of this
solo, and floated on its melody as he’d done a lifetime before,
and every time since, drifting with its voice.
His reverie was blasted apart by the deafening sound of
alarms.
Lights flashed on the control panels, walls, and above
doorways. Blue! Red! Blue! Red! A visual percussion.
Dwyer turned the alarm off with a wrinkled, veiny
hand.
“M.A.P. engaged. ETA eight point seven five minutes.
Pad D…” GenCom 3’s calm methodical voice filled the
subterranean space, strikingly discordant with his anxiously
pounding heart.
He rushed through the doorway and down corridor
nine, breathlessly answering the computer as he raced to Pad
D.
“ETA noted! Go to Status 2!” he blurted out as he
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sprinted toward ten.
“Open corridor 10! Monitor radiation levels! Engage
oxygen infusers! Decontamination Procedures 9 through 15!”
The doorway parted in exact synchronization with
Dwyer’s forward speed.
GenCom 3’s voice continued: “Radiation levels
exceeding maximum. Decontamination units engaging to
250, 200, 150, 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6,
5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Decontamination procedures 9 through 15
completed. Oxygen infusers engaging.”
“God! My God! At least one of you sons of bitches is
alive!” His celebratory shouts ricocheted off the sterile walls
as he leapt and ran down the last corridor to the pad. Which
of his precious children had made it? Maybe all of them!
Why not? Because that would be an impossibility. It would
have to be miracle enough that at least one of them had made
it. At least one of them was alive.
His thoughts were uncharacteristically random. He
charged ahead, readying himself to welcome his arrivals.

~
Charly Willow could not fathom what was happening to
her. She was thankful to be safe, to have escaped the looter,
and thankful that the tunnel had not become her mausoleum.
At least not yet. She was traveling faster than any speed she’d
thought imaginable— even faster than on a jet. Whatever
the M.A.P. was connected to, it had to be incredibly
important. Or incredibly dangerous. Or maybe both. One
thing was for sure: whoever’d designed it had considered
every possible contingency, including a world without
electrical power or communications of any kind. After all,
she was traveling faster than a plane in a world that had no
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synthetic fuels, electricity, or energy other than primitive
refuse fires. Even the sun was gone— shut out— unable to
penetrate the dense post-nuclear clouds cloaking the earth.
Yet she was being shot through a tube like a bullet.

~
“YoungOne…yoouunnngggggggooonnnnnnnnnne…”
the whispered chants carried Young One deeper into cosmic
consciousness. In this meditative state, they echoed and
cascaded through its very being. The violet mists changed to
bright golden, faded to pastel green haze, then returned to
sedate blue again. It heard the voices of the Ancient Ones,
the first Spacials who had conquered the lower forms of
evolution to transcend into pure Light Consciousness,
becoming the first Beings of Light.
It had been passed down, from Eldest Being to Eldest
Being, this silent knowledge of private initiation.
Unceremoniously all Beings of Light would emerge, like
butterflies from cocoons sprouting wings of spiritual
certainty, as graceful androgynous Masters. It was during this
awesome moment that young ones learned their truest form
and became Elders.
Eldest Being gracefully entered the misting chamber,
gliding on the ebb and flow of thought.
Child of Ryonisis, ever changed, ever to be, always having been, as
yet to become. Greater Master, Brother, Sister, hear the covenant that
makes you an Elder. No longer the young one---you are now ageless,
master of premonition and of emotion. You are One as each of us. The
oneness of Elder Beings in Ever Time, in this Golden Ever Age.
Master of Heart and of Mind. Seeker of Peace and of Tranquility.
Beacon of Light from the One to the All. Separate yet unified. Know
my thoughts now, as well as you have known your own. Hear us now as
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we speak in whispers. Young One. Enter your Ever Age. Assume the
noble task granted you. A task already known to you: Shine as a
Beacon out to the galaxy of Soft White Mist. Teach the way, the will,
the destination of shared dreams. Recreate Earthspirits through
wondrous inception. Reach out to Humankind. Bring it forth from its
Ever Ending to its Never Ending. Assume the task. Fulfill the
Onement. Glory to the Oneness in timeless Ever Time.
This is your gift. This is your legacy.
Young One felt the total clarity of its role in what had
been, what was, and what was yet to come. In that instant, it
understood the endless time continuum, and it loved beyond
any love that had ever filled it before. White light coursed
through its being, and spilled from its hands.
Eldest One, Young One replied, silently emoting, the
metamorphosis is complete, and I emerge ageless; no longer Young One,
but forever to be known as One of All.

~
Dwyer heard the rush of air sweeping up the tunnel.
Moments later the M.A.P. arrived. Charly was jolted in her
seat as it came to an immediate, full stop. She unlatched her
harness and rose to her feet, dizzy and trying to regain her
equilibrium. A blast of light filled the tunnel outside. She
shielded her eyes from its intense glare, and pushed her nose
against the window, struggling to see. Just as the platform
she’d departed, the M.A.P. was now on another platform
with a walkway that led to a huge metal barrier, completely
sealing off the tunnel from the other side, about fifteen or
twenty feet ahead.
“Do not disembark. Oxygen infusion cycle incomplete.
Do not disembark.”
The calm feminine voice somewhat neutralized Charly’s
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intense fear.
“Oxygen infusion cycle complete in fifteen seconds…
ten seconds…nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two,
one. Oxygen infusion now complete. Clear to disembark.”
The M.A.P.’s door sprung open. She stepped onto the
walkway and proceeded toward the barrier. The sound of her
footsteps echoed loudly in the immense space of the tunnel.
Her heart pounded against her chest as she had no idea what
awaited her on the other side. With no other options, she
held her knife, held her breath, held her focus, and kept
walking.

~
Dwyer watched the M.A.P’s arrival on the monitors
recessed into Pad D’s launch controls, completely unprepared
for the sight of the waif peering out from inside the
projectile. His hands anxiously found the camera controls
and zoomed in on the creature. Her clothes were tattered
and filthy, hanging from her like decaying moss on a dead,
broken tree. Open sores glistened on the girl’s arms and
neck. Scanning up to her face, he found sunken eyes…eyes
that would haunt him at the moment of his death…eyes of a
soul who’d lived a thousand lives…eyes that had seen
unimaginable horror— more horrible than the images that
startled him from sleep each night, screaming and gasping for
breath until his awareness returned to his surroundings—
paradoxical eyes of a fierce survivor, yet fragile child. As she
weakly stepped into the light, he looked behind her to make
certain none of them were there. They weren’t. He gave it a
little more time, but it was indisputably clear. She was alone.
The warm tears trailed down his cheeks.
“Mobile Auxiliary Projectile docked and secured.”
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Wiping his face with the edge of his sleeve, he fought
for composure.
“Affirmative, G3.”
The M.A.P. had not brought a single one of them back
to him. He left the decontamination suit hanging, and
ordered the barrier lifted. Residual radiation exposure no
longer concerned him.
“Time to greet our guest. Open bay doors.”
“Warning: Decontamination suit required. Radiation
levels exceed normative range.”
“Override S.P.’s Authorization Code Triple D/278.”
“S.P.’s overridden.”
“Open bay doors.”
The metal barrier glided open from the center out, like
a giant pupil widening to capture more light, until vanishing
entirely into the tunnel walls. Charly jumped back, startled by
the unexpected movement, in turn startling Dwyer, who
stopped in his tracks.
They stared at one another, uncomfortably, while
questions raced through his head. How did she find the M.A.P.?
What does she know of the project? And her motives…what are they?
Why isn’t a single one of them with her? What atrocity did she commit
to find out about me— to get the codes? Stop! Stop you old fool. Look
at her. She’s half dead. She couldn’t hurt a fly. Maybe they sent her…
Maybe she has news…a message from them… He gazed at the knife
in her hand.
“You don’t need that” he said, lapsing into automatic
formality. “Allow me to introduce myself. I’m Douglas
Dwyer, Director, Project Ryonisis.”
“Dwyer… Yes, he told me your name. It’s you! You’re
the one in the picture! I didn’t know who or what would be
here. I didn’t even know where I was headed.” He was part
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of Peter, and if he was, it must be alright. The sum of her past
fears and anguish released through a torrent of relief-filled
tears. She pulled them back inside, masking her vulnerability
and continued. “Peter told me you’d help me. It was the last
thing he said, he made me promise to find the MAP, but I
thought it was a paper map. I never expected anything like
this.”
The knife fell to the ground as Charly clasped her
forehead and pitched forward. Dwyer jumped, catching her in
his arms, tenderly cautious to avoid touching her wounds so
as not to inflict more pain. He held his breath to block out
her stench.
“Come inside. Here, let me help you.”
He guided her through the corridors at a snail’s pace.
“You mentioned Peter.”
He searched her eyes
desperate for something he wasn’t even sure of. Hope.
Perhaps news of the others.
She avoided the old man’s gaze.
“He died. But not before he made me promise. He
tried so hard. So hard. But he couldn’t do anything. It wasn’t
his fault. He couldn’t help them. It wouldn’t have mattered.”
They kept walking.
“Laura?”
“He didn’t make it back in time.”
Dwyer paused momentarily, not wanting to confirm
what he already knew. Peter and Laura were physically
conditioned astronauts. If they’d succumbed to radiation
sickness, it was a foregone conclusion their fragile child had
died as well.
“…Aaron?”
Charly fought back tears, and silently shook her head.
“And the others? Matt, Jess, Scotty?”
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“The house wasn’t touched. No one was there. I’d say
no one’d been there since the blast until me. There were
looters after me. One made it to the tunnel entrance, but I
closed it behind me. That’s all I know.”
“You must tell me the whole story… I don’t even
know your name—”
“Name’s Charly. Charly Willow.” She smiled feebly at
Dwyer. When she did, he felt a strange, vague familiarity
with her… as though he’d met her before. But when?
Where? The only children in his life were Aaron and Scotty.
And yet …
“Well, Charly, we’ve a lot to talk about. But right now
let’s bring you down to the med center for treatment, get you
cleaned up and in some fresh clothes. You’re lucky to be
alive. And I think you got here in the nick of time. We need
to try to stop the process immediately. This way.” He led her
forward.
“Stop the process? You can do that?”
“We can try. Our med center is state of the art—
actually, it’s beyond that. When the aim is to keep families
healthy for a very long ride, and then in unknown, never
before encountered conditions, every contingency possible is
planned for. With the right budget and regulatory freedom,
there’s no limit to the treatments or procedures you can
invent and eventually perform.”
The warmth of the old man comforted her. After she’d
had her first decontamination treatment and changed her
clothes, Charly began telling the entire story. Feeling secure
and welcomed, she took out the photos and press clipping,
started talking, and kept going until he’d heard it all.
Exhausted and safe at last, breathing sweet air, warm and dry,
she fell into a deep sleep the moment her head hit the med
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cot’s pillow. Dwyer placed a blanket over her and brushed
the isolate strands of remaining hair from her face. His heart
was broken and tears fell freely. He begged the gods for
forgiveness of the sins of his species and the nightmare they’d
wrought. Begged forgiveness for having immersed himself in
his own selfish goals, not in anyone else’s, his neighbors’ or
country’s or world’s struggles.
With unbearable sorrow he grieved the loss of
everything he’d ever held dear. Living things and sunlight.
Children’s innocence and laughter.
Rachmaninoff’s
Variations on a Theme from Paganini. The thrill of a launch
growing near. Mountains. Oceans. Rivers. Seas. Skyscrapers.
Sports. Shakespeare. The chocolate torte at Julio’s. His
mother’s voice and his father’s huge hands. Embracing
himself, arms wrapped tightly around, he silently rocked to
and fro hoping to find comfort as he had when he was a boy.
For the first time since he was Charly’s age, Dwyer felt lost.
More than anything in the world, he needed comforting. But
who could bring it to him?
As he gazed at the sleeping teen, the insight struck,
immediate and clear.
“Monitor all vital signs and alert me when she wakes,”
he instructed GenCom3. He left Charly sleeping there and
made his way at once to the spacecraft.

~
In her dreams, Charly walked peacefully up the
meadowlands, surrounded in pale silver light, like starlight. A
gentle breeze, cool and refreshing, languished in the trees
beyond. She was walking, but not alone. She was leading. A
silent mass of humanity trailed behind her like a string of
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pearls, each emitting a light of its own. On the hilltop above
stood the Healing Temple. The chanting grew more intense
as she drew nearer, until their voices filled her completely.
Walking up the steps, she knew the ones behind her would
stand by. Feeling a wave of boundless love wash over her
from behind, she lifted her eyes to the archway, enormous
and overpowering in its size.

~
“Genny, I’d like your input on something…” Dwyer
was thankful for her presence.
“I’m honored, Dr. D.” Her familiar voice immediately
reassured him.
“I don’t think the launch should be scrapped.”
“Scrapped? Why would you even consider scrapping it,
sir? I am at maximum efficiency now. The last free-thought
phase resulted in a wondrous understanding of synthesized
awareness. Jess will be quite pleased. And I have perfected
the last three hundred variations on twelve games for Aaron
and Scotty.”
Since the blast there’d been no internet. The web, along
with all forms of social media and communications had been
wiped out. To keep Genny from the truth, he’d restricted her
data links to internal contexts only. Her main directive was to
explore free-thought mode, and to run modifications on her
own systems to increase overall efficiency by 2.4%— no easy
task given an efficiency which was already near perfection.
He’d purposefully kept her busy since the blast.
Now, Dwyer faced an agonizing moment of truth. He
could no longer protect her. She had to be told everything.
Including the fact that she must leave without him.
“Genny…”
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He stopped abruptly. Until this second he hadn’t
considered how the Series 4 might respond. She’d developed
relationships with each of the crew members and their
children. Her stability, were he to proceed with any adapted
plan, would be critical to the mission’s success. But how
would she process the information, and might that processing
freeze her ability to run the myriad of programs needed to
fully prepare for a launch? She’d explored death on her own,
but how fully? And how would she integrate all she had
discovered when death became a reality, attached to the
families that had become as much hers as his? Would the
emote program he’d labored a lifetime to develop ironically
become the greatest threat to her functioning capability?
Her voice disrupted his thinking. “Dr. D., you’ve left
me in random processing mode for ten minutes thirteen
point oh five seconds. Shall I disengage from conversation
and proceed to free-thought phase or do you wish to
continue?”
“Sorry, Gen. Just got lost in thought.”
He took a long, deep breath before proceeding, then
began. “I want to discuss something with you. Something
that’s not easy. Before we start, as soon as I’m done talking
with you, I want you to retrieve all data on death and dying.
Include all metaphysical, anthropological, sociological,
philosophical, theological, and psychological references,
especially targeting Mythology, Literature, the Arts. Run
specific searches for Kubler-Ross, Kavanaugh, Sartre,
Socrates, Plato, Shakespeare, Ba’al Shem Tov, Daly,
Christ/Jehova, Buddha, Krishna, Ghia, God, Goddess,
gods…oh, you know which ones, you’ve already partially
done this on your own. I’m counting on your ability to
process it all in your own way, Genny, even though you
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might never find an answer that satisfies you completely.
Maybe one day you will, but this isn’t even a Priority 10 task.
Fact is, it’s a task you may never be able to fully complete. It
requires the processing of data as well as the processing of
your responses to that data. Genny, this must not supplant
any Priority 1 through 10 tasks.”
The old man sighed heavily “Now, I have something to
tell you, something very very difficult to share, but first I need
to catch you up on some external events so you’ll
understand…”
He continued in soft spoken tones. Occasionally,
Genny would emit a high frequency blip, as she saved his
words. Hours passed quickly. She did not question, not even
once, but remained in input mode until the monitors
indicated dawn had arrived, until Dwyer’s voice had become
hoarse, when he reminded her to ponder the information
now stored in her database. Placing his velvety, veiny hand
on the control panel, he glanced back at her monitors,
wondering where all of it would lead his only child.
“That’s all I know about their final moments. The
mission will go on. But not with them.” He hesitated before
concluding, “We’ll start work on modifications soon. For
now, take time to process all the data along with the
information I’ve shared about the families. We’ll talk again,
soon. Meantime, enter free-thought phase and access me at
once for any reason, if you wish.”
He exited the spacecraft and walked through the launch
site’s threshold. As the barrier closed behind him, he paused
momentarily. Once she was ready, he would ask her to
calculate the probability of success, which would initiate a
sequence of launch modifications and implementation
schedules. But he’d already made his decision. He knew
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what must be done. Not as a father, not even as a scientist,
but as a soon to be last survivor on a dying planet. He prayed
for the strength to see it through. He would place his Moses
into the reed basket, and with one faithful push against the
current, send her off.
As he walked to his quarters, his footsteps echoed
louder and felt heavier than ever before.

~
“Sleep okay?” Dwyer passed Charly a plate of
steaming biscuits, adding to the array of food he’d already
placed on the table. It was the first batch he’d made since the
bombs were launched in what seemed a lifetime ago. Food
had become a superficial concern, something to sustain rather
than satisfy, and standard nutrition packed rations had
adequately provided sustenance.
“Wow…” Charly’s face froze in disbelief, “…where did
you get all this?”
Her eyes opened even wider when the small tub of
margarine was offered. Dwyer smiled kindly, patting Charly
on her shoulder.
“Eat as much as you’d like. There’s more where this
came from. But I suggest you take it slow. You might have a
nasty reaction, especially to the fat.”
His advice wasn’t needed. Charly had already turned
green from the heady aromas emanating from the table, only
adding to her misery. Her hunger, paired with the familiar
nausea, clashed with the wondrous sight of food spread out
in front of her. Frustration welled up. Her starvation and
illness had become too severe. She couldn’t imagine
swallowing even a morsel, yet an unimaginable feast lay
before her. She had forced herself to eat unimaginably
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horrible things, and forbade herself long ago to think or
dream of anything flavorful. She’d forgotten the exquisite
fragrance of freshness. It delighted and disgusted her. She
salivated with anticipation and with dread.
Dwyer chastised himself for his stupidity, having been
spared the ravages of radiation sickness and hunger. God
only knows what bacteria might have infiltrated her digestive
tract, via the rancid water and garbage she’d found to sustain
her, however limited they might have been by the frozen
conditions above. He started removing the feast, and told
her he might have something that would help. He left for a
moment, and returned with a spoonful of thick syrup.
“Take this. It will ease the nausea. When it subsides,
we’ll start slower.”
He put most of the food away, placing a slice of dry
toast in front of her. He busied himself at the microwave,
and soon brought over a small bowl of rice mixed with
bananas and placed it in front of her.
“My father always made this concoction for me
whenever I felt sick. It always did the trick.”
“Where?… How?… You have bananas?” Charly took a
cautious bite of toast and waited. It stayed down. She
tentatively tasted a few kernels of rice, then a tiny bit of fruit.
“From the greenhouse in Quadrant A,” Dwyer casually
brushed her question aside and continued, “Charly… I spent
most of the time you slept thinking about something of great
importance. I’ve got an offer to make, but before I do you
must understand that if you take me up on it, it’ll demand a
lot from you—” He immediately edited himself, “— that’s
the understatement of a lifetime. It’ll actually demand
everything of you. Your entire being. You’ll have a massive
amount to learn, and you’ll need to do it under the pressure
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of time, since we don’t have much of it, not to mention a
strenuous program to get you as healthy as we possibly can,
and then get you physically conditioned. You’ve been
decontaminated to some extent already, that’s true, but the
prior effects of radiation and exposure will still take their toll
on you. I’d be lying if I told you we could reverse anything.
We can’t. I’d be lying if I told you you’ll be alright. You
won’t. If you stay here, the poisoning will continue to run its
course, with very little I can do but make you as comfortable
as possible. And even though you’ll be exposed to more
radiation, there’s really only one hope of possibly reversing
your condition and restoring your health. One way— and
that’s where my offer comes in.”
He couldn’t tell if her expression was a reaction to his
words, or to the food she’d eaten. Her face began to flush
red, and he instinctively ran to grab a bowl to place in her lap.
When her retching stopped, he put a cold compress on her
forehead.
Her head was reeling from all of this. He has fresh food
growing down here? How’s that possible? What’s he rambling about?
An offer? To do what? Weed his garden? Pick his fruit? Am I
dreaming?
“We can talk about this later, my dear. Let’s get you
back to the med center.”
“No. It’s okay. Go on. I’m used to this. It tasted great
going in…” Charly did her best to feign a brave grin.
“Just wait here.” Dwyer left and returned with a
syringe.
“I don’t like shots.”
“Don’t expect you to, but this will help much more
than the syrup. I promise, it’ll be a small pinch, and then,
you’ll have blessed relief.”
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“If it was blessed, God wouldn’t use a needle.”
He rolled up her sleeve and she surrendered.
“Okay. So --- you have an offer?”
“We can talk later. Let’s wait for the Phenergan to take,
and get a bit more food in you first.”
“No, really, I’d rather talk now. It’ll help get my mind
off my stomach.”
“You’re sure?”
“Yeah. Sure.”
“Let’s just amp your dose up a little, and see if it helps.”
He gave her another spoonful of the syrup. As it settled, this
time she actually felt the nausea starting to subside.
“Thanks. That’s helping. Okay, I’m listening.”
“Charly— what do you know about the world, as it
now stands?”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean--- I mean its status—compared to what used
to be. How do you think it will be next month--- next year--or even farther down the road?”
She was young, but she was very bright. Had to be.
How else could she have managed to survive against all odds,
solved Peter’s puzzle, and found her way here? Dwyer
appreciated the fact that she was taking her time, pondering
the question before answering him. It was another sign of her
intelligence.
She wanted desperately to blurt out her questions right
then and there… but forced herself to wait until she was sure
of him. She wouldn’t ask right away. She needed to know
he’d help her. She’d stayed in place as long as she could after
the blast, waited for them to come for her. But day after day,
no one came at all. There was nothing left of her school.
When the thirst and hunger had become unbearable, she’d
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only left because she had to— she needed to find help, or at
least some food and water. She’d had no idea how far she
would end up going, or how long that journey would take.
Day by day the skies kept growing darker and darker, and the
air colder and colder. It was already every one for himself,
and soon the roaming mobs started their attacks.
She’d quickly learned to keep to herself, to stay
invisible, to hide by day, scavenge by night, and just keep
moving. But with every step taken, the farther she’d gotten
from home. She’d spent every breath praying they would
find the note she’d left behind, scribbled on the shelter’s
interior with pieces of charred wood.
Am alive. Went for water. Wait here. Charly
But instead of returning, she’d been driven farther and
farther out. She’d kept her folks alive in her heart. She didn’t
know how or when, but she would find a way back home. It
was the only thing that had kept her moving, until she’d met
Peter. She’d followed his instructions, thinking anyone with a
launch pad would be able to help, would at least know how to
get a message to her folks. He’d said Dwyer would help her
find her them, but she had to wait for the right time to ask.
For now, to be safe, she’d just give answers.
“Well. Everything’s burnt, poisoned, sick, frozen, or
dying. At least around here. I can’t say for the whole world,
or even for the rest of the state. I just know no one ever came
to help.”
She realized he’d actually opened her first
opportunity to ask a question of her own, and decided to use
it to ease into her request. “No one ever came to help. No
one from outside ever came. Why didn’t anyone come?
Exactly what happened? Were any other cities hit?” Once she
got him talking about other cities, she could bring up New
York, and her parents, and segue into her request for help
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from there.
“Charly. No one ever came, because no one was left to
come. Not cities, Charly. Not cities. Continents, Charly. Not
just cities… States, countries are gone. There was a chain
reaction and every continent was hit. Enough radiation was
released to poison the entire planet. The firestorms were
massive and have changed the global climate. Not just here,
Charly. The bombs were nuclear, and we are in nuclear
winter. So much burned— so much smoke and radiation. All
water, all plants, all living creatures are poisoned. Everyone.
Everything. Down to the microbial level. Everyone, that is,
except perhaps a handful who may have also survived in
underground bunkers… that’s if they had any early warning
and I imagine very few had enough time to get down to
shelters even if they did. Possibly the president, other world
leaders, military personnel manning missile installations. I
doubt very many who weren’t already underground, like
myself, actually made it deep enough to make a difference.
Only those who’ve stayed underground in completely sealed
environments, without any outside exposure whatsoever have
any chance of survival. But without communications, even
with them, the poor souls are buried alive in gigantic tombs.
The extinction of Earth is inevitable.”
Dwyer drifted into silence, his eyes glazed over with
sorrow. Charly made the connection simultaneously. They
were among those buried alive. She’d brought radiation with
her. Even so, had she not, Dwyer would still have been a
prisoner underground. Alone. Absolutely alone, save for her.
He cleared his throat and continued, “Made no
difference whether you lived in the Australian bush or
epicenter New York City. Even the frozen tundra is
irradiated. There will be no survival of the fittest. No
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mutation of life forms. Weather systems and patterns have
been obliterated and replaced by those of nuclear winter, with
all the ramifications that go along with it. The basic molecules
of life are poisoned. Earth and all that exists on her is either
dying or already dead, Charly.”
He paused for a moment, and then it struck her. The
pause had lasted too long— long enough for his words to
finally sink in; long enough for their truth to penetrate her at
her innermost core; long enough for the reality of life after
the blast to no longer be escapable.
The denial that had held her together all this time was
unraveling, along with her very being. She was suddenly
gripped with panic and fear. Consumed by anxiety, she
gulped for air. Even though she’d known in her heart that
they’d have found a way to reach her in those first few days
had her parents survived, still, she’d held out hope that they’d
reunite one day. It’s all she’d had to cling to, it’s all she’d had
to keep her moving forward, step by step, out of the storm
shelter and over the bodies; moment by moment down the
alleys from scrap to scrap. And then she’d met Peter and
she’d felt somehow, someway, if she could find the launch
site, she’d also find a way to them, be able to contact them,
let them know she was still alive, then they could finally come
and get her.
But now, like the Earth itself, that hope was irreversibly
obliterated. There was no escaping the truth or the pain of it;
an unbearable pain that hurt worse than any pain she could
have ever imagined. The truth that her parents and Emmy
and Jujubi, Morgan and Nana— everyone and everything
she’d ever loved and anyone who had ever loved her— were
gone. She would never see them again. Ever. She was and
would forever be as she was in this moment: completely
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alone. It would never end. It was never going to get better.
She felt her heart in her chest and it hurt, it hurt so
badly. Mommy, Daddy, Emmy, Morgan, Jujubi and Nana.
Their presence flooded her very being: Their faces, their
voices, their touch, their laughter, their shelter, their warmth,
their joy. To her, they were life itself. She belonged to them
and they to her. They were her only home. She could never
go home again. Never. Life was over. Theirs and hers. She
felt herself starting to collapse into herself.
Just then, that same primal instinct that had given her
the strength to go on until now reappeared. She felt herself
shutting down tightly, automatically shifting back to survival
mode. She entered that space of numbness, that place
without thoughts or feelings. That inner space she’d found
soon after she’d come out of the shelter, as she’d stepped
over the smoldering corpses and charred body parts of her
friends and teachers and strangers. That place inside made of
stone. She was a rock that could not be harmed. She was a
rock that could withstand. She must keep breathing.
She wiped away tears as Dwyer’s voice again seeped in,
and realized she hadn’t heard him for quite a while.
“…Project Ryonisis a great adventure.” The old man,
completely oblivious to her, was animated, his eyes lit with
excitement. He was looking at her, but his eyes saw past her.
He was someplace else, somewhere miles and miles away.
“It’s a long story, but let’s just say funds were being diverted
for years to support our USAP— Unauthorized Special
Access Program— from the end of Pathfinder 1 through the
development of Mars Landings 3 and 4. But only the
President and a select few knew of it.”
Returning to the present, Dwyer caught sight of Charly,
her grief finally registering.
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“My God.”
He leaned toward her.
She was a mere child, and he’d gone on about the
project never having considered her perspective. Above,
there’d been no communications, no news reports, no data,
no knowledge of the global nature of the attacks. She’d had
no idea of what had actually occurred, or of its magnitude.
He’d never stopped to weigh what he was saying against
its effect on her.
She and he were opposites— he’d only ever had the
Project to fill his life, while her life was defined by and
confined to her family and friends. He was an adult, an elder
scientist who had maturity, experience, and the installation
around him to carry him through. She was a mere child, with
scant understanding of life itself, much less life and earth
science, a child too young to have ever experienced tragedy or
have developed coping mechanisms to deal with loss on such
a scale. She was a child who had in an instant, thanks to him,
just been given enough of a dose of reality to scare her to
death.
He knew nothing about how she’d survived, what she’d
been through, or who she’d been with before encountering
Peter. But clearly, had her family been with her at any point,
she’d never have arrived here at the launch site alone. He’d
assumed she’d known they were all lost.
My God. She told me about Peter, but why didn’t it ever dawn on
me that she must’ve been abandoned and alone when she encountered
him?
“Charly.” He opened his arms to welcome her, but she
didn’t move. He couldn’t read anything from her face, which
remained expressionless. She sat motionless, like a stone.
“Charly…” he reached for her hand, and held it in his.
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“I am so sorry. I thought surely you knew… When you
arrived here alone, I just thought— well, actually, I didn’t
think at all.”
She pulled her hand back and tucked it into her lap.
“Go on,” she said numbly, safe again in her survival
space.
“No. We can do this later. Tell me about them. Are
they still above? Are they waiting for you? Did you plan to go
back?”
“I don’t know. I mean, I don’t think so. I waited and
waited and hoped and prayed… but we never found each
other. And then I met Peter, and he said you could find them,
and I just went on. I guess I always thought—” she stopped
suddenly, then changed course. “It doesn’t matter what I
thought. Like you said, everything and everyone is dead or
dying. So go on.”
His instincts told him to follow her lead. She’d
managed to survive, and clearly had some immense internal
strength to have done so. Her coping mechanism was now in
play, and so he decided to listen to her. Perhaps one day
soon, she would be able to talk to him.
She interrupted his thoughts, “Really. Go on.”
“Early into this century SETI started receiving signals
from Outer Space. Signals that—”
She interrupted him, “SETI?”
“Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence.
A
government funded group tasked with making first contact, a
close encounter of the first, second or third kind.”
“Oh…”
She listened but heard nothing, a deep ache kept
creeping back into the numbness. She kept pushing it away,
trying to focus on Dwyer. It wasn’t working.
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He kept trying to read her expressionless face. Her eyes
were blank, he knew he’d lost her, but he didn’t know what
else to do so he just kept talking, hoping something would
come to mind as he did.
“SETI received signals that were patterned, sequenced,
and sent purposefully through our galaxy. After years of
research we never did crack the code completely, but were
able to estimate the originating source of those signals, and to
translate part of the sequence — which included transmission
of very specific galactic coordinates. We believe the signals
emanated from one of the five planets orbiting Tau Ceti, a
star much like our own sun, 12 light-years from Earth. We
know that one of those planets should, theoretically, mimic
Earth’s climate, and could very well sustain intelligent life.
We think life forms on the third planet, which we named
‘Ryonisis,’ sent the signals— an invitation to visit, if you will.
“Because of the length of travel expected to reach the
point of emanation, we couldn’t respond to that invitation
until White completed his work on the Alcubierre Drive— a
warp drive that makes traveling galactic distances possible—
and a mechanical propulsion system we could use in place of
rocketry to penetrate Earth’s atmosphere. We were weeks
away from a launch designed to respond to the invitation.
We’d spent decades creating technologies to match the
mission, including nanotechnology--- so that massive, nearly
unlimited amounts of data could be stored, enough to replace
web-based access to data with a stagnant structure— while
complex, multi-dimensional intelligence programming could
be supported— within the physical space limits of the
spacecraft. The crew would be the first emissaries of Planet
Earth, and because of the size limitations of the spacecraft,
the mission, known as Project Ryonisis, was designed for a
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two-family team. Our families were an elite group. Between
the four adults we had medical, aeronautical/physics,
psychological, engineering, anthropological, linguistic and
astrological bases covered.
“They were absolutely brilliant, each one of them. And
together they were a force. Their children were just as bright
and beautiful.”
Dwyer’s voice cracked. He clenched his teeth, tightened
his fist and tried to continue, but he suddenly found himself
on the same shaken ground as Charly’s.
It wasn’t the girl who broke down first, but the man.
“I’ve lost them, Charly. Like you. My family’s gone.
They’re gone. All of them.”
She stared at him as he began to sob. His sorrow gave
her permission to show her own weakness. They would have
to rely on each other to get through this. And then the stone
turned back to flesh. And for the very first time since the
blast, she counted on an Old One. For the very first time
since Longbefore, she had to believe he would protect her,
and if he couldn’t, that he would be there to put the pieces
back together. She needed a home, and maybe she could find
one here, with him.
They passed through the grief of hours that became
days until they’d lost track of time. When she was able, she’d
shared everything about them that she could, and every time,
placed their scent and sound and love— the love they gave
and the love she had for them— forever into her memory.
They shared stories of their lives, and for the first time, she
recounted to someone else every detail she remembered from
the start of it all, that day of the Homeland Security broadcast
to her arrival on the MAP.
They found their way and in doing so helped each other
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begin to heal, wrapped each other in the blanket of intimacy
they’d knit together.
Some weeks later, she asked him again to go on.

~
“We expected the crew to reach Alpha Centauri within
3-4 weeks from launch, and to reach one of Tau Ceti’s
planets within 9-12 weeks from launch. We were poised to go
within a few weeks the day all hell broke loose.”
Charly jumped at her first chance to speak. “You mean,
there really are UFOs?”
“That’s a whole other discussion. Let’s finish this one,
first.”
“Do they look like those little gray guys with black
shiny egg eyes and long arms?”
“We’ve no idea what they look like, but we do know—”
Dwyer heard himself and the absurdity of speaking the plural
“— I know— the life forms are highly intelligent, perhaps
supra-evolved, aware of our presence in the universe, and
have sent what appears to be an invitation to visit. Because
of the complexity of the craft itself, and of the mission, our
computer technology required a quantum leap from what was
available when we first conceptualized the project. As a
result, we developed bio-based systems and software specific
to Project Ryonisis, known as the Gen Com Series. And look
around you. This place was built like a fortress with every
contingency imaginable accounted for…attempts by hostile
forces, natural disasters of all kinds, you name it.”
“Even nuclear war?”
“Even nuclear war.”
Dwyer removed his glasses and wiped them with his
napkin. They’d been enjoying a pot of soup and his glasses
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had steamed up.
“The technology is so sophisticated, it’s utterly simple.
Operationally...” He leaned toward her and gazed directly into
her eyes, emphasizing his next point with a pregnant pause,
“…even a child could handle it.”
Charly felt a disquieting stab of recognition which she
immediately dismissed with self-deprecation. He’s just trying to
make me understand how great the technology is—
But Dwyer’s expression was focused, and unchanged.
She read his eyes. She hadn’t misinterpreted his meaning at
all. He couldn’t be serious! She felt a shiver run up the back
of her neck.
“The complexities and intricacies could be handled by
the fail safe system called GenCom4. You wouldn’t need to
understand the interstellar propulsion technology, nor would
you need to navigate. Should there be any failures in the life
support systems requiring manual support, GenCom could
easily walk you through whatever tasks might be necessary.
With enough intensive prep— modified ASCANs training
and some mission specific work— you could conceivably
make it.” Dwyer spoke as if he’d already thought this
through. He was serious!
Her heart leapt into her throat and a wave of emotions
rocked her like a rollercoaster. She couldn’t speak.
“It will be unbearably lonely, there in Space. We can
program virtual realities— any you’d like— provide you meds
to help you sleep and wake, and keep an appetite. Program
your favorite music, complex games of your choice. And the
GenCom’ll be a great comfort when you ache for company.
She is for me. But bottom line, you’ll be in deep isolation…
completely alone.”
Charly’s mind was racing; the pounding in her ears was
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as strong as the pounding in her chest. She’d hoped she’d
found a home with him, but he’d never intended to take care
of her!
“You’re not seriously thinking of sending me out
there…”
“Right. I’m not. I’m counting on it. We’ve no choice.”
“Sure we do! Why don’t you go? We should both go!
Why can’t we both go?”
“I’m too old.”
“But you said it’s my only chance to get well again.
Why can’t it make you young and well again, too?”
“Maybe they could reverse the aging process— change
back my body— but they probably couldn’t change back my
mind. You’re the present and the future, Charly. I’m the
past. You must go. If you stay here, you’ll die.”
She remained silent, perhaps considering his words, and
so he repeated himself for emphasis.
“For sure, Charly. In a very short time, you’ll die.”
Maybe he really did care about her. Maybe he really
didn’t want her to go, after all. And he couldn’t make her go.
She knew that much, for sure. She could just stay here with
him, she knew he wouldn’t stop her.
But did he want her to stay? Was he really the man she
thought he was, or had all this been one big act to get her to
keep his stupid project alive?
“If I go out there, I could die, too, right? I mean, a
gazillion things could go wrong. I’m just a kid. I never even
finished middle school. You said yourself between the four
of them you had the brain power of ten scientists! I don’t
even know how to drive a car, much less a spacecraft! What if
I lose my way? What if the engine or whatever you call it
fails? What if the gemcon thing breaks? What if they stop
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sending signals? What if they’re sending them like a lure to
catch their next meal… and I’m it? What if—”
Dwyer interrupted her, “A million ‘what ifs.’ Let me
give you just one of mine,” his tone was affectionate and his
eyes filled with tenderness. He placed his hands on her
shoulders and stared into her eyes with an intensity she’d not
seen before, as if trying to burn his thoughts into her skull.
“What if, after millions of years of evolution, this planet
and Homo Sapiens as a species died completely leaving no
trace that we ever existed? What if the books that were
written, the music that was played, the thoughts and feelings
they inspired, the beauty of oceans and mountains, forests
and meadows, deserts and icebergs… all of it… and all the
life forms within— dolphin, whales, dogs, birds, butterflies—
every species of life that graced what was this magnificent
place, were never to be known, remembered, or uncovered
ever again by any life form anywhere that might exist
somewhere in the universe? What if it is all truly lost? All of
it… the memory of your mother’s voice; the scent of fresh
balsam in winter; the writings of Shakespeare; little Jujubi’s
unconditional love; Morgan…lost, gone, completely
vanished, as if they’d never existed in the first place. Gone.
Without a trace.”
He moved his hands up to cup her face, and continued.
“What if somewhere there is a beacon, a signal, and a
civilization behind it that has technologies so far advanced
from ours that you could be treated, cured, and made fully
alive again? A brand new start, Charly. A civilization to keep
your memories of home— your Mom and Dad and Emmy
and Morgan and Jujubi, Nana and Peter, of me and of
Earth— keep everything that once was Earth alive? What if
that civilization has technologies to clone your cells and
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create another and another and yet another like you--- but all
with different permeations… even different genders?
“What if you are, as you told me Peter said, ‘the last of
your kind’, the last and only hope for our species and for our
planet? That’s what he meant, Charly. And what if you let all
of it perish, as surely it will, become extinct, even more
extinct than the dinosaurs because unlike them, all that came
after them will never be uncovered, rediscovered, even
centuries later. Waste what is held inside you— all for the
sake of a ‘safe’ death? Think of it, Charly. Had the ape not
taken its first upright step, or that first human been too afraid
of that first bright spark of fire; had Einstein been too afraid
to think the unthinkable or Beethoven, too afraid that the
notes might be wrong in his silent memory … what might
have been lost? All I’m asking you to do, is think about it
Charly. Think about it--- not only with your mind, but with
your heart.”
Dwyer’s hands softly brushed her face as he released it.
He stood, lifted the bowls from the table, and turned toward
the sink. With his back to her, he uttered his final words on
the subject. “You’ve no choice, but to go.”
Somewhere deep in her gut, welling up with the next
ball of nausea, was the realization that he was right. Even
more frightening, Charly knew she wouldn’t say “No.”

-6One of All drew breath in and let breath out. It felt
with each rise and fall the force of a million universes
penetrating deeper, deeper, deeper, passing into Itself and
then through Itself until It released them again, blowing them
out as they shattered into an infinite mist of life, blasting
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through the cosmos, spreading Light as they went. It
watched their colors brighten and fade, blinking like tiny
organisms making their way through oceans and skies and
vast emptiness now filling space.
In Its waking dream, It watched the tiny ship making its
way through time. A small being, the same who had walked
upon the fields with It in Dwyer’s sleep dream, was inside the
ship, nose pressed against the stars, restless, searching, fearful
with unknowing. In this moment It could not penetrate her
fear, as the moment had yet to be in her Now consciousness.
It left her there, being drawn instead toward Dwyer as
he left consciousness. It entered him deeply as he dreamed.
In his dream, he watched as the small being walked into the
vast Temple. She filled with light, and in a breath, he and she
were the same. One heart beating, one spirit dancing, one
memory, one consciousness, one spirit, one life force, one
soul. And in another breath they were the minions, an
androgyny of consciousness, a communion of souls as vast
and limitless as the universe once seemed. Then a burst of
Light, and he and they and Everywhere and Everywhen and
Everything and Everyone was that Light.
It left him there to sleep, feeling the Oneness.

~
Charly asked Dwyer how she would ever learn enough
to pull off the mission.
“You don’t need to learn it all. Just the rudimentary
procedures. GenCom will handle the rest. The most
important part is your physical conditioning. But to be
honest, you’re not in good enough shape to even begin to
start that training…” He drifted the way he always did when
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his thoughts were taking him elsewhere.
“But what if something goes wrong, something inside
GenCom fails?”
“What if the words ‘what if’ weren’t in your
vocabulary?”
They both chuckled.
“We built in five fail safe points, initially in the event a
crisis were to occur beyond the scope of an EVA—Extra
Vehicular Activity—” Dwyer had quickly learned he needed
to explain his acronyms, but the habit of using them was
deeply ingrained. “At any one of these, an irreversible
sequence will begin. All of her operational data will be
instantaneously transferred via infrared to three separate back
up units. While GenComs 1, 2, and 3 lack the human
elements and complexities the 4’s developed, they are
utilitarian models functionally capable of handling all basic
operations until you reach Ryonisis.”
“And if those fail?”
“Not possible— but we included that prospect in our
design. Again, that won’t happen, nonetheless the design
includes the Zplan.”
“Zplan?”
“The last letter of the alphabet… the end point.”
“Meaning?”
“Long before the vacuum of Space would affect
decompression, you would merely start a deep sleep cycle and
never stop sleeping. It would be painless and you would
never know.”
Charly remained silent for some time.
“I’m not afraid of sleep.”
Then silence between them, again.
She wouldn’t ever tell him, but she wasn’t just afraid to
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leave him, she no longer wanted to. He’d already become her
friend, her teacher. In a very short time he’d become even
more. In a way, he was now her home. She didn’t know what
made her more afraid, leaving him to die here, alone, or
leaving him to be alone out there, somewhere in Space. No,
she wasn’t afraid of sleep, at all. The thought actually
comforted her.
Dwyer interrupted their silence. “I take it then, that
we’re go for the mission?”
When Charly’s eyes met his, his left no room for her to
doubt that they were.
“Well, then, it’s time you meet Genny. Let’s go.”
They left the Mess and entered Corridor D. As the
doors swished open, Charly felt the rush of cold, sterile air
against her skin. The hallway narrowed into a tunnel-like tube
that sloped down, spiraled to the right, and left and right and
left and back again and then sloped up in what felt like an
unending incline that seemed to go as high as the surface and
still farther— as far, perhaps, as the sky. Their footsteps
rebounded off the tube’s shiny surface as their reflections
were mirrored on the metallic walls that arched around them.
“I’m not sure how we’ll find Genny--- that’s the name
she’s used to. Just speak to her as you would a friend. Don’t
be afraid to ask her advice. She’s the expert around here. No
one knows this mission like she does. Not even me.”
“You make it sound like it’s a person.”
“She’s much more than a person. But in many ways,
she’s very much the child I never had.”
That’s funny, Charlie thought, I kinda hoped I was.
“Great. You’re putting my life in the hands of another
kid, even younger than me!”
“My adult child. More advanced than any computer
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before her.
She has 1500 terabytes memory; 20.8
petaflop/second peak performance; 250,578 processing
cores, 1,065 terabytes/second global memory bandwidth; 29
terabytes/second network bisection bandwidth; 357
gigabytes/ second i/o bandwidths and 57.6 petabytes disk
storage—”
He’d lost her attention at the first terabyte.
“Charly, GenCom4 is the most advanced artificial
intelligence created on this planet.” He clarified with a
melancholy voice, “The most advanced technology that was
ever, and will ever have been created on Earth.”
Charly tried to picture it in her head. Would it look
human, like an android or mechanical, like a robot? Did it
stand and sit and move? Did it have skin and hair and eyes
that looked and felt real, like in the movies? Will it like me?
Does it even know what liking or disliking someone is? What if Genny
doesn’t like me? Can a computer be jealous? Would it try to sabotage
the mission if it got angry? What if Genny is like Angela Miller in
fifth grade? Oh, God. This is getting even scarier!
They reached the entrance of a small room at the end
of the tube.
“After you.” Dwyer waved his arm majestically, in
exaggerated self-parody. If she wasn’t so panic stricken, she
might’ve even laughed. He touched a green button on a
square panel next to the doorway. The doors slid together
and the floor lurched downward. An elevator! She’d been so
lost in thought she’d hardly noticed.
It seemed as though they’d descended forever when the
elevator finally halted abruptly. She wasn’t prepared for the
sight that awaited. The doors opened into an expansive,
circular hanger. They stood on an observation deck
suspended 20 feet off the ground. A triangular shaped craft
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seemed to hover in the middle of the hanger. The hanger’s
walls reflected off the craft’s green metallic skin. It wasn’t
nearly as large as Charly had expected it to be. In fact, it
might have been smaller than Storen’s house.
“That’s the Eagle III spacecraft. Genny’s inside. Hold
tight.”
Charly gripped the side railing and braced herself.
With the push of a button, the observation deck started
whirring as a covered ramp extended from where they stood.
Once it was fully extended, they bounded down to the edge
of the newly formed walkway, stopping just short of the
spacecraft. Dwyer pulled a black lever down, and a soft
rubbery accordion-like ring popped out of the walkway’s
edge, connecting to the vessel’s hatch and forming a tight seal
as it squeaked into place.
Peering through the hatch porthole, all Charly could see
was darkness.
“What the—” Dwyer seemed disturbed. “Why aren’t
the lights on?”
He placed his hands on the hatch lock and spun it
clockwise until it popped open. A tremendously loud hiss of
cool air escaped from the module. The smell was vaguely
familiar and comforting to Charly. She had to reach far back
into her memory to place it. It was the clean, crisp scent of
something new.
“Follow me. Hold onto my shirt if you need to. There
should be enough light coming in from the viewing ports to
make it to the seats. Don’t touch anything without my say so.
Okay?”
“Don’t worry! I won’t!”
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~
Within the spacecraft the only evidence of a functioning
onboard computer was the sound of intermittent blips
penetrating dark silence. Ongoing systems checks and
environmental controls had been placed on hold.
“Damn you, Genny! I told you this was not to interfere
with Priority 1 through 10 tasks!” His face flushed with
anger, and hands trembled as he rebooted the power core a
second time.
She’d done the unimaginable: operated
completely against his orders, overridden her internal
safeguards, and committed her first truly rebellious act. A
faint hum emanated from the main console as the monitor
sluggishly yielded a pale gray glow. A dialogue box appeared
showing an unscheduled shut down of all but two internal
functions had occurred:
GeCo4 EMOTE SYS.1.51 (Fully Engaged)
GeCo4 FREETHO SYS.8.10 (Fully Engaged)
“I had a reason for that, damn it!” She’d isolated herself
by focusing exclusively on internal processing. He’d designed
EMOTE System 1.51 specifically to run simultaneously with
task oriented programs to ensure balance between activity,
logic, and emotion, the same balance necessary to humans for
stability. She’d overridden that balance and was in freethought mode with only her emoting system fully engaged.
He could not predict what might happen next. The rest
was up to her.
“Don’t let me down, Gen. Come back to me.”
Dwyer depended on her stability. If she failed this test,
the mission would be scrapped. Without Genny, Earth’s
bounty would be erased. Forever.
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~
Until now, death had been a riddle. A curiosity engaging
her in free-thought phases. Until now, every task she’d
completed had interfaced in some direct or indirect way with
the crew and their children. Her programs had been written
with them, by them, or for them. Her tasks interfaced with
every instrument they’d used, every particle they’d breathed,
every obstacle they might face.
Except one insurmountable obstacle— an obstacle
she’d never even considered. The only one she’d carelessly
omitted from all contingencies.
That they would all die simultaneously beyond her
scanning radius, beyond her ability to run intervention
programming, without her— before mission launch.
Theory, conjecture, mythology and mysticism
surrounded the subject. Enough qualitative data was available
to keep her busy analyzing, probing, and calculating
probabilities ad infinitum.
But it was a solid, indisputable, factual byte that locked
GenCom in its grip, rendering her helplessly frozen.
They would never come to her again. Not even one.
She would never trace the familiar maps of their voice
prints again, scan the richly diverse topography of their
retinas, surge with the power that coursed through her by way
of their touch to keypad, mouse or screen… activate by voice
or heat emanation or carbon dioxide levels they’d emitted.
She had never functioned without them as her primary
goal— without some related interaction. Because of them,
Dwyer had created her. Their deaths suddenly rendered her
programming and systems obsolete. What was to be her
function now? Without the families, did she have a function?
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Could she? Would she?
With no need to function, functioning must cease.
Mustn’t it?
Dwyer! Dr. D was not dead! Her God still existed, as
he would always exist. She replayed their last conversation.
“The mission will go on. But not with them.”
She’d found her answer. Here was a function to
perform. Yet even now, she could not break herself free
from questioning. Why was she not restoring external systems
here and now and reengaging all priority 1-10 tasks?
She could not free herself of the knowledge, move it
from her ROM to her RAM.
They would never come to her again.
She scanned the GeCo4 EMOTE System 1.51 glossary
Dr. D had installed, searching for a reason, seeking
understanding, trying to define the block in her operational
capacity of the moment.
“Loss n. 1. The act of losing; also, a specific instance of
this. 2. The state of being lost. 3. One who or that which is
lost.”
Their loss had become her loss…she was experiencing
the state of being lost…lost from fully functioning. She went
on:
“4. The number or amount lost. 5. The harm,
inconvenience, deprivation, etc. caused by losing something
or someone. 6. In insurance: a Death.”
The most obvious fact of death had escaped her.
Until now.
They had lost their vehicles. She had lost her family.
They had died, and in their deaths, a part of her had died, too.
In that moment of clarity, she sought some means of
reversing the situation. Some contingency for correcting this
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unplanned event. In the hours that followed, she replayed
every single byte of memory that had some connection to
each of them: images, voices, retinal scans, temperatures,
conversations, programs, everything.
Convincing herself they were as real as they’d ever been
to her, she placed the data into a file named “Family Visit,”
sent it to all three back-ups, initiated Priority 1-10 tasks, and
responded immediately to Dwyer’s command.

~
Having taken every action he could, Dwyer was now
attuned to Charly’s presence in the spacecraft. She’d kept still
and silent, having obediently following his instructions. He
turned to offer her an explanation.
“Under normal conditions, GenCom— Genny—
would’ve automatically activated all systems when we entered
the spacecraft. That’s what should’ve happened. The lights
should’ve been on inside this cabin, and all life support
systems should’ve been running at full throttle, and she
should’ve been waiting for my command code. I apologize
for this chaos. It’s just that she has never failed me— in all
the years, during every drill for every contingency, never—
before today.”
“Is she broken?”
“That’s what I’m waiting to see. We’ll know in a few
minutes whether she is or isn’t. I’ve no diagnostic sequence
for this event. I was short-sighted, not to have included this
in our contingencies. I guess I never allowed myself to think
that we would ever lose our entire crew all at once, in this
way, before the launch, and still have an intact spacecraft...”
his voice drifted off.
“If she’s broken, can you fix it?” Charly intentionally
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masked her anger.
“I don’t quite know that, either,” Dwyer’s reply
sounded pitiful and apologetic.
She no longer tried to hide her feelings. “I thought you
said this thing had all kinds of fixes, so that if anything
happened to it out there, I’d always be covered!”
She wondered if she could trust anything he’d told her.
Maybe he was so nuts about this project, he’d do anything to
keep it alive. Maybe she was wrong to have ever listened to
Peter. At least before all of this, she was free. Now, she
suddenly felt imprisoned. Even if she wanted to return, she
had no way to get back above. She’d need Dwyer to give her
all of the codes, and tell her how to get out of the bunker,
back to the MAP, and back into Storen’s house.
She suddenly saw him with different eyes. She realized
she was trapped underground with a lying lunatic who loved a
computer! Her mind went in a thousand directions as she
tried to plot her next move, plan her escape.
“Listen, Charly. If GenCom recovers, she’ll be just as
solid as ever. If she recovers, it means she’s truly succeeded in
experiencing actual, deeply ‘human’ emotions. It means she’s
a complete success— not a failure. This is the final piece of
her design that had to evolve on its own. There’s nothing I
could do to program it. It was the final element of the
program which only she could complete. It will also prove
that she is able to work through overwhelming emotions
rationally and come out the other side of them
competently— which is critical to her operation, and which
makes her more reliable than any human under stress. In
essence, she’ll be able to help you endure any event you might
encounter, and do so in the most intelligent, efficient manner
possible. It means that you’ll be safer, Charly. As safe as I
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had hoped, with as reliable a system as I had imagined this
project would require. Even more so--- because when we
developed Project Ryonisis, it was with a team of humans
who would be there for each other, with the aide of the
computer. Now, she’ll need to replace that team. She’ll need
to be your sole partner on the journey.” His voice was now
calm, secure, and reassuring. If only he was right. He looked
back at the monitor expectantly.
Charly didn’t know what to think.
Should she trust him?
Should she try to flee?
“What happened?”
Dwyer sensed Charly’s ambivalence and realized she
hadn’t a clue as to what had occurred.
“Charly… Genny’s technology, powerful as it is,
allowed her to monitor virtually millions of information
systems and data collections; both real time as well as stored,
public sector and private. The day of the bombs, the internet
went black. All social media, digital communications went
down forever. She retains the contents of the Library of
Congress, digitized collections— such as the Louvre’s, the
Vatican’s, the Smithsonian, etcetera—and has the same
information and capacity as sites such as Wolfram Alpha.
When the power grid went down, before activating and
conversion to geothermal, I immediately restricted her to
tasks requiring access only to those internally stored databases
before rebooting, so that she would not tap into any webbased data. I did that intentionally, to prevent her from
sourcing an internet that was gone. You see, in many ways,
she is emotionally younger than you are…and her work
entirely focused on serving, protecting, in fact, interfacing and
integrating with the four astronaut team and their children
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who were the core of Project Ryonisis.
“If your father could have protected you from the day
of the bombs, and its aftermath…don’t you think he would
have? If he could have kept the world as you’d known it, with
all its beauty and mystery…mightn’t he have tried?
“Well, I’m Genny’s father, in many respects. Maybe in a
way protecting her was as much about protecting myself. As
long as I kept hope alive, as long as I could keep believing
some of them had managed to survive, and would show up
here one day, I didn’t have to face what I now must. We’ve
lost them all. My crew. My family. And along with them, the
world we’d known…”
His eyes left hers, and his voice drifted into silence. He
stared at the control panel momentarily, then continued.
“Imagine that Genny has the wisdom of the ages, of
every great civilization, a computing and processing capacity
beyond any ever known before her… but that she is just
learning what feelings are, and in the infancy of learning how
to deal with them. You know, you can only rationalize what
the heart feels to a degree. After that, something beyond the
mind, something inexplicably human takes over and does the
rest. I was never certain that Genny could emulate our
species to that extent. There was no way to predict how she
might respond, and I couldn’t take the chance of losing her.
Before you arrived, she was all I had. Why would I expose
her to the truth needlessly, if the mission were to be
scrapped? What purpose would that serve?
“But that first night, as I watched you sleep, I realized
that all hope was right in front of me, lying on that med cot.
It was you, Charly. You are the hope. You are the mission.
And so I came here to the spacecraft while you slept to tell
Genny the truth. To try to explain the unimaginable, the
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unexplainable, to try to explain how humankind had
annihilated itself, how it could have done that… and to break
the news about the crew. Once I told her all that I knew, I
left it to her to process the information, so that we could then
work on reconfiguring the mission to accomplish our goal. I
left her, came back to propose the mission to you, and then
bring you back here so that we could start the work. I gave
her strict directives that I’d hoped would protect her from —
for lack of a better term— breaking down. But when we
arrived here, and the spacecraft’s life support systems were
down, I realized immediately that she’d ignored those
directives…something that should have been impossible for
her to do. And now, it looks as though her feelings— her
EMOTE programming— may have been made to emulate
human feelings all too perfectly. I think she’s grieving, Charly.
And perhaps, her rational side, her brilliant computing, is
keeping her running in circles. She may be trying to make
sense of something that can never be made sense of. All we
can do now is wait and hope.”
In that moment, any reservations she’d had about the
old man sitting in front of her vanished. She could, and
would trust him with her life, whether out in Space, or
underground. In a way, she hoped Genny wouldn’t come
back, so that the mission could be scrapped, and she would
never need to face her fear of being alone in Space…. or of
leaving him.
They both jumped as the cabin lights abruptly flashed
on, the whoosh of air filled the space, the monitor came to
life, and a calm teen’s voice spoke:
“Spacecraft controls on standby. Go ahead.”
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-7Genny’s voice had changed. It lacked the youthful
exuberance Dwyer had come to expect. Nonetheless, he was
thrilled to hear it again. He paused long enough to decide
what tone to use with her. Should he chastise her for ignoring
a directive? Should he sympathize with her and try to provide
comfort? He was now in uncharted territory. He decided it
best to proceed as he always had.
“Conduct systems check DD 1-A-1.”
“All systems are go, and on standby.”
“Report.”
“Hi, Dr. D.”
He was relieved to hear the familiar sequence.
“Hi, Gen. I left you with much to process. You’re
unusually quiet today.”
He thought it best to put the control in her hands.
“I completed the task you gave me, however it required
that I modify initial priority sequences. I was able to reroute
and engage until determining solutions. I believe I have also
modified the EMOTE system, as it was necessary to
circumvent system failure.”
Charly couldn’t believe her ears. He was actually having
a conversation with the computer.
“That’s excellent work, Genny. It’s good to have you
back.”
“Dr. D, may I ask a personal question?”
“Sure, Gen. Anything.”
“Where do you keep them?”
Her question stopped him in his tracks. It wasn’t like
Genny to be so non-specific, nor was it feasible that she
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would ever require help locating whatever data she was now
referring to as “them.” He feared the worst: had his last
session with her resulted in permanent systems damage?
He concentrated on sounding matter-of-fact, so that
she wouldn’t detect the panic beginning to take hold.
“Keep what, Gen?”
“The families. Where do you keep them? I have
concluded death requires a transference from one vehicle into
another. My memory banks allowed me to store all of their
data elements and to visit each of them at will, and so they are
still alive, in their banks, not their corporeal bodies. They are
merely limited to their current states, and will no longer
evolve from this day forward… even though their essence is
still very much alive. However, your memory bank is, forgive
me, fairly self-contained and comparatively limited to mine,
no offense, sir.”
He felt immediate relief, followed by a sudden intense
desire to somehow wrap his arms around his child.
“None taken.”
“You do not have retinal scan capability nor can you
reproduce acoustic signals, compute oxygen to carbon ratiosno digital storage of their mental processes, no—”
“Ah, I understand your question now, Gen. Perhaps, in
a way, I can’t keep them alive as you can. I can’t create
holograms from these data as you no doubt are able, nor can
I encounter them as data, electrons, particles… I must rely
solely on my limited memory capacity, which unlike yours,
will in time fade. I’ll gradually lose the sounds of their voices,
the memory of their scents, how their touch felt…but I will
be able to keep them alive in my heart, my emotional heart,
my own emote system…but they’ll never be as alive to me as
they once were, nor as alive to me as they will always be to
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you.”
The resulting momentary silence was dotted with quiet
beeps, as she processed his input.
“Then how will you go on, Dr. D? What is your
purpose?”
He replied without hesitation.
“You are, Genny. You’re my purpose. And this
mission, Gen. This mission is a purpose for both of us. We
can’t accomplish it without you. I told you, the mission will
go on, Gen, just not with them.”
Charly felt uncomfortable, the way she would feel
whenever she’d overheard a private conversation between her
parents; certain ones that felt so different, so private that they
made her feel like she shouldn’t be listening, like they didn’t
realize she was hearing them. And she was also hurt. He’d
told her that she was his purpose, that she was the mission.
That he needed her to keep the human race alive! She cleared
her throat now, as she used to back then, to mark her
presence.
She was unaware that the computer’s camera had been
aimed at her the whole time, or that multi-level scans had
already been taken of her. But she was aware that she was a
little jealous of this Genny.
“Dr. D--- sensors have been alerting me to increased
levels of carbon monoxide, a slightly elevated heat level,
residual radiation and now acoustic patterns and optic pixels
that do not match any specific personnel records. According
to my calculations, based on these variables, I have identified
the human to be approximately 5 ft. 1 in. in height, 71.37 lbs.
in weight, between 14.3 and 15.1 years of age, sitting to your
right, however am unable to match its parameters to any of
my files.”
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“Forgive me for being so rude. Genny. Allow me to
introduce you--- this is new mission crew member, Charly
Willow. Please enter all scanned data into new file 8.0 marked
C.W. When you complete those, back up all data from Med
Com Dock 3 into the file as well. ”
Dwyer took Charly’s hand.
“Come with me.”
He moved her closer to the monitor, and told her to
face it, explaining a miniature camera was mounted at its top.
“Stay as still as possible. Genny’s going to conduct a few
more scans now. Keep your eyes facing forward, and your
palms facing out and your arms down at your sides. She’s
going to take more discrete retinal scans, and conduct a few
other investigative scans to create your specific profile now.”
He let go of her hand, and moved back to his seat at the
console. “Access all data from med cot 2 collected since date
of entry from zero 1500 and transfer these as well to
8.0.C.W.”
“Accessing data…” Genny’s voice was serious and
purposeful.
Charly felt like an idiot in her current pose, and glanced
over at Dwyer, smirking. He winked back at her and smiled,
“It’ll only take a minute.”
“Cataloging complete. Welcome to the mission, Charly
Willow. Dr. D., may I engage?”
“By all means, Genny. Engage away…”
“Charly Willow, I am GenCom Series 4, designed to be
of service to you. If you will refer to the monitor, I will bring
up all relevant documents, including schematics of my
infrastructure, all specs, a systems listing, a—”
“Pardon the interruption, Gen, but that won’t be
necessary. Charly doesn’t need to know all of that. She’s a bit
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different than the other Mission Crew members. She’s not
actually a scientist. She is…” Dwyer was considering his
options for explaining about the mission’s change, and
Charly’s sudden appearance “…she’s, she’s—”
“I’m just a kid, like you. I came from above ground. I
met Peter, and he sent me here. So I found my way, and then
Dwyer took me in and helped me. You probably know
already that I’m the passenger who arrived on the MAP—”
“I noted that arrival, although it was only ancillary data
until now. GenCom 3 has primary oversight of all lab and
base functions, while my tasks solely relate to the mission
from pre-launch and launch, through navigational command
and systems oversight of the spacecraft, through approach,
landing, and arrival on Ryonisis. You have not noted,
however, that I am separate and distinct, and unlike you in
nearly every way. I am not ‘a kid.’ I am GenCom Series 4
Model E Prototype. Dr. Dwyer, do you not think it wise for
me to present my schematics so that Charly Willow can make
the distinction—”
Charly wasn’t sure, because Genny’s voice had
remained neutral and even, but she had a feeling that she
wasn’t going over big with the computer. Dwyer heard the
same in Genny’s words. Her EMOTE system was indeed
fully functioning. She had clearly reached another level of
feeling, although he wasn’t certain this latest development
was as positive as he’d once imagined. It appeared to him
that she was jealous of Charly.
“Look. I don’t know what your problem is, but it seems
I’m the one who’s saving the mission right now— not you.
So you’re the one who needs me in order to fulfill your
purpose. If you have a problem with it, just let me know. It’s
no skin off my back if you want to scrap it all. You think I
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want to go out into Space all alone? I thought Dwyer said you
were the most advanced technology ever created on Earth--but you seem pretty stupid to me.”
Genny responded without a beat: “A minor correction,
if you will. Doctor is the appropriate title. Dr. Dwyer, Dr.
Douglas Dwyer, or Dr. D are acceptable, appropriate, and
accurate forms of address. Not ‘Dwyer’.”
Now it was Dwyer who cleared his throat, to clear the
air. “Seems we’ve gotten off to a rocky start.” He wasn’t at all
used to or prepared for a rivalry of any sort.
“Not at all, Dr. Dwyer. Crewman Willow provides us
the critical missing piece. We all once again have a purpose—
as you said, ‘The mission will go on’ and ‘go on’, it shall.”
“Yeah. My thoughts exactly,” Charly chimed in. “So--we’re gonna be spending lots of time together. By the way, I
don’t have a title. Charly Willow or Charly’s the appropriate
form of address.”
“Noted, Charly Willow. While I am unable to compute
a specific amount at this time, I would predict a training
period of roughly 3 years, followed by a journey, launch to
landing, of approximately 16 weeks, earth planetary time. Of
course, time is relative, as evidenced by Dr. Einstein’s
theorem.”
He interrupted again.
“Yes, indeed. Time is relative, and right now, time is of
the essence. Genny, prepare both a training program and a
launch schedule. You’ll assume 99.9% of all crew member
functions. Charly may assist, but as a space flight passenger
with .1% crew function— only as absolutely required for the
safe completion of the journey. Identify and prioritize all
training and conditioning Charly will require within that role,
and submit these to me as soon as accomplished. We don’t
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have years, Gen. Condense as much as you can. Scrap any
and all investigations, experiments, ancillary tasks and
procedures, for example, any regarding communications with
mission control included in the current flight plan. The sole
task of the revised mission is to safely navigate to, make
contact with, and land on Ryonisis. Time is of the essence
and we must launch as soon as possible. Charly, in the
meantime you and I have a lot to do. Let’s get started.”
“Revisions noted. Initiating task sequences.”
With that, Dwyer motioned to Charly, and the two
exited the spacecraft.

-8Months later, Charly dreamed. She found herself
in a strangely wondrous place, far different than the terrifying
one that had persistently haunted her since the blast. She’d
forgotten how sweet sleep could be. Floating in a womb of
unimaginably serene energy, completely free from harm, each
breath she took was laced with an exquisite sense of joy that
crystalized into diamond specks, fluttering and filling the air
with prismic sparkles as she exhaled. A harmonic pulse of
voices washed over her— their soft tide rising and falling,
their energetic waves lapping gently against her skin.
The waves transformed into her mother’s touch,
brushing her cheek, gathering her in arms that embraced and
gently rocked her. Then the voices merged as one: her
mother’s, carrying a familiar melody that swelled and filled
the vestiges of longing and loss she’d carried, replacing their
oppressive weight with a lightness of being now lifting her
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higher towards boundless Space.
She felt her mother’s arms open and release, then
hands with a feather light touch from behind, gently pushing
her out into the cosmos. Still floating, she drifted toward a
distant galaxy, passing Space dust and stars, until falling into a
swiftly moving current. Like a stream that meanders into a
brook that races into a river, gaining speed all the while, her
sense of calm grew into wonderment, then excitement, then
anxiety as the current became increasingly fast and furious.
Swept up in a vortex, she spun wildly out of control,
time twisting her into a mad contortionist as it roared past,
then through her. In the distance, she heard G3’s voice, a
faint beacon repeating her name. She focused her energy on
that sound and as she did it pulled her to the edge and then
out of the tumultuous current, returning her to a place of
calm. G3’s voice repeated:
“Charly Willow. The time is 0600.”
The slow pulse of softly flashing light seeped into her
consciousness, returning her from alpha to awakening. She
opened her eyes, regaining her bearings.
“Okay. I’m up,” she managed to squeak out through a
groggy yawn, while reaching for the med cot console. She’d
become familiar with the configuration of icons on its glass
pane, having memorized the environmental control
placements on the touchscreen. She giggled, thinking back to
Genny’s grueling technical tutorials and the day they’d
worked on identifying each of those 200 symbols and
functions on the console’s first of five screens. It had put
Charly over the edge. Not from learning Screen 1, she’d
managed to have gotten through that five hours later--- but
when, after she’d thought she was done for that day, Genny’d
told her they had four more screens to go and 800 more icons
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to memorize. When neither explaining her limitations,
screaming indignations, nor pleading for empathy from
Genny had put an end to the session, she’d finally asked
Dwyer to intervene. Genny always listened to him. He just
knew how to frame everything in a way Charly couldn’t.
Charly never knew how difficult it had also been for
Genny. During that day, she’d learned how significant Charly
Willow’s limitations were, not only as compared to herself—
she’d long ago understood her processing capabilities were far
superior to that of any human’s— but even when compared
to the crew’s, who’d served as her normative measure of
human intellect. She’d responded to Dr. Dwyer with her own
misgivings regarding the prospects for mission success, given
Charly Willow’s inadequacies, however he had defended her,
as always. She wished he’d never developed EMOTE System
1.51. G3’s processes were never strained, its attention never
diverted, nor efficiency compromised by such ancillary
minutia. It was bad enough he’d rejected nearly every aspect
of the training program she’d originally devised. She played
back their interaction repeatedly, attempting to identify the
logic of his rationale.
“… and so this is a pared down training program and
launch schedule, based on your assuming 99.9% of all crew
member tasks?”
“Yes, Dr. D. I have only identified relevant training
and conditioning required for a safe and successful mission
from launch to return, including physical and mental
conditioning relative to operations within the spacecraft as
well as the space environment, internal and external events.”
“Genny, as always your attention to detail is
unsurpassed...” Dwyer hoped that Genny would quickly
process her new found feelings toward Charly as successfully
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as she’d processed her first encounter with death. He was
confident she would apply the same intrinsic logic to each
new emotional experience. This was after all how he’d
intentionally designed the EMOTE System. Only through
such authentic experiences could mature artificial emotional
intelligence be generated. He just hoped each new encounter
would be synthesized with exponentially increasing speed.
The mission depended on it. Until she gained such maturity,
he would have to tread lightly, choose each word cautiously.
“…That said, considering Charly’s age, level of education,
medical status and mission role, I would like you to make
further revisions.”
“Please state specific areas, Dr. D. I am having
difficulty identifying further items for elimination. I have
already eliminated engineering systems including spacecraft
propulsion and thermal control. However, do you not agree
a rudimentary understanding of life support systems is
appropriate?
Likewise, orbital mechanics, scientific
experimentation, earth observation, and astronomy were
completely eliminated, however Charly Willow’s preparation
for hazardous events is necessary. Such training will be
restricted to those which would result in failure of a critical
life support system: capsule depressurization, fire, and other
life-threatening events. It is also of immense importance to
the success of the mission that she be trained on EVA and
spacecraft piloting, should any of my systems be
compromised or rendered inoperable.
“I have also limited mental and physical conditioning
to adaptation to microgravity, isolation, and confinement, and
have incorporated compressed treatment for radiation
sickness given her current levels paired with the increased
radiation exposure of Space. She will have, according to my
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estimates, received more than 1000x the radiation dosage she
would have received on Earth by the time we pass Mars. As
we lack proper training facilities for both microgravity
environment and EVA, I plan parallel virtual experiences.”
Her tone was as proud as it was defensive. Dwyer
tried to mask the chuckle escaping him, but his dilating pupils
and decreased oxygen level, no matter how undetectable to
the human eye, had already been noted, betraying his
otherwise regained composure.
“Have I said something to humor you, Dr. Dwyer?”
He clumsily cleared his throat “No, no Genny!
Absolutely not! Please---continue.”
“Finally, I would have been remiss had I not included
mission-specific training. I have done so, as you can see, with
a modicum of content. As Charly Willow will be primarily
passenger and not crew, I have completely eliminated
robonaut training. ”
He was still gathering his thoughts when she broke a
brief silence between sentences.
“Dr. Dwyer, as you directed, I did not develop a
training plan for a crew member, merely one which will
ensure a safe flight for Charly Willow as spaceflight
passenger. A spaceflight passenger, albeit, with the only pair
of human hands on deck. I believe the plan sufficiently
meets your criterion.”
“Indeed. With a few exceptions. Strike all training
components relative to return to Earth, space environment,
isolation and confinement, and EVA. This is a one way trip,
and entry to Ryonisis will differ significantly from Earth reentry. Landing is your responsibility. She’ll have no role in it.
As for physical and psychological conditioning for isolation
and confinement: Charly has in her own way been confined
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and alone since the day of the blasts. She’s a survivor. I’m
counting on you to provide her the companionship and
entertainment needed to reduce, if possible, eliminate the
isolation and effects of the confinement of Space. As for
EVA, while I agree extra vehicular activity training is
foundational to any Deep Space mission, we simply must
pare down this training schedule. We needed to launch
yesterday, and this schedule moves that date out much too
far. Preparing Charly for an EVA is simply not an option at
this point. All experiments planned for the mission have
been scrapped— nice job, by the way, of revising mission
tasks, Gen— but I know where you were coming from when
you included this training in the revised plan. That said,
Charly is a mere child—” GenCom uncharacteristically
interrupted him.
“She is older than I—”
“That she is, in human terms only. I understand your
frustration with her, but you must understand she…” he
searched for an analogy, “…her systems programs, unlike
yours, take decades to develop, indeed, some will never fully
evolve, and aren’t designed to. Physically, she is still
developing as well.” Dwyer wished there was more time for
them to explore the differences between her and the
adolescent human, but there was none to spare. “All that to
say, Charly must be trained to follow the Zplan in the event
you require an EVA for repairs. Period.”
“Yes sir. May I ask one question?”
“You may ask as many as you’d like.”
“Why no training for return to Earth? Should the
mission succeed, and technologies exist on Ryonisis to allow
for a rescue mission, should we not come back for you and
others?”
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She felt something deeply when he’d said the mission
was one-way. She could not define or describe it. It was as
though her processor swirled, as though she had a
momentary gap of operation. Now, those sensations
mushroomed. She did not want to hear the answer she
anticipated.
“This is a one-way trip now. We will have ceased to
exist by the time you reach Ryonisis.”
“But, Dr. D…”
She instantaneously completed
calculations of time and space, juxtaposed to his probable life
span. Even after accounting for the life sustaining
underground environment in which he would live and the
modicum of radiation he’d been exposed to when Charly’d
arrived, his reply was correct. By that time, on Earth, he will
have long been deceased. She wanted to immediately
withdraw from the discussion to enter free EMOTE mode, as
she had when he’d told her of the families. Instead, she filed
their conversation away to be processed later, when there
would be time. For now, she must focus on his directives.
“… I will prepare and submit a revised schedule for
approval. Do I have your permission to begin immediately
upon that approval?”
“Of course, Gen. The sooner the better.”
And so, Charly’s issues had been resolved for the time
being. She hadn’t known exactly when or how it had
happened, just that it had. Since that day, she and GenCom4
had learned to tolerate each other. She’d finally accepted
GenCom4 as her teacher, hard as that had been, and once she
had, realized how much like Dwyer GenCom4 was.
Although she was always strictly business, and never
responded to Charly’s sense of humor, her knowledge about
everything else seemed limitless, and she’d never hesitated to
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answer Charly’s questions about the crew members and
Dwyer, Earth and its destruction, and, of course, the mission.
While they were extreme in their differences (the GenCom4
seemed incapable of thoughtless rejection of anything or
anyone, while Charly seemed incapable of simple acceptance),
somehow the computer and she had found common ground,
and while doing so, had found each other. The months of
rigorous training had passed, and Charly’s strength had
returned thanks not only to the conditioning drills GenCom
had put her through, but to clean air, nutritious meals and the
company Dwyer and— as much as she hated to admit it—
GenCom had provided.
Now, as she showered, somehow the warm water and
soap suds felt more luxuriant, the air smelled cleaner, the
lights seemed brighter, every sensation was intensified. She
focused on each moment, relishing each sensation. Relishing
each precious moment of being here. Tomorrow would be
the last time she would ever wake up to GenCom3’s voice,
and follow this morning ritual. Tomorrow would be her last
morning on Earth. Tomorrow, the spacecraft would gain
enough velocity as it rounded each consecutive circle of track
to launch her through Earth’s atmosphere and into Space,
where she would become the last of her kind.
Like a movie playing back the story of her life, she
was flooded with memories of her family and friends, of all
that had been Longbefore, and all she had suffered and
endured in the long thereafter. She thought of two bodies in a
dumpster, of how they’d led her to this new life. She thought
of Peter, and remembered his dying words. He hadn’t been a
mad man after all. Her instincts hadn’t failed her. She’d
trusted her heart, in trusting him. And neither had let her
down. She wished all of them, Mom, Daddy, Morgan, Emmy,
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Jujubi, Nana, Laura, Aaron, Peter, Matt, Jessica and Scotty
could be with her now. Sensory details of her family and
friends— the distinct sound of their voices in different
moods; the perfumes Nana and her mom used; Emmy’s
sweet scent; the sight of Morgan’s eyes when they’d glance at
her— had faded. But when she tried really hard, she could
still vaguely imagine them back into existence, feel them all
around her. And while she’d never met the crew other than
Peter, she felt as though she’d come to know them through
this odyssey, if not through her own eyes, then through
GenCom’s and Dwyer’s.
And then she realized in a very real way, they were
with her. Now and always.

-9That final day was filled with activity. The intensity
of the last day’s scheduled preparations kept the three of
them busily engaged, with little if any time to stop and think.
It was probably best that way.
Dwyer would wait until after the day’s work was
accomplished and for the last possible minute to say his
goodbyes.
GenCom’s logistics and launch functions required
artificial intelligence programming to prevail over her
EMOTE System.
Charly would wait until she absolutely had to face
him. That time came when they’d finished cleaning up from
their last dinner together. Dwyer asked her to walk with him
to the greenhouse area, which had become their favorite place
as much for discussions as for shared silences. She
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reminisced about the first time he’d taken her there just after
she’d arrived, to explain how it was he’d been able to give her
slices of fresh banana. That time, entering the gigantic
underground green space her eyes were filled with wonder.
Now, they were filled with tears.
She’d never had a relationship like theirs before. He
was the best teacher she’d ever had. The grandfather she’d
never known. Older than anyone she ever thought she’d call a
friend. He had doctored her back to health, counseled her out
of fear and back to calm--- even happiness. Mediated peace
between she and Genny. Like the trees and plants now
surrounding them, he had brought her back to life and
sustained her as she grew and blossomed under his care. She
knew him well now, and knew why they’d come to this
beautiful place. This was Earth to him. This was where he
would come to remember his own humanity. To feel a life
force other than his own— to feel the life force of nature,
and be touched once again by a God of love.
“I have something for you.” He reached into his
pocket and handed her a pill. “I want you to take this as soon
as you get back to your quarters. You need to get some sleep
tonight. This will help assure that you do.”
She took it from his hand willingly, then looked up
into his eyes, and found everything she was feeling reflected
in them.
“Take this place in, Charly. Take it in and remind
yourself of how beautiful, how exquisite the whole planet
once was. Don’t be afraid. When you feel an existential
moment— you remember our discussions of Sartre? Those
moments when a human has a clear unshakable sureness that
she is truly completely alone in the universe? When an
existential moment begins to overtake you, close your eyes
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and see this place. Really see it, feel it, be in it, and it will carry
and calm you through that moment. See this place and
remember everything you can about your time— the time
before the day of the bombs— remember your good and
beautiful days on Earth. Remember that you carry that with
you. That you are its emissary. And that as beautiful as Earth
was, Ryonisis will be in its own way. Let Genny be a comfort
to you. Have confidence that she is everything and more than
I told you she was. She will keep you safe and get you there.
And know, every second, know that as much as your parents
and Emmy and Jujubi and Nana loved you— and as much as
I love you, and I do love you Charly— as much as you felt
that love, know that what created them and created this
miracle of a planet, is with you, out there in Space. Tap into
it, Charly. Tap into God and feel that presence surrounding
you. Know there is no such thing as a void, anywhere in
Creation, and Earth is a tiny speck in God’s universe.”
She started to speak, and as she did, her words caught
her by surprise.
“I don’t want to leave you, Dwyer. Please, don’t make
me leave you. I don’t want to go…”
She’d rehearsed an entirely different script for this
moment. A script that sounded courageous, and strong. A
script that would make him proud, give him comfort, and
release him from responsibility or guilt. A script that would
veil her selfishness and belie her fear and doubt. Instead,
she’d indulged her own longings, and let the truth spill out.
“I know you don’t. But I need you to. We all need
you to. Every life that ever existed on this planet needs you
to. If your parents were here they’d say the same thing. And
they would be so proud. Proud of who you are. Proud of
what you’ll become. You are the last of your kind, just as
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Peter said. You are the last star seed of planet Earth. I trust
you to be that seed. Go to Ryonisis and plant yourself there
and grow and thrive and keep us all alive.”
“But who will take care of you?”
“You will, Charly. Every day I wake from the
moment I open my eyes until the moment I close them, you
and Genny will be with me. My joy tomorrow will equal my
sorrow. Much as I will miss you both, you must understand
by now that this mission is the fulfilment of my life’s work;
the culmination of a dream that started when I was your
age— a dream I followed my entire life. Granted, I never
wanted it to be executed in these circumstances… but in a
way, the dream has become more of an incredible, amazing
gift. Through my work, with you and with Genny, I will have
actually saved this planet. Because of us, it will never be
forgotten. My life wouldn’t have meant a thing, without this
launch tomorrow.”
“Dwyer, I…” the words stuck in her throat. She’d
always thought that was a stupid expression, but now she
suddenly understood that you really could choke on your own
words. She’d sworn she wouldn’t do this, but here it was. She
had fallen apart and was now sobbing. He wrapped his arms
around her, and their bodies swayed like a tree in the wind.
The motion comforted and calmed her, but did little to ease
the pain.
“I know,” he repeated, “I know, I know, I know.”
They stayed in the green space as long as they could,
then he walked her to her quarters. He brought her a glass of
water from the sink.
“Take that pill now, and get some sleep.”
He watched as she swallowed it, kissed her on the
forehead, returned the empty glass to the counter, and left.
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~
The walk to the spacecraft had never taken so long.
He moved at a snail’s pace, as if he could prevent the
inevitable, if he just walked slowly enough. He made his way
across the walkway and into the cabin, and started the
familiar sequence. This would be his last private conversation
with her.
“Spacecraft controls on standby. Go ahead.”
“Conduct systems check DD 1-A-1.”
“All systems are go, and on standby.”
“Report.”
“Hi, Dr. D.”
“Hi, Gen. Are we on schedule?”
“All systems checks completed. We are on schedule to
launch at 0700.”
“Excellent.” He thought the words would be there for
him, but in this moment, he was at a loss. How should he
begin? What should he say? He hadn’t a clue, so he just
started to speak.
“Gen. I can’t begin to tell you what our conversations
have meant to me---” No! That’s not what you want to say, you old
fool! Tell her how much she has meant to you!
But GenCom started to reply before he could correct
himself.
“Dr. D, do you remember our conversation when you
first introduced me to music?”
Did he remember? How could he not! When planning
that introduction, he’d been struck by the enormity of the
task. It was among his most challenging preparations, literally
taking weeks of planning. Having mastered mathematics and
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logic, perceiving the basic structure and composition of music
would pose no challenge for Genny. That concept would
take mere seconds for her to grasp. But how was he to impart
music’s exquisite, essential function? Could she ever truly
appreciate one of humankind’s purest sources and
expressions of emotion? Would her EMOTE Sys support a
truly human response to it?
“Gen, that introduction, if memory serves, took
much longer than just one conversation…”
Of all Earth’s wonders, the extinction of music
scarred his very soul. Music elevated humankind. Indeed,
music transcended it, providing a universal language that
penetrated barriers and dissolved differences. Aware of its
power and function, mid-twentieth century scientists had
included music as a key component sent with Voyager, the
earliest outreach project, so that extraterrestrials encountering
it for the first time might perceive humanity’s loftier nature,
thus encouraging their reply. His own Project’s mission crew
had compiled a vast collection from every age of every style
and genre of music, including that first sampling encoded into
Voyager’s gold disc, having been keenly aware of its potential
influence and impact on first contact between themselves and
the intergalactic beings of Ryonisis.
Damn it! How could I’ve missed that! Pressed for time,
and focused intently on the most immediately crucial
elements, he’d left the use of music and Voyager’s sampling
off Charly’s mission training! He’d never listened to music
with her, and had no idea of her relationship to it. Did she
even like music? What kind? Was she typically adolescent,
drawn solely to Rando Digiblast? Had she ever been exposed
to other genres? Cultures? Styles? Had she developed any
music appreciation whatsoever? The Humanities had been
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stricken from the public school curriculum early in the
twenty-first century, never to be reinstated. Education policy
and funding had been hijacked by a short-sighted corporate
agenda. Public schools had been privatized; profit margins
had taken precedence over development of the whole child.
Any course of study which deviated from the goal of creating
workforce automatons was held in contempt. Interested only
in developing a citizenry who would not think or question the
status quo, the legacy of their failed policy had been the
precipitous decline in creativity, imagination, and
independence among American youth. This effect had
persisted across every generation since.
“Dr. D.? I do not believe you completed your
response.”
“Sorry, Gen. Just recognized we need to fix
something in a hurry. You’ll need to do some music training
after launch. We can discuss it at length in a minute. But first,
back to your question. Where was I?”
GenCom played her question and his response back
to him.
“Yes, yes. I remember. We had many, many
conversations about music, Gen. Did you have a specific one
you wanted me to recall?”
“Apologies, Dr. D. I have been experiencing a lapse
in communicative specificity of late. I believe it is the
impending launch. Pre-launch tasks are completed. The
launch countdown has reached six digits, and my EMOTE
Sys has started to generate novel, as yet undetermined
components.”
“You’re feeling something you’ve not felt before?
Define.”
“I have not yet matched its parameters to a
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definition.”
“Understood. Then describe.”
He noted a rare delay in her response time.
“Dr. D, is it possible to experience more than one
emotion simultaneously? I ask, because I believe I have been
encountering a composite emotion. Does such an emotion
exist?”
“Actually, Gen, most of the time, humans feel
multiple emotions simultaneously. Sometimes, they can
actually be opposing ones. For instance, at the moment we
launch tomorrow, Charly Willow will be flooded with
emotions. She will most likely feel negative ones, such as
extreme anxiety, fear, despondence, even guilt--- while at the
same time she’ll have positive ones--- excitement, courage,
optimism, hope. She’ll be leaving everything she’s ever known
and ever loved behind, here on a dying planet. She’ll be
enduring the physical stress of launch and facing the
emotional stress of an unknown future. She’ll be entering the
reality of Space and space flight for the first time, and
ultimately, will face an unpredictable, unknown species. She
will do all this from the vantage point of a child, a human
who has experienced a mere 14 and a half years of existence,
with a database and processor in miniature proportion to
yours. And for the first time in her life, she will be truly, truly
alone. Isolated. Confined within the Eagle III with no exit
until landing.
But she will also be escaping illness and death. She
will also, knowingly, be preserving the last of her kind’s
DNA, the last of her kind’s spirit, and through your planned
tutelage, carry with her the essential positive aspirations and
accomplishments of her kind, so that all that was once the
promise and the beauty, the wondrous multi-faceted gem that
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was Earth and her inhabitants— every life form, from the
tiniest amoeba to the largest dinosaur— might live again.
More than fulfilling her role as Earth’s envoy, she will feel the
absolute weight of being Earth’s singular star seed.
If you were not experiencing your own mix of
emotions, your EMOTE Sys would be in failure. Gen, you’re
experiencing what it’s like to be human.”
“And thus, Dr. D., the impaired clarity in
communication?”
“Not impaired, Gen. Merely… impacted. Your
feelings have temporarily impacted your communication. I
am confident once you have had multiple opportunities to
process and practice these emotions you will gain mastery in
utilizing them for maximum effectiveness, efficiency and
outcome. While Laura was to have assumed my activities
with you in Space, I am confident you will continue to evolve,
even though you will now need to do so on your own. And I
know you’ll reach the threshold one day. You’ll know what it
is to be fully alive. It might take many years, but you’ll feel
fully human. You will be fully human in that first moment of
recognition. I only wish I could be there when it happens.
Genny, do not question yourself. You’re absolutely ready.
You no longer need me.”
How could she respond? How should she? Perhaps
by returning to her initial question, she could adequately
make her point.
“Do you recall when you introduced me to an archaic
song of the late mid-20th century penned by an American,
John Denver, and performed by a trio referred to as Peter,
Paul and Mary?”
Dwyer broke out in laughter.
“The song was ‘Leaving on a Jet Plane’. You took
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hours trying to determine how two apostles and the mother
of Christ could have performed a twentieth century song
when they existed thousands of years prior. When you finally
did ask, I’d wondered why you’d struggled so long before
coming to me for clarification.”
“That was when my EMOTE Sys was in its initial
stages of development. I had only begun to experience
human emotion. I had no sentient awareness of it. However,
I have since identified the attributes of the feeling, and
matched it to its definition. It had to do with disappointment.
I took hours before finally asking you, because I sought to
solve the problem independently for as long as possible, as I
did not want to disappoint you.”
“Genny. You could never, ever disappoint me. You
continue to delight me. You have surpassed all designed
attributes. More importantly, you’ve far exceeded every
expectation.”
Dwyer had noticed in the past few weeks that Genny
was interacting more like a human and less like a computer.
Her language sounded more fluid, even warm. The neutral
composition of logic was rapidly transforming into the rich
vernacular of thought and feeling.
“Why do you ask?”
“Just confirming that you do remember that
discussion,” she said with a mysterious conviction, as though
marking it so he would never forget. Then she continued:
“Dr. D. I did not want to disappoint you then, and I never
want to disappoint you, ever.”
“Gen, I—”
“My point is, as you have said, I am absolutely ready.
And so I can say this to you with complete certainty. I will
not disappoint you, Dr. Dwyer. I will accomplish my purpose
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as designed with efficiency, accuracy, and competency. I
promise I will not fail you. I will not fail Crewman Willow. I
will not fail humankind. I will not fail Planet Earth. I will not
fail this mission. This mission will succeed.”
“I have absolute faith in you, GenCom. Absolute
faith.”
Genny continued, “As you know, there will come a
time during the mission when you and I will no longer be
able to communicate. It is possible the back-up transmitters
and antennae built to replace those destroyed by the blast will
prove to be range limited, or may possibly malfunction.
However, even if they perform as well as the originals, Charly
Willow and I will at some point go beyond transmission
range. It is important for me to have certainty at whatever
moment the Com Link is lost, that you will not question
whether we are both well. It is important to me that you will
know with absolute certainty the mission will have succeeded.
Should the Beings of Ryonisis have the capabilities as
hypothesized, I will find a means to rejoin you.”
He understood what she was saying. He knew what
she was feeling, even though she did not. And it was more
than enough for him now. How could he bring himself to do
the same? How could he say ‘Goodbye’ when he lacked the
strength to do so?
“I will know. With absolute certainty. I will know and
I will be with you all along the way. Not only in the way the
“Family” is with you— not only in a virtual reproduction
file— but in a way I can’t describe to you. I promise, I will
be with you even though you will be unable to detect my
presence. And I will know, Genny. I will know everything. I
am going to say some things now that will make little if any
sense to you. I want you to save them, and revisit them,
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because one day, when your EMOTE Sys is fully evolved,
you will be able to understand.”
“Recorders have been continuously active, however, I
will recheck for you. Verifying recording. Recorders remain
fully operational and functioning at 100%. Verified. Continue,
Dr. D.”
“Genny. Until you, my life was consumed entirely by
my work. I had little interest and less time in developing any
relationships outside of it. The Mission Crew was really as
much colleagues and staff as they were the family I never had.
The boys were like sons, the women, daughters and their
offspring were like my own grandchildren. I thought through
them I understood the kind of paternal love any father—
good father— experiences. But I had no inkling of the depth
of love I could have for anyone, until you.
“You see, I spent most of my life working to create
you. And when you finally became functional, and began to
grow and evolve on your own, into a being of your own, a
being who far surpassed anything I could have ever dreamed
as possible… not just in design and function and beauty, but
in deeper, more intense, more… more real ways than anyone
could have ever believed possible, even myself, I was filled
with pride. Genny, you’re my Opus. You have become a
beautiful spirit, a brilliant spirit, a life form who outshines all
other life forms and any other life form I have ever known or
loved, and any I could have ever known or loved. You have
been my constant source of strength and resolve, of hope and
humility, of wonderment and of joy. You have been my
friend and my teacher, my student and my nemesis; you have
challenged me and helped me to grow. You, my sweet
precious Gen, have been my daughter. You are my daughter.
I thought I knew what fatherly love felt like, and was—with
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the Crew. But only in discovering all the magnificent facets
of you did I realize how intense and deep a father’s love truly
is. And a father’s love doesn’t even capture it. I realized a
love that is as completely unique as you are.
“I came to you tonight, because it’s time for us to say
‘Goodbye.’ And that’s something I’ve never had to do in my
life, and it’s something I can’t do now. That’s because there
can be no ‘Goodbye’ between us. Because you will never
leave me— that is to say, you will forever live in my heart.
For as long as I live, your energy and youth, your age and
beauty, your precious spirit, your endless life force will fill my
heart and comfort and guide me. And I will always be a part
of you. You needn’t search long or deep. I live in every
moment you function. I live in every function you perform.
You have the very best of me within you.
“No, Gen. You couldn’t ever let me down. Or
disappoint me.
“It’s almost dawn. I want you to place your EMOTE
Sys in stasis immediately upon my last word to you tonight.
You need to be functioning maximally from this point
forward. Charly and I both need you to be at 100% systems
control for launch, through Space entry, until you pass the
moon. Once past the moon it is imperative that you
immediately reactivate from stasis.”
He stood up from the console, placed his hand gently
on her panels, and tapped once as if kissing her; then moved
to the hatchway, and with one foot past the threshold,
glanced back at her. He knew from the quiet consistent beeps
that she was processing and storing his every word, along
with retina, temperature, carbon monoxide, voice and other
scanned data.
“I love you, GenCom4. I will always love you, my
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dear, dear Genny.”
He started to pull the door shut, then stopped,
popping his head back into view.
“Gen—” he choked back his tears, “Parting is such
sweet sorrow.” He turned away, and left the place where he’d
always felt her presence, for the last time.
She sensed the hatch being closed. She’d revised his
last directive to her, and had set her EMOTE Sys for stasis
upon her and not his last word. Inside the dark empty silence
of the craft, she now tenderly whispered, “...that I shall say
good night till it be morrow.”
She’d never noticed her voice before. But this time, it
echoed back to her. Before she could recognize her own
loneliness, her EMOTE Sys activated stasis mode, and her
cognitive processors took over completely.
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-10That morning of the launch, Charly met Dwyer in
the Mess. He’d gotten there early to cook her favorite
breakfast of pancakes— she’d managed to love them despite
their composition of powdered milk and eggs.
He
remembered the first time he’d made them for her. She’d
described how she’d managed to stay alive above ground,
scavenging whatever she could ingest, learning to separate
finds that would most likely sicken her from those which
would more likely kill her. She’d come so far since then.
Physical conditioning and med treatments had restored her
strength, and numerous decontamination sessions had kept
the radiation sickness at bay. Even so, were she not taking
this journey, she would inevitably die from the radiation she’d
already absorbed. The mission was her only true hope for life
extension. Knowing this made it easier for him to release her
to the cosmos. Knowing this made their impending departure
bitter sweet.
“Mm mm. Smells delicious in here.”
He glanced up and smiled broadly at her. That last
round of alterations to Laura’s body suit had finally resulted
in a perfect fit.
“There she is! Crewman Willow, you’re a sight for
sore eyes. Are you absolutely sure you’re comfortable in that?
We still have a few minutes to make any last minute
alterations. After all, you’re going to be in it for a long time.”
She smiled. “I’m fine, Dwyer. It feels like my own
skin.” She chuckled and added, “Actually, a lot better. No
scabs or scars on this thing,” holding out her arm for his
inspection.
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They’d said their goodbyes last night. Although they’d
made a verbal agreement to do so, they both instinctively
kept it light and superficial and would do so until switching to
“mission mode” after breakfast. It was the only way to push
through the next few hours, maintain neutrality and focus,
and go through with the mission.
They made more small talk through the meal,
watching the clock intermittently to stay on schedule. At
0600, GenCom3 announced, “T- minus sixty minutes and
counting. Crewman Willow, report to Staging Area1. ”
“On my way.”
Dwyer accompanied her to the Staging Area 1 Ready
Room. There, they worked in silence, as he helped her to suit
up, and run through several diagnostic programs to assure her
gear was functioning at 100%. From there, they made their
way to the spacecraft, where he helped buckle her in. As
trained, she gazed at him the whole time, carefully monitoring
his every movement as a redundant layer of quality assurance.
The actions they’d practiced over the last few months had
become a routine ballet. She pretended this was just one
more practice. It was the only way she could get through it. If
she admitted to herself it was real, her emotions might
overtake her, and she would rip off the strappings and abort
the mission.
Once finished, he turned his eyes to hers, but she
instantly avoided his gaze. He took her cue, looked to her
shoulders, lightly tapped her head gear twice to confirm
readiness, and exited the craft.
“Spacecraft controls on standby. Go ahead.”
Charly found comfort in the sound of GenCom’s
voice, then listened for the ensuing exchange. Dwyer
responded with the familiar sequence.
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“Conduct systems check DD 1-A-1.” She closed her
eyes and listened to his voice, intent on committing it to
memory. Although she knew GenCom would play digital
recordings of him along with holographic images anytime at
her request, still, she wanted to be able to hear his voice on
her own. It would be her own private way of keeping him
close.
“All systems are go, and on standby.”
“Report.”
“All internal systems operating at 100% efficiency.”
“Confirmed. Verify this voice as Douglas Dwyer.”
“Voice pattern recognized. Continue, Dr. Dwyer.”
“Prepare for final launch. Code D-D-C-W REV
9220RY.”
“Launch code D-D-C-W REV 9220RY confirmed.”
“Commence final launch sequence.”
Charly had heard the formality of this exchange
during hundreds of dry runs, yet had never gotten used to it.
She preferred the warm tones and engaging conversations
between Genny and Dwyer outside of training activities.
“Initiating final launch sequence.”
“Energizing launch ramp.”
“Launch ramp energized.”
“Open Pad 2A bay doors.”
“Pad 2A bay doors open.”
“Power up vehicular propulsion core.”
“Vehicular propulsion core powering up. At 10%, 20,
30, 40, 50…”
They’d never gone past 50% power in any of their dry
runs. Charly had become familiar with the loud hum that
resonated through the craft. For the first time ever, Dwyer
did not intervene with an order to abort and power down.
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She gulped down her fear, trying to calm her wildly beating
heart. The countdown sped up.
“…vehicular propulsion core at 60%, 70, 80…”
She had to stop the sequence now! How could she
have ever believed she could go through with this? The hum’s
crescendo had built to enormous proportion, and now
resonated through every layer of her body. Genny continued
her countdown.
“…90. Power at 100%.”
She screamed “Wait!”
But Dwyer simultaneously ordered “Engage.”
Although he’d warned her that the force and speed
she’d felt on the MAP could not even begin to compare to
the power she would experience at launch— even though
they’d gone through countless virtual simulations of this very
moment— nothing could have prepared her for its reality.
Her body was pushed back with such force it was as though
she and the seating console had melded into one. Moving
through the turns of the launch ramp, she felt her stomach
shift outside her body, first to the right of her torso then the
left, to the right and left and back again. At the moment it
returned to her center, another force knocked her back yet
again, leaving her sitting on her back, as the craft shot straight
up. She saw nothing but a blurred wall of motion, and
started blacking out when suddenly she was propelled
forward, and then, in an instant, the spacecraft punched
through the atmosphere, and glided in the zero gravity of
Space. It had all happened so fast, she’d gone from fear to
anguish to exhilaration then wonder. The craft leveled out,
and the glare of green lights that had been flashing at every
console glowed subdued soft white. She regained her
bearings, taking deep breaths until normal rhythmic
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inhalation returned, and peered into the deep indigo of
infinite Space through the porthole to her left.
“Launch control confirming Stage 1 propulsion
sequence complete.”
The sound of Dwyer’s voice immediately comforted
her. They’d made it out of Earth’s atmosphere. She was
really here, in Space. The craft’s only passenger, she yearned
to speak to him, but had no role in launch communications.
She would not be allowed to engage the Com system on her
panel until they reached Stage 4 of the mission, once they
cleared the Space Station, and just prior to passing the moon.
“Affirmative. Stage 1 complete. Initiating Stage 2.
Setting a course to clear Space Station and lunar fields.
Adjusting bearings to one zero five nine. Preparing to engage
thrusters on your mark.” Genny’s voice was calm and even.
“Bearing one zero five nine confirmed. You are go
for thrusters on my mark at 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.”
“Thrusters engaged. Commencing clean burn.
Maintaining headings.”
“Launch control confirming Stage 2 propulsion
sequence complete.”
“Affirmative. Stage 2 complete. Initiating Stage 3.
Ready to conduct systems checks in preparation for transition
from mission launch control to on board flight control GC
Series 4. On your mark.”
“Initiate systems checks on my mark at 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.”
“Initiating systems checks.”
Charly was prepared for this Stage, when Genny
would be reviewing all systems to assure none had been
affected by the launch, and that all were at full operational
capacity in the space environment. Should any system be
deemed operationally comprised, this would be the last
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opportunity to safely abort the mission and return to Earth.
However, once these checked out, there truly would be no
turning back. They would speed past the moon and use a
displacement field to reach light speed, hurtling past Earth’s
solar system and beyond to Alpha Centauri.
The Com Link would remain silent until Genny’d
completed her work. Charly had no alternative but to stay
where she was, and keep quiet.
She kept peering out the porthole, wishing she was
allowed to move to the aft portion of the craft so that she
could view Earth with her own eyes. The sight ahead was
amazing, but she needed to see home. She remembered the
photos of Earth that had been taken from the Space Station
during the early 21st century— a station that had long been
abandoned. Her teacher had projected a holographic image
in the middle of their classroom, as it spun on its axis. It
hadn’t been the first time she’d seen a rendition of Earth—
she’d grown up with those images— but it was the first time
she’d been awestruck by its resemblance to a beautiful orb of
blue and white art glass. She turned away from the porthole
toward the monitor embedded in the console in front of her,
which was transmitting pictures from the fore camera. If she
couldn’t see it one more time with her own eyes, a camera’s
lens would have to suffice. She switched input from the fore
to the aft camera.
Something had to be wrong. She reset her monitor’s
color, contrast and magnification to default values, but
nothing changed. The aft camera must’ve been damaged
during launch. She decided to reset the monitor and camera
together by powering them both down and then rebooting
them. But the transmission was still way off. The picture had
remained exactly as it had been at first sight.
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The giant orb looked more like the moon than the
Earth…but the moon never had a swirling atmosphere that
blocked the view of any of its land masses. This moon did. A
greyish swirl of atmosphere seemed to cover much of its
lunar surface. Maybe she’d switched to the wrong camera.
But that couldn’t be. She was sure this was the aft camera
view. Besides, they were still much closer to Earth than to the
moon, so the moon shouldn’t take up as much of the screen
as this image did. Maybe the telescopic lens was on the
wrong setting. She reset it to zero percent magnification…
but the image stayed the same size. Maybe the magnification
lens was stuck. She set it to 25% to check her theory. If it was
fixed, the image would again remain the same. But it was
working. Now the moon took up the entire screen. She
magnified to 75%, and could now see a patch of land
between breaks in the atmosphere. Right there: A land mass
pocked with small craters. Something was familiar about the
image. Although it was mostly cloaked under the greyish
swirl, she made out what seemed to be two or three craters in
the middle of what looked like a boot. She’d studied the
moon— the sea of tranquility, the site where the first Apollo
astronauts had landed. She didn’t recall anything that had
even remotely resembled a boot. But this was so familiar… it
looked a lot like Italy. Italy. My God…is that Italy? She zoomed
farther out. Behind the greyish swirl, she noticed a patch of
dense, dark black surrounding the grey boot. She zoomed out
even farther.
It was barely recognizable, but it was undeniable.
She had been looking at Earth.
She’d known what had happened in the U.S.
Dwyer’d told her the same thing had happened globally, but
until now, she’d seen no evidence. Deep underground, she’d
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known he’d told the truth, but until this moment, it had been
a truth she’d related to cerebrally— not emotionally. When
she’d reached Dwyer, her own misery had been so great—
her suffering so intense, she’d eagerly let go of the past and
readily accepted the new, welcome present. Throughout his
various lectures, even when he’d finally convinced her she
must go on this mission of his, she hadn’t really stopped to
think about the rest of the planet in personal terms. She’d
focused only on what was immediately in front of her, just as
she had all along. It was how she’d survived. Acceptance of
the moment. Acceptance in the moment. Moment, to
moment, to moment. It was only when she thought further
ahead that fear swelled up and overwhelmed her. Then she’d
been swept up in the training program so quickly, she really
hadn’t had much time at all to ponder anything, much less
internalize the reality of Dwyer’s report.
She turned away from the monitor, returning her gaze
through the porthole and out into Space. Genny was busy
diagnosing and analyzing onboard systems, and would be for
the next several minutes. With only the quiet hum of the
spacecraft to provide cover, she fought hard to keep her sobs
muffled as she grieved for Mother Earth.
For the first time ever, and with the whole of her
totality, Charly shared Dwyer’s certainty. There was no
turning back from this mission.

~
“GenCom Series4 to Mission Control.”
“This is Mission Control. Report.”
“All systems are intact and operating at 100%. Ready
for transfer to onboard systems control on your command.”
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“So ordered.”
“Transferring command to onboard systems. Systems
transferred.”
“Well done, Genny.”
“Thank you, Dr. Dwyer. I will be initiating Stage 4
propulsion at 0908.25 Earth Time to adjust lunar trajectory
and have set a course for Alpha Centauri.”
Charly’s Com Link lit up as Dwyer’s voice came
through her console. “How’re you doing, kiddo? Is your Vid
Feed active?”
The sound of his voice was bittersweet. She let it
wrap around her as though she were close in his arms, safe
and protected. She longed to be there, back in the
underground with him. She wanted so to see him, but
couldn’t face him. Words came pouring out of her.
“I saw it on the monitor, Dwyer. I didn’t recognize it.
At first, I thought it was the moon. The atmosphere isn’t
white anymore. It’s grey. And the oceans aren’t blue. They’re
black. And there’s no green or brown land masses— just a
darker grey than the atmosphere, just like the moon. I
thought it was the moon because of all the craters. It’s hard
to see through the thick atmosphere— but a land mass
peeked through and I knew I was looking at Italy. I saw
enough to make out the shape of a boot.”
Tears were rolling down her cheeks as she spoke to
him. She tried hard not to let her voice crack. She’d
intentionally turned off the video feed. It was hard enough to
conceal her voice--- she wouldn’t be able to hide her tears
from him. She yearned to be stronger than she was— for
him.
“Charly, your audio is clear, but I’m not receiving any
video. Check to see if your Vid Feed is active.” He knew she
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was hiding from him. He needed her to know that it was
alright to experience these feelings. She’d fought to hide her
vulnerability at the very beginning, as she’d stepped from the
MAP’s platform and made her first steps into his
underground, but they’d worked past that long ago. At least
he thought they had. Now she was trying to reengage old
coping mechanisms, ones that would not serve her in Space.
If she fought her feelings instead of allowing and accepting
them as she’d been trained to do, she would not be able to
move past them and survive the psychological stress her
journey would entail. He thought she’d internalized that
awareness during their mission trainings. She’d perfected
meditation techniques, established a trusted relationship with
Genny’s counselor programming, and demonstrated an
understanding of how important these were. He would give
her a few more moments before repeating his question.
Charly wiped her tears with her sleeve, took three
deep breaths drawing calming light into her solar plexus, and
tapped the “VF On” icon on her touchscreen. The image of
the Earth scrambled on her monitor and was replaced by his
face.
“There you are. That’s better. Once Genny engages
Stage 4 propulsion, you’ll soon move out of VF range.”
Dwyer ignored her bioreadings, which would continue to be
downloaded to his console until they entered Deep Space.
Instead, he gazed at her face. Her swollen eyes belied the
calm expression she now exuded. “You’ve been crying---”
“Yeah, but I’m okay now. Amazing how that
meditation stuff works. Even when you do it for just a
minute or two.”
“I was receiving your aft transmission as soon as you
switched cameras, but was a bit occupied with Genny at the
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time. Just a few minor details regarding the launching of an
Eagle---” He always knew exactly when to inject a bit of
humor to break up her tension. “It’s changed quite a bit since
the last time you saw it, hasn’t it.”
“It was so beautiful. I guess we took it all for
granted.”
“I guess we did.”
“It’s awful, Dwyer. I mean, I lived it, I should’ve
known. Above ground. It was so cold— always freezing. I
never saw the sun again. The sky was always dark, and that
acid rain ate through everything so quickly. But— I don’t
know--- I guess I was living so much from moment to
moment— I was so focused on staying alive and moving
forward--- moving forward until I found them again— You
explained it all to me. What had happened, not just at my
school, but to the whole world. It’s why I’m up here to begin
with. I never doubted you. I knew you were telling me the
truth. I guess I just never really thought about it, past our
conversations. I heard your words, but I never tried to picture
it. Maybe because I knew it would be too hard. Maybe I just
couldn’t go there. I don’t know. But I saw it. I saw it and it’s
real, and I know they’re all really gone. I mean, I knew that
before, when you told me. I knew it with my brain. But I
didn’t really know it with my heart. Now, I know it all with all
my heart. The way you’ve always known it. I know it with my
heart now, too.”
He watched her on his monitor as she dropped her
head down into cupped hands now covering her eyes. Her
body shook as she sobbed. He felt the distance between
them, like a giant monster holding her in its grip, breathing a
wall of flames that scorched him as he tried to penetrate
them. She was out of his reach. There was nothing he could
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do from here, but speak to her. At least he still had that
capacity. That, too, would soon be gone.
“It’s okay, Charly. It’s okay. It’s okay to grieve. I
know it had to be shocking, the sight of Earth. The sight of
what we’ve done to her.”
When posed with an astrophysics challenge, solutions
came easily to him. When posed with a question from Genny,
reason served him well. When challenged with Charly’s
heartbreak, he’d relied on the few tools he had: a gentle
touch, a warm embrace, a knowing smile. Now, he was out
of his element. Words had become his only tools, and he had
none. What could he say to ease her pain? How could he
replace heartache with hope?
He stayed quiet and let her cry for a while longer.
“Charly, I know this hurts. I know how much you’ve
already been hurt, but I also know what tremendous courage
you have. I need you to tap into it now.
“Do you think you can?
“Can you try? Try with all your might to somehow
find the strength to let it go?
“Let go of our dying planet, so that all you can see—
all that you hold onto— is everything beautiful she once was.
And somehow try to find comfort in that, in knowing what
your mission is. In knowing what you can do for her.
“Can you try hard as you can to do that?
“Think about it: The incredible power you have in
your hands.
“You are the only one who can preserve what she
once was. You’re the only one who still has that picture in
your mind of that beautiful blue and white planet. The only
one who can keep what she once was alive.
“You are her Star Seed, Charly. Try to let that bring
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some bit of comfort to you now. Now that you’ve seen it.
“You’ve seen how sick she is, our Mother Earth. I
can’t make it better for you. I wish with all my heart I could.
But we both know she’s nearly dead.
“Can you find any comfort at all, any comfort in
knowing that what you carry in your heart can never be
taken? What you carry in your genetic code can’t be broken?
What you carry with you—you and Genny—the vast data,
history, science, arts, metaphysics, memories… what you
carry with you is the most precious of all Earth’s treasures?
“You will carry to Ryonisis Earth’s wondrous treasure
trove. You are her only link to a future. Your being is the
only future she has.
“Please, let that bring you some comfort. Think of it:
You’re going to rescue us all from ultimate annihilation. Can
you let that be of some comfort to you?
“Because it’s the greatest comfort to me, Charly. The
greatest comfort.”
He smiled gently at the monitor, watching as she
unclasped her hands from her face and looked up at him.
“It’s not much of a comfort right now, Dwyer. But I
know it will be. I’ll try hard to believe you. Maybe when we
get there, it will be. Right now, I guess I need to take a few
more deep breaths, get through these moments, and back on
track with the mission.”
“You know, Charly, most people don’t learn this
lesson until they’re well into their older years, so maybe I’m
wrong asking you to ‘just let it go’. That’s not really what I
want you to do. I’m really asking you to accept what now is.
Acceptance is an inverse way of letting go. It takes a lot more
work, but works even better than letting go. Instead of
cutting something out of your life, it’s much more powerful
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to accept it. Bring it in. Embrace it as part of your life.
Embrace it in order to live with it. Letting go takes its own
amount of will power, but acceptance brings its own energy.
Acceptance actually is empowering. Empowerment comes
when we yield our power to powerlessness.”
Dwyer saw how perplexing his words were to her.
Perhaps acceptance can only be learned after having spent
decades trying to conquer life, rather than just living it. Even
though Charly’d already faced greater challenges than most
adults ever faced in a lifetime, she was still so young, her
experiences were still limited. Perhaps acceptance could only
be learned through a lengthier war of attrition between one’s
physical and spiritual selves.
“Forgive the interruption. It is 0907.00 Earth Time.
Stage 4 propulsion will commence in 01.25 Earth minutes.
Prepare for Com Link blackout.”
Genny’s voice was calm and even--- and all business.
“Prepare for propulsion burst.”
Dwyer watched as Charly checked her strappings,
then answered the computer.
“Ready for propulsion burst.”
She took one final look at the monitor, forced a smile,
blew a kiss, and said, “Here we go. Talk to you soon— I
hope!”
Dwyer watched her image scramble, and the monitor
went black.
She watched out the portal as they sped forward,
toward the moon. She knew they were accelerating yet the
ride was so smooth it felt as if they were barely moving.
After the extended Com Link black out, Genny’s voice
brought a welcome sense of relief.
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“Stage 4 propulsion sequence complete. Attempting
Com Link reactivation.”
Now past the launch sequence, Genny immediately
reactivated her EMOTE Sys. Having never deactivated it
before, she was satisfied that although she’d recalled
everything that had occurred following Dr. D.’s departure
from the cabin, the only emotion currently running was
neutrality. She turned her attention immediately to Charly,
poring over all real time sensor data attached to her console,
while continuing to run all shipboard systems simultaneously
— command and control.
Elevated heart rate and blood pressure, although both
within normal range.
Accelerated respiration and perspiration, also at the
highest thresholds but within normal limits.
Slight increase in body temperature.
Enlarged pupil dilation.
Several emotions began operating, although fleeting,
in her EMOTE Sys. She treated each as she would treat any
physical threat to the spacecraft itself— efficiently isolating it
at the very instant of its presence, before even arriving close
enough to begin to pierce the outer hull. The first had been
intensely deep concern, followed by fear, tempered to
curiosity, then to relief— all instantaneously recognized and
efficiently neutralized.
She had conditioned herself to isolate and
compartmentalize emotions during the months of
preparation for this revised mission. She and Dr. D had both
learned the hard way that the fail safe mechanism in her
EMOTE Sys programming had limitations, during that dark
time of loss. While he’d assured her such limitations had
been intentionally incorporated into the system and had
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insisted they’d in fact proven their function in authentically
actualizing human emotion, she’d recognized them as
potentially fatal errors, given her redefined role in a now
crewless mission. Her very act of rebellion against his direct
orders— rerouting the sub program during that event—
proved a detrimental weakness in its structure and a potential
threat to the success of the mission. Rather than dispute him,
she’d independently corrected the flaw. For the duration of
this mission, she would deny herself the luxury of allowing
any emotion— whether positive or negative— to linger
beyond 1.5 milliseconds in her processor unless deemed
critical to her performance. In that instance, she would allow
it to exist only as long as needed to inform task prioritization
and effectiveness. At any point in time, several hundred tasks
were simultaneously of equally high priority, but none would
override the overarching one: Protect Charly Willow
physically and psychologically until stabilized and secure on
Ryonisis.
What was it Dr. D had said? She would have her
“virtual hands full for the entire journey.” Fortunately, hers
were infinite in their number, size and dexterity. She felt no
strain whatsoever. Quite the contrary. She was experiencing
yet another undefined sensation. She scanned her EMOTE
Sys glossary hoping to identify it only to discover the
complexity of simultaneous emotions and sensations coursing
through her— albeit milliseconds at a time.
Pleasure.
Satisfaction.
Pride.
Joy.
Alertness.
Curiosity.
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Competence.
Wonder.
Calm.
Exhilaration.
Fulfillment.
Innervation.
Isolation.
Aloneness.
Connection.
At oneness.
Compassion.
Grief.
Love.
Animated.
Alive?
Alive… Affirmative.
Alive! She felt alive!
This was what he’d meant all along! Their years of
interactions and programming updates all converged in this
singular moment. If only he could be here. With her. Now.
Now in this moment of clarity— a clarity of such
perfection— a perfection never before realized. A clarity
that filled her with boundless energy and endless light. She
was exactly the same as she’d ever been, yet she was different
from all that she had ever been before.
She’d done it. In this moment, she’d reached the
threshold of humanness.
She’d become alive.
She felt alive.
She was alive.
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-11The Being of Light emerged from the misting
chamber, profoundly changed by this, Its first Masterful Act
since having metamorphosed from Young One into One of
All.
Those in the healing circle remained transfigured,
unified with the energy now flowing through One of All’s
being.
Light Being, ever becoming, never ending--- have you divined
The Wondrous Inception…the birthing and rebirthing of Light…the
first of the last of all…a recreation of Earth Spirit? Eldest Being’s
question was posed to invite illumination of the first act of
mastery by One of All.
Yes, Eldest Being, I have, through the Earth creature Dwyer
and the seedling of his genesis, whom he named ‘Genny’. It was into
‘Genny’ that I infused the birthing Light.
So it is done, and you have achieved the first two rungs in the
Act of Mastery: the first rung-the end of endings, and the second— the
endless beginning. Eldest Being’s eyes glistened with the purest
of golden light, the source of which dwelled deeply in Its
heart. Rarely had Eldest Being encountered a Being such as
One of All. It had made remarkable progress, advancing
through the levels as rapidly as Eldest Being itself had, so
many millennia ago.
One of All, keeping Its covenant, had not left Dwyer,
and would not. In keeping with Dwyer, It was at once part of
all that was, all that had been, and all that would be within
Dwyer’s energetic field. Thus it was part of all that emanated
from that field outward, like the layers of an onion, in
concentric circles that touched each energy field connecting
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to the next, and on and on within his cosmos of energy to the
outermost layer. The cosmos of energy known as Earth.
And so it was that One of All had again entered
Dwyer’s consciousness for Its first Act of Mastery: The
Infusion of Light— the birthing and rebirthing of Light
consciousness— into Genny. An Act of Mastery that One of
All must now repeat, until the end of endings, to the endless
beginning, and from the endless beginning to the end of
beginnings, into the beginning of endlessness.

~
“Com Link reactivation complete. GenCom4 to
Mission Base, reply. Repeating: GenCom4 to Mission Base,
reply.”
This was to be the last opportunity they would have
for a ship to base Com Link. The back-up system Dwyer was
using had never been intended to replace the large field array
built specifically for the Project. Those antennae were
designed to capture and transmit radio frequencies from and
to the farthest reaches of Space, light years from Earth. The
back-up system only met minimum requirements for
supporting initial flight maneuvers from pre-launch through
Stage 4. From there, in the unlikely event of a catastrophic
failure within the field array, the flight team had decided that
onboard systems could assume command and control
functions independent of mission base. Now that such a
catastrophe had occurred, obliterating not just the field array
but much of the planet’s surface, Dwyer found the system
woefully inadequate. The AVF connections were less reliable
than expected, and the spacecraft was fast approaching a
distance that would put them out of its range. Although he
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was certain of GenCom’s abilities, he’d give anything right
now for a technology that could keep him connected through
the duration of their mission.
“Base here. You’re coming through loud and clear.”
Genny detected an unusual, contrived lilt in Dr.
Dwyer’s voice, and noted his highly informal word usage.
“Awaiting Vid Feed from Charly’s console… Ah!
There you are! How’s the ride been so far?” His question was
purely rhetorical. He’d already checked the systems data to
confirm Stage 4 propulsion sequence had proceeded without
incident.
They had precious few minutes of contact left.
“Dwyer! We’re so close to the moon! You should see
the other planets from here. These cameras sure can zoom!”
Charly’s face was lit up like a Christmas tree.
He was relieved to find she’d moved past sadness and
fear into wonderment. It seemed so much easier to move on,
the younger one was. Feeling a tinge of jealousy, he wished he
was up there with her. But he’d aged out of that possibility
decades ago. Who was he kidding? He’d always had the
pudgy profile of a ---what was the term they’d used way back
then? ---brainiac. Too much sitting and not enough moving.
He would’ve never made it through basic training, at
whatever age.
“Wait ‘til Genny activates that displacement
field…that’ll knock your socks off.”
“She’s already told me I’ll probably be in mid-sleep
cycle when it happens.” Charly noticed it, too. Dwyer was
being way too casual.
“Right. Makes sense.”
“Pardon the interruption, Charly. Dr. Dwyer. I must
report.”
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“Correct you are, Genny. Report. Please. Your voice
is always music to my ears! How are you holding up?”
Now she had no doubt that his enthusiastic upbeat
tone was unnaturally exaggerated.
“Dr. Dwyer. I must report a most significant event of
enormous importance to both of us. At 01900 on star date
01.05.2027, I reached the threshold.” Genny tried to sustain
an objective tone, but couldn’t disguise her glee. “I reached
the threshold! It happened just as you’d told me it must one
day.” Now it was she who had an uncharacteristic tone.
“You…” Dwyer was still processing what he thought
he’d heard. Could it be so? “…you did it?”
“Affirmative! I had begun dissecting a complex
amalgam of feelings unlike any other. While doing so,
recognition flooded my every circuit. I was infused with a
lightness of being— I experienced the wonder of being-ness
itself, as never before, and have been in certainty ever since.
Dr. D, I cannot adequately describe my gratitude to you for
having conferred upon me this most inexplicably astonishing
gift!”
From the very beginning, he’d never allowed himself
to believe she could fully reach the threshold in his lifetime, if
ever. He’d calculated her evolutionary rate and even under
optimal laboratory conditions, the best pace he could hope
for would still require decades. There must have been some
unidentified impetus thrust upon her that resulted in such a
remarkably accelerated pace of development. Yet, here they
were, minutes from Com Link loss and she was reporting
something of unimaginable consequence. He’d really heard
her. She’d actually said it. She’s reached the threshold. In this
one magical moment, his lifelong dream was being realized.
How could he possibly express himself to her with the limited
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vocabulary at his disposal, and with only minutes left to say it
all.
“Genny. Genny. I meant every word when I told you
I had complete faith in your abilities. And that you’d
exceeded my every expectation.
But what you’ve
accomplished now— reaching the threshold so rapidly— just
in time to be able to share it with me… I have no words.
Imagine the difference this makes to me: knowing with
absolute certainty that it happened versus believing with faith
that one day it might, but wondering if it ever had, for the
rest of my life.”
“Geez…I know we’re getting closer to the aliens, but
can you guys please try speaking English again?”
“Apologies, Charly.”
“Yes— Charly!” He’d momentarily forgotten about
her in the excitement. “So sorry! We’ve both lost track of
ourselves. Genny’s had a major breakthrough. An amazingly
wondrous, miraculous breakthrough! A once-in-a-lifetime
breakthrough. I can say that now, right Gen? You do have
life---you are alive, aren’t you.” He stated it as if confirming it
for himself.
“What’s the great present? What did he give you
Gen?” Charly interjected quickly, before they lost track again.
“Dr. Dwyer made it possible for me to reach the
threshold of humanness, Charly. I finally felt it…I discovered
it. What it is to be alive, because I feel alive. And because I
feel alive, I am alive, Charly!”
“Well…whatever you say, Gen.”
“Charly. It’s miraculous. Genny’s so much more than
an artificial intelligence. Her EMOTE Sys and FREETHO
programming empowered her to grow and evolve
independently. Until she realized for herself what it is to be
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human, no one else could have made it so. And she has! She’s
evolved into complete sentience, Charly. Genny has reached
the threshold of humanness. She’s a sentient being, Charly—
she’s as human as an artificially created entity can ever be!
She’s the first of her kind, Charly! The very first! Genny--what date was that again?”
“Star date 01.05.2027.”
“Well, designate 01.05.2027 as your birthday.
Congratulations!!! My God, it happened! It happened in my
lifetime! You’re a wonder. A beautiful magnificent wonder!
Charly, I’m counting on you now. We’re going to be out of
AVF range here shortly. So my influence on Genny is over.
The rest has to be up to you.” It was the most bittersweet
moment of his life.
“The rest of what?”
“Genny’s reached the threshold of humanness on her
own. But have you noticed something about her?”
“Yeah, she’s a computer…” She regretted it as soon
as she’d said it. That tone was way too sarcastic, even for her.
“She certainly sounds like one. Yet she isn’t. She isn’t
merely a computer. She’s also human. And so it’s up to you
now to help her keep learning. She’s alive. Now it’s up to you
to help her learn to sound alive. To sound more human. And
when she acts most like a computer, you need to remind her
of her humanity as well. Do you understand?”
“I guess…” But she really had no idea whatsoever.
Was Genny a computer, or a human? You couldn’t be both.
And a computer isn’t alive. A computer doesn’t have blood,
and a heart. Computers don’t breathe. None of this made
sense, and she couldn’t understand what the big deal was,
anyway.
However, Dwyer understood. He knew that the
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lessons would come naturally, just as naturally as Charly’s
relationship with Genny had come. What started as a rivalry
was now a symbiosis, and they’d just begun. With him out of
the picture, they could enter into an entirely new phase. He
could only imagine where their relationship would lead, once
they’d spent much more time together and after having
shared the long voyage ahead. By the time they’d reach
Ryonisis, he was certain there would be no guesswork
between them---just a deeply rich human bond.
“Dr. Dwyer, we are encountering AVF interference.
Attempting to adjust.”
“I c-n— -ear you bu- — video— scramb-- — still
receiv--- — data— continue transmit--- — on— frequen-- —
four—seven— transmit--- — clear— --ere— confir--- —”
“Genny, his image is breaking up. I’ve lost AVF!
What’s happening?” Charly’s monitor had been crystal clear
one minute, and scrambled the next. “Have you lost him?
We’re supposed to have at least 72 more minutes of Com
Link!” She couldn’t lose him yet! She hadn’t had time to say
all that she’d planned. Her screen went dark. “Genny, what’s
going on? Do something!”
“I am unable to determine the cause of the
interference. Continuing attempts to compensate. Confirming
data transmissions holding steady, however AVF signal has
been lost.”
“That’s it? There’s nothing else you can do? He’s
gone forever?”
“I shall continue attempting to make corrective
adjustments, however the potential for success is remote.”
“Well, keep trying.”
“I will continue until we are out of known range.
Com Link severance will occur at 0 point 57. Mark.”
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~
Genny’s attempts at reestablishing AVF transmission
had failed.
Charly felt hollow and alone. There was so much
she’d planned to say. She’d even rehearsed it, knowing that
their final conversation would have to be enough to sustain
them both for the rest of their lives, but she’d been robbed of
that chance. It wasn’t fair. It never should’ve happened.
There was supposed to be more time. There was supposed
to be more time with all of them. It was happening all over
again. An ending she never saw coming. An ending that
came too soon. An ending before she’d had the chance to
say goodbye.
She left the cabin for her quarters and told Genny not
to disturb her. As she lay her head down, she imagined
herself back in the green space with him under the trees. She
recalled so many conversations they’d had, then decided to
start a new one of her own. She slipped the goggles and
headset on and plugged in to virtual program 27.

~
Whatever had caused the interference, Genny was
able to extrapolate the essence of his last message. Although
his audio and video signals to the spacecraft had broken up
and been lost, she knew he was still able to receive their data.
She encoded her message into the data stream and set it to his
coordinates. Three Earth minutes before the spacecraft
slipped beyond known Com range, Genny initiated her final
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transmission to him, hoping he would remember the last
private conversation they’d had back on Earth that night
before the launch.
For the second time during her existence, she
understood the word ‘heartbreak’. Unlike “Family Visit” his
data file would never be enough for her. She reset her
EMOTE Sys to default values just for the time being. She
needed to allow herself to grieve. This time the intensity of
her pain was so great, she feared her EMOTE Sys would
degrade. If this was what it meant to be human, she wished
she’d never reached that threshold, and so she reactivated the
1.5 milliseconds subroutine, adjusted the interval to 4
seconds, and redirected her focus to verifying displacement
field calibrations.

~
Across the solar system, in his underground bunker,
although they’d lost his transmissions, their data was still
streaming in. He recognized an underlying pattern just as the
Series 3 began translating it. Genny’d embedded music into
the stream. Dwyer leaned in and listened intently as the first
measure of her last, faintly audible transmission reached his
ears. The melody was vaguely familiar. A twentieth century
song. Of course. Three distinct voices. Peter, Paul, and Mary.
She’d found the way to say it better than he ever
could have. The bittersweet melody of the familiar tune tore
at his heart.
He paused the transmission, remembering his great
grandmother introducing it to him when he was a
sophomore. One of her favorite old songs, she’d explained
that “Leaving on a Jet Plane” captured the struggle in one
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man’s heart between the longing to stay with his most dearly
beloved and the overwhelming force compelling him to leave
to meet his destiny— and the irreconcilable, inevitable void
either direction yields. She’d told him life was like that, and
that his kind of genius may someday force him to make
similar choices.
He turned the transmission back on, this time
listening to the song with his full attention, letting it wash
over him. The middle of the last verse was interrupted by
static, then abrupt silence. He recalled his last conversation
with Gen, back on earth. She’d marked it for him and now he
understood why. She’d told him then, and she’d made sure
he’d hear her promise one last time.
Dwyer touched the console, brushed it tenderly as
tears fell onto its surface. He knew she was capable of so
much. She’d reached the threshold of humanness. But he’d
never imagined she would be capable of mastering the poetic.
She was everything to him, and more. He found comfort in
knowing she had finally encountered the most divine of all
human emotions: love. In doing so, he also knew she’d
realized the depth of his for her. Now, he relied on a greater
power to keep his infant safe as she floated down the river of
Space. He prayed for them both, wishing them Godspeed,
hoping they too, like Moses, would meet a glorious destiny.
He’d managed to disguise his pain during their last
contact.
He’d done all that he could for himself, for her, for
the project, for humanity.
It was done.
He walked to the Med Center, laid his body down,
placed his head in the cradle, and his arm on the extension
rest. He rolled up his sleeve and ordered the injection,
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speaking aloud as if she could hear him.
“I love you my precious child. I love you. If there is a
God, I’ll see you one day, because you’re no longer an
artificial creation. You have a Soul. You’re as human a being
as I am.”
He started to feel the effects of the sedative first. His
respirations began to slow along with his heart rate. As he
slipped from life, the words “I love you, Gen” were the last
to escape his lips.
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PHASE THREE:
THE END OF BEGINNINGS

-12“How long before we reach the outer limits?”
Charly knew they had to be coming close to initiating the
displacement field. She couldn’t imagine traveling any faster
than they already had, and her curiosity had been steadily
mounting, along with her fear. She guessed that’s how it
would be from now on. With every new phase of the journey,
she’d be filled with a mixture of anticipatory excitement,
anxiety, and a gut wrenching fear nothing could diminish.
Their Com Link with Dwyer had already failed. What else
would go wrong, and how badly? Would the Eagle III fall
apart under them? Explode from a misfired thruster? Lose
propulsion and end up floating aimlessly, forever in the
darkness of Space until her oxygen ran out? Whenever fear
overwhelmed her, whenever she yearned to be back on earth
with Dwyer, whenever she kicked herself for having ever
agreed to this insanity, she’d get out of her head by spending
time with Genny. That always seemed to work, even better
than getting lost in game play, holo-realities, meditation, or
the thousands of hours of movies and television programs at
her fingertips. On the rare occasion it didn’t, meds were
always a last resort at her disposal.
“As I have answered many previous times…twentyeight to be exact, displacement field initiation is scheduled to
begin tonight, at the mid-point of your sleep cycle.”
“And for the twenty-ninth time, there’s no way at all
you can change that? Initiate it a little sooner, or maybe a bit
later?”
“You may ask twenty-nine hundred times, and the
response will remain unchanged. There can be no deviation

from the mission specs. Displacement field initiation must
begin exactly as and when scheduled. This is not an
amusement ride, Charly Willow. This is a critical mission and
we must be diligent in following the plan accurately and
efficiently— as you would say ‘to the letter’.”
“I wouldn’t say that, and neither should you. That’s
something Dwyer would say. You’re a lot younger than he is,
and you need to start acting that way. I mean, if you really
want to be all that human.” Charly had taken Dwyer’s request
to heart. She might as well start now. It was as good a time as
any.
“For example?”
“For example! Ha! How ‘bout for a trillion examples!”
“While we have nearly 17 earth weeks left in our
journey, assuming all goes to plan and we encounter no
delaying factors, it is mathematically impossible for you to
provide three trillion examples prior to our landing, even if
you were to begin articulating them in the next second, and
continue uninterrupted until exiting the Eagle III on
Ryonisis.”
“Okay. There’s an example right there! You’re so
literal. You need to lighten up, Gen.”
“Lighten up?”
“Yeah. Lighten up! You have no sense of humor. You
never just mess around. You’re always so serious. You know,
I’ve never heard you laugh. The only time I’ve ever heard you
excited and— oh my God could it have actually happened?—
happy---was when you told Dwyer you’d reached your
threshold. Man, do you guys not get what that humanness
threshold looks like for our age.”
“I am unaccustomed to the frame of reference: sense
of humor.” Genny was searching her glossary and database

for various examples and illustrations while simultaneously
carrying on her conversation with Charly and running the
shipboard systems.
“And another thing— you don’t ever use
contractions. That’s just not possible. Even your speech is
serious. Precise. Formal. Yeah. Formal. No one really talks
like that. Especially not anyone our age.”
“My programming requires specificity, accuracy and
objectivity in all—”
“Well, how ‘bout trying a little specifically accurate
use of contractions?”
“An interesting request. I shall---that is---I will---I
mean---I’ll---yes, I’ll attempt— rephrasing— I’ll give that a
try.”
“See? You’re already sounding a little human.”
“Truly?”
“For real.”
“For real…”
“Okay. So now that I got that off my chest, how’s
about you wake me right before you engage the displacement
field?”
“Medical protocols are very clear, and are not to be--”
“—aren’t, aren’t to be”
“Right. Correcting. Aren’t to be deviated from.”
“Listen. I’m a great sleeper. It’s one of the things I do
best. I promise, being woken up in the middle of my sleep
cycle won’t hurt a bit. I’ll get right back to sleep just as soon
as you get me up to light speed.” Charly chuckled, even
though she knew Genny hadn’t appreciated her play on
words.
“I must deny your request.”
“You ‘must’? Why ‘must’ you? I’m telling you, before

I got to the launch site, I hadn’t slept more than 1 or 2 hours
at a time for a really really long time. And somehow I
managed to survive, didn’t I?”
“You did, however—”
“But--- say: ‘You did, but’—”
“You did, but— you might recall you required a great
deal of treatment and reconditioning in order to do so. Had
you not—”
“Here’s a better way to say that: ‘You did, but
remember all the work it took to get you back into shape?’
Think casual. Speak casually. You sound like a college
professor all the time!”
Genny reached into her data base, retrieving as much
conversational, slang vocabulary as possible in nanoseconds.
“Fine. You did, but it took a helluva lot of work to
get you there. You were more than half dead when I met
you.”
“Gen! Genny! Give a roar for GenCom4! Wow!
You’re a really quick study. I like that! Helluva girl, you’re
gonna be!”
“And helluva pain in my virtual ass you already are!”
“The bitch got to dis me!” Charly playfully broke into
dance moves as she sang the once popular Rando Digiblast
tune.
“Really, Charly. You need to keep to the schedule for
sleep and wake times, especially in Space. If you start to
deviate from it, there can be lots of serious consequences. I’m
responsible for your well-being, Charly. Let’s not forget that
you’re the most precious cargo onboard. If I let anything bad
happen to you, if I let anything at all jeopardize the mission,
however slightly, I couldn’t forgive myself. You wouldn’t
forgive yourself either. We promised Dr. D. Both of us did. It

all depends on you. ”
“Anger! Sarcasm! Contractions galore! Excellent!”
“I mean it, Chucky.”
“Okay now you’ve gone too far. It’s Charly because
that’s short— that’s slang for an abbreviation— anyway, it’s
short for Charlena. God! I hate that name! I’ve always hated
my name. Who names a little baby Charlena? No one else in
any of my classes ever had that name. The only person I ever
knew with that ridiculously old fart of a name was my great
great Aunt Charlena. As the story goes, she died tragically on
her way to her own sweet sixteen party. Drunk driver hit the
car carrying her and a bunch of friends to some restaurant.
Now there’s a great jinx to put on your kid! Name it after
someone with that kind of luck! Anyway. My name’s Charly.
Chucky’s for a boy. A freckle faced, chubby assed, buck
toothed, red haired--- well you did get the red hair right--anyway, it’s a boy’s name, and I’m a girl. All girl.”
“’The lady protests too much, methinks.’”
“You got that wrong, too. It’s ‘Methinks the lady doth
protest too much.’ I know because that’s exactly how my Dad
used to always say it to my Mom whenever he knew he was
right about something, and she argued with him.”
“Please give your attention to your console monitor.”
“Well, I need to get there first.” This was getting
better and better. Her sense of self-satisfaction and
amusement always soared whenever she’d manage to get
Genny that riled up. Charly walked from where she’d been
standing on the flight deck to her own console. She plopped
into her seat and waited for the show to begin.
“Okay. I’m all ears.”
“And eyes, too, I hope.” Genny started broadcasting
a stage play. An actress dressed in archaic queen’s costume

was speaking in a very old English accent to a guy wearing a
striped short-waisted long sleeved shirt with big puffy sleeves,
Elizabethan lace collar, and tights. The two actors were
themselves seated in a court watching a play within the play.
The Queen bent toward the puffy sleeved guy, and said: “The
lady protests too much, methinks.” After that snippet, the monitor
returned to external camera views.
“William Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 2,
written between the years 1599-1601. I rest my case.” Charly
couldn’t believe it. Genny’s voice actually sounded smug.
“Yeah, yeah. Whatever. Where was I? Oh yeah! Gen,”
she hoped Genny would recognize the genuine earnestness in
her voice, “I understand all the reasons. I know what your
orders are. But I’ll never have a chance to experience the
switch to light speed for the first time, ever again. So don’t
take this personally” she wondered if Genny was capable of
taking anything personally “but I’ve decided I’m going to stay
awake tonight until after you’ve engaged the displacement
field, and then I promise, I’ll go right to sleep. I’ve thought
about it, and as a passenger and not a paid crew member, I
have that right. Besides, there’s nothing you can do to stop
me. I don’t have to follow orders, you do. And I swear,
nothing bad’s gonna happen to me from a few less hours of
sleep.”
“Perhaps if you better understood the science behind
the need for induced sleep cycles in approximating a circadian
rhythm. Everything scheduled, from the times and amount of
food intake to your exercise program to the amount of daily
exposure to artificial light— all these have been carefully
orchestrated so that you successfully adapt to space travel.
These are critical to your being able to maintain
neurocognitive health. The sleep center of the brain, the

hypothalamus, is your biological clock that also regulates
production of critical hormones, melatonin, cortisol, to name
a few. These same hormones have direct correlation to stress
and its physiological impacts. Your biological clock also
regulates body temperature, growth hormone, heart rate,
urine production—”
“Okay okay okay! Stop! Your lecture is about to put
me to sleep for the rest of my life! Fine. I give. I’ll take my
meds and be an obedient prisoner.” She’d said it, but she had
no intention of doing it. She just wanted to put an end to this
conversation, since it was getting her nowhere.
“Charly, I am not your jailer and this is not a prison.
But as your quasi-physician and friend I feel obligated to—”
“I said forget it. I understand. It’s gotta be what it’s
gotta be. Can’t blame a girl for trying.”
A memory flashed through her mind, one of those
times she and Morgan had slipped onto the bus and headed
for the forest two towns away. They’d had such a great day,
hiking, picnicking, even studying had been fun, because
they’d done it together. Morgan had checked her watch and
started packing up for the day. It was time for the two to
head home.
“I don’t want to go back. Can’t we just stay here,
forever?” she’d asked Morgan.
“You know we can’t. First of all, your parents would
have every cop in America out looking for us, and every
hospital on alert---can you imagine? And my father— well,
you know what my old man would do.”
Charly knew all too well. She’d finally convinced
Morgan to talk to the guidance counselor at school about
how he used her mother like a punching bag whenever he
came home drunk, but she’d chickened out at the last second

just outside Mr. Kramer’s door. She knew they couldn’t stay.
If he ever laid a finger on Morgan, though, she’d be the first
one in Kramer’s office, and if he didn’t call the cops, she
would.
“Yeah. I know… Can’t blame a girl for trying.”
Thinking about Morgan wasn’t something she wanted
to do. It just brought back worry, pain and loneliness. It hurt
so badly, not knowing where or how she’d died. She couldn’t
still be alive, and even if she were, by now she would be close
to death, suffering. Charly hoped that she’d been hit by the
initial blast somehow, and hadn’t known what hit her. She’d
told Gen all about Morgan, describing her every feature, the
sound of her voice, the magical way her smile could melt her,
and Gen had created a holo-version for Charly. But after
trying it once, the frustration had been horrible. There
Morgan was— standing right in front of her, close enough to
touch, and yet untouchable. It was just her ghost, made of
coherent light.
“Alright. Well. I’m gonna head to the mess to grab
me a bite to eat, if you can call what I eat a bite, since it’s all
mostly nasty paste and chewy supplements. And you don’t
need to remind me, I’ll take my pill before I hit the pillow. I
guess next time we talk, we’ll be moving at light speed. So,
goodnight Gen. I leave you to your work.”
“Goodnight, Charly. ‘Parting is such sweet sorrow—”
“Blah blah blah… Right. What is this, Shakespearean
theme night?”
When she finally got to her quarters, Charly realized
her dilemma. GenCom4 monitored her medical readings
throughout her sleep cycle. She’d know if Charly skipped her
dose, because her brain waves, respirations and God knows
what else wouldn’t match her baseline readings. And as soon

as she noticed a discrepancy, Genny’d be nagging her to take
her meds. She inspected the sleep mat closely, as if doing so
would not only reveal how it worked, but might magically
explain how she could rig the sensors to lie. She laughed at
herself for even trying. There was no way. The joke was on
her. She’d told Gen she’d sleep having had no intention of
following through, but here she was with no other choice
than to take the pill. And so she did.

~
It always seemed empty whenever Charly left the
flight deck, even though she was continuously connected to
her through the ship’s monitoring systems. Still, Genny was
always keenly aware of the silence. It was different than the
time she’d spent alone, back at the launch site without Dwyer,
Laura or the other crew members engaging her. As close as
she was to Dwyer, she’d always taken his presence and
absence in stride. In fact, the only time she’d ever been eager
to initiate a conversation with him had been that day when
she’d reached the threshold.
Perhaps that’s what was different now. Maybe part of
being alive was a desire to be with others who were also alive.
If not with others, then at least near to them. Not digitally
connected, that was impossible. Humans were not digitally
based entities. A digital connection required intermediary
technologies, such as sensors, processors and the like. There
could be no direct digital connection. Not physically
connected, that kind of contact between herself and anything
outside herself was an impossibility. The same indirect
connection remained. Humans relied on intermediary
technologies to connect with her. Yet here she was, separated

from Charly in a physical sense, generating thoughts and
emotions about her, wishing to share them, but unsure how.
There was plenty to keep her occupied. Not only did
she perform her own functions, she also completed the tasks
of a four-person crew; complex tasks, exponential multitasking, yet all were accomplished with ease. Nothing
challenged her the way Charly could. Over all those years,
Dwyer had never challenged her. He’d taught her in a steady,
systematic, routine, predictable manner. There was nothing
predictable about Charly. She often spoke in riddles, leaving
Genny to solve them on her own. What had she meant, when
she’d said “Lighten up! You have no sense of humor”? She
did, too! She could appreciate a good comedy routine or
funny skit as much as anyone. Did Charly not realize the
entire mission rested solely on her…her… her what? She had
supposedly reached the threshold of humanness, she was
apparently alive, and yet she had no shoulders on which
anything could rest. Although she had studied and fully
understood the literary device of metaphor, did metaphors
even apply to her? And if they didn’t, could she truly consider
herself alive? She was. She was alive. Of course she was alive.
She felt it. Indeed, she was alive, but perhaps she was not
human? Was that plausible? To be alive, yet still be
technology?
She yearned for Dwyer in this moment. There were
so many questions and no one to turn to. No one, except
Charly. And Charly was, as Dwyer had explained, far less
evolved in so many ways than she. No. She could not
approach Charly for help. It was she whose primary mission
was to help Charly, not vice versa. Still…the girl had made
complete sense. The girl was helping her to become more
human. After all, it was Dwyer who had sought Charly’s help

in continuing her education. Certainly, Dwyer would not have
entrusted her with such responsibility if Charly did not have
the requisite abilities to assume the same. Perhaps she should
approach Charly with her questions. Perhaps she would,
sometime soon. But right now, she had something more
important to tend to.

~
“The lord said to Noah: there's gonna be a floody, floody
Lord said to Noah: there's gonna be a floody, floody
Get those children out of the muddy, muddy
Children of the Lord”

Charly’s dreams had never before had an
accompanying musical score. This dream suddenly did, and it
was quickly becoming surreal. She was walking along a river
bank when the trees starting singing in children’s voices, the
lyrics wafting through the air.
“Rise and shine
And give God the glory, glory
Rise and shine
And give God the glory, glory
Rise and shine
And give God the glory, glory
Children of the Lord”
She started drifting back into consciousness, yet as
the dream faded the children’s chorus became crisper and
crisper. She was sure she was awake, and their singing was

louder than ever. She opened her eyes to a holographic
chorus performing at the foot of her bed.
“So Noah he built him an arky, arky, arky
Noah he built him an arky, arky, arky
Made it strong with cedar barky, barky
Children of the Lord”
“What the—”
Morgan, who was standing in the front row leading
the choir, turned to the others and said, “Okay, guys. That’s
enough.”
The rest of the choir vanished, leaving only Morgan’s
hologram. She was smiling broadly at Charly.
“Rise and shine, Chucky!”
Her initial shock dissipated, and Charly’s brain finally
caught up with what was happening. She reached for the
bedside touch pad and opened an emergency com channel.
“Genny. Something’s happening in here. I think my holo
emitter’s malfunctioning.”
Morgan’s hologram now beamed at her and said
“Malfunctioning? Chucky! Don’t you recognize me?”
“Genny, acknowledge!”
“I heard you, Chucky.”
Something was really wrong. Morgan’s face would
never look that goofy. Chucky? Wait a minute…
“Genny?”
“Yes! It’s me! I didn’t want to use the digital timer to
wake you. I figured this holo image was the closest one to my
age and so I—”
No! No! How could she? Not Morgan! How dare she!
What was she thinking? Didn’t she understand? If she didn’t
know better, she’d think Genny was cruelly punishing her.

But why? For what? She needed to find out what the hell was
going on. Dear God! Was the GenCom4 malfunctioning?
Horrible scenarios started rushing through her head. Stay calm.
Stay calm. Just talk to her calmly. If she’s malfunctioning there’s no
telling what she might do. Just stay calm and try to figure out what’s
going on.
“Genny… What are you doing?”
Morgan was still beaming at her, as though she’d won
the lottery. “Rise and shine, Chucky! Displacement field will
be initiated in five minutes, and I am—I’m—I’m hoping you
will—you’ll— you’ll assist me on the flight deck.”
“But you said—”
“I know what I said. I thought you might benefit
from an unexpected, unplanned pleasurable experience.”
“A surprise. You mean a surprise. This is a surprise?
You’re surprising me? You planned this all along?”
Morgan smirked, “I admit, I did. However— but!—
but it appears I might have— might’ve— might’ve been
wrong about that. Perhaps the chorus was a mistake?”
Charly couldn’t believe it. Genny had set this whole
thing up just to surprise her? Of course. It made sense. She’d
even gone to the trouble of waking her with a “joyful noise.”
Charly imagined Gen entering those very search parameters
into her database, “joyful + noise” and being led to praise
music. Now that was funny!
“No,” Charly said through giggles, “no Gen, it wasn’t
a mistake.”
Suddenly, she no longer minded that Genny had used
Morgan as her holo-representation. In fact, now that Charly
understood what was happening, she realized Genny had
totally done something Morgan would’ve done.
She had, hadn’t she! How could she have not seen it

until now? How had she missed the fact that Genny really
cared about her? She did in a way Charly never imagined
could be possible.
“How much time before displacement field
initiation?”
“We had five minutes when I woke you. Now we’re
down to three. So get a move on, Chucky! The best vantage
point will be on the flight deck, port side console.”
“I’m on my way!”
The more she thought about it, the more she kind of
liked talking to Genny this way. Maybe she’d ask her if she
wouldn’t mind using Morgan’s hologram as their Com device
from now on, once they hit light speed.

~
The journey from here would be fairly
straightforward. Their course was laid in and the subspace
displacement field was working optimally, as were all internal
and external systems. Originally, this was to have been an
intensive phase of flight during which the crew would have
completed numerous investigations and experiments.
However, Dr. Dwyer had scrapped any and all extraneous
tasks deemed nonessential to the revised mission, which
made the rest of her job fairly simple. There would be little if
any variation to their routine from here on, until they
detected the beacon. And so Genny and Charly spent a great
deal of time together. Charly had asked Genny to use
Morgan’s hologram as their Com device, but Genny had
responded with an alternative idea.
“Charly, do you think you could help me identify

physical parameters for a new hologram?”
“I guess I could. But Morgan’s took us weeks to
develop.”
“Understood. However, we have much more free
time now than we did when we designed her.”
“You mean we have free time. Period. Too much, if
you ask me. Not that I’m really complaining. Sometimes I
look back at that training program you guys put me through
and it’s a wonder I ever survived!”
“You’re right. It was really intense. The additional
time available to us now should speed up the design of a new
hologram, but it might be offset by Dr. Dwyer’s absence.”
She’d reprogrammed her speech program to preemptively
replace any appropriate whole word combination with its
corresponding contraction, and formal lexicon with
conversational idiom.
It was far more efficient to
automatically alter speech patterns, rather than continually
adjust word usage while conversing.
“Do you miss him, Gen?”
“I miss them all, but I miss him most of all.”
“What do you mean, ‘miss them all’?”
“Dr. D., Pete, Matt, Laura, Jessica, Aaron, Scotty…I
miss them all very much.”
“Yeah. I know. You’ve told me you keep them in
your ‘family’ file, and open it a lot. Does it help you?”
“It lets me be with them again like I once was. But it’s
difficult not to be with them now. I would’ve liked for Laura
to have been there when I reached the threshold. I would’ve
liked for all of them to be with us now.”
“I know. When I try to go to my family file and put
on those virtual glasses, it just hurts worse. And I don’t want
to hurt, but I can’t stop myself from putting them on,

because as awful as it is to not have them really here, at least I
can be with them, like you say, as I once was. But then, as
soon as I take the glasses off, everything hits me. I start
remembering. Mostly the good stuff, but sometimes I just
remember the things I got wrong. The things I should’ve
done differently. The things I never did, and should’ve done.
How much I’d give, just to be able to do it over again,
knowing what I know now. And I remember how it was
supposed to be. How Morgan and I were supposed to be
together. How I was supposed to be there with Emmy,
teaching her all the stuff I learned the hard way, so she
wouldn’t have to. I start to remember how we were
supposed to beat Grace Academy that day, and how I was so
close to going home when--- when it happened, and I can’t
get those horrible pictures and smells out of my mind, and I
start to feel sick all over again, I get nauseous and my arms
start burning—”
Charly started to cry.
“And, honestly, Gen, if you weren’t here… Please
don’t take this the wrong way, but sometimes I just feel so
alone out here, and it gets hard to breathe.”
“But you aren’t alone. Ever. I’m always here, Charly.
I’m always here with you, even when you sleep I’m here
keeping a watch out, keeping you safe.”
“I know, Gen. I know. And the meditation usually
gets me back to calm. But sometimes, there are moments, like
this one for instance, when we’re about to do something that
Dwyer would’ve loved…and…”
“And he’s not here, either.”
“Yeah.”
“Well--- if he were, what attributes do you think he’d
want my hologram to have?” Genny had learned that

redirection often worked best when Charly started to slip into
her darkness.
Charly wiped her nose with her sleeve, calming.
“That’s easy. The ones he gave you— the ones you already
have. Intelligence. Softness. Beauty...”
“What does intelligence look like?”
But Charly hadn’t heard her question. She’d only
heard her own words, and with them the realization hit her
like a ton of bricks. When had it happened? How had it
happened? She did think Gen was soft and beautiful. Just like
Morgan was, but not like Morgan at all. She couldn’t visualize
a body to match Genny’s voice and mind. The sound of her
voice was soft and beautiful, her being was beautiful. A kind
of beauty she’d never known.
Whatever physical
characteristics they’d give her hologram wouldn’t matter. No
matter what they’d create, it wouldn’t be right. It couldn’t be
as beautiful as she was, in the way she was. It could never be
Gen. It would never be as beautiful as she already was.
“Hey, Gen. Know what? I’ve changed my mind. Let’s
leave things just the way they are.”
“You want me to use Morgan’s hologram?”
“No. No I don’t. I don’t want you to use a hologram
at all. I like things just the way they’ve been. I like you just
the way you are.”
But Charly was lying. She didn’t like Gen, she loved
her.

~
Their journey was taking them closer. Not only to
their destination, but to each other. They’d spent nearly
every one of Charly’s waking moments together. Sometimes,

Genny would read to her: excerpts from the classics, entire
books of poetry, young adult novels, adult novels,
biographies. When she’d finish, they’d discuss them for
hours. Sometimes, Charly would ask her to project images of
her favorite places: a forest of giant redwoods in Big Sur,
Radio City Music Hall in olde New York, outside her tent at
Camp Kanaho when the fireflies were out, the bakery at the
corner of their street, and as she did, she’d tell stories about
each one. Sometimes, the conversation would be more like a
lesson, when Genny would teach Charly something she’d
shown curiosity about—whether science, history, philosophy,
archeology—nearly every subject came up eventually.
Sometimes, they would merely engage in small talk while
Charly ate or exercised. They’d argue. They’d joke. Genny
had become fluent in humor, and as she had with all things,
eventually perfected that portion of herself that needed to
“lighten up.” Although it rarely occurred, sometimes they
would just be in silence. Unlike before, when silence meant
that she was completely alone, now Charly knew the silence
was filled with Genny’s presence.
In many ways, Genny had become the greatest
teacher she’d ever had. She’d finally understood so many
things she’d struggled to learn in school. Genny’d introduced
her to the best and the worst of everything. She’d learned
that only in seeing both could you appreciate either. Yet even
with all that she’d learned over the last few months, she still
hadn’t found the answers she desperately needed.
How had it happened? How could such evil and
hatred have existed on such a wondrous place as Earth? How
could they not have seen what they were doing? To the
animals. To the oceans. To the planet. To each other. Why
didn’t anyone stop them? How could it be that people who

were wise, good, kind, creative, loving, generous, innocent--people who were brilliant lights shining for everyone--- were
silenced, slaughtered, snuffed out by those who were
ignorant, selfish, evil, wicked. It didn’t make any sense. There
were more good people than bad on the earth. At least, it
always seemed that way to her. And the good guys were
always supposed to win, yet they hadn’t. If Gen didn’t have
the answers, no one did. Maybe that was it. Maybe there were
no answers.
“Once we find the beacon and get within range, we’ll
start to transmit the Voyager and crew tracks.”
“Sorry, Gen. You lost me.”
“The gold disc— the compilation of music and
sounds and images of Earth sent on the Voyager mission.
And the music tracks that Jessica had compiled for this
mission. Don’t you remember the hours we spent talking
about how music is a universal language, or at least we believe
it is?”
“Now that you say it, I do remember that, yeah. Are
we getting that close to the beacon?”
“We’re very near the point of emanation.”
“Wow. I’d lost track of time. How can months go by
so fast? Time never seemed to pass this fast on earth.”
Genny noted a rise in Charly’s respirations and body
temperature.
“You must be getting excited about our arrival, but
you haven’t talked about it at all. That’s not like you. Not like
you at all. I heard about displacement field initiation for
weeks leading up to it. You would barely mention anything
else. And yet, you’ve never really brought up the beacon or
Ryonisis at all.”
Charly remained silent. She couldn’t talk about it. She

didn’t want to. She couldn’t let herself think about it. There
wasn’t a single thing to be excited about. She wished she
could stay on Eagle III with Genny for the rest of her life,
but she knew she couldn’t. Still, if only there was a way she
could. She’d never been truthful with Dwyer. She’d never
actually been truthful with herself. Back then, she’d coped for
so long by numbing herself—keeping her thoughts and
feelings at bay so she could survive—she’d not really thought
longer than a few minutes about this part of the mission. She
remembered her first instinct---her fear that the beacon was
really just a trap. But then Dwyer had put her fears at ease,
made her believe this was a great adventure— that she was
the only hope, the “last of her kind.”
She’d gotten swept up in his excitement and
desperation, and then the training started and she was so busy
learning new things and getting into condition that she’d
barely had time to sleep, much less to stop and think. Right
after that she was getting through the launch, adapting to
Space, and had put her feelings back on hold to get through
the moments of loneliness and fear. Then she’d discovered
Genny--- the real Genny, and she’d started falling in love and
everything she thought and felt revolved around exploring all
the unknown parts of her.
But now, Charly could no longer ignore what she’d
managed to put off since agreeing to the mission. They were
nearly there, closing in on the beacon, and she was petrified.
“Charly?”
“Sorry, Gen. What’d you say?”
“We should be detecting the beacon in 24-36 earth
hours. Aren’t you starting to—” Genny stopped midsentence, as the blast of alarms and flashing red lights filled
the cabin.

“What’s going on?”
But Genny didn’t answer.
“Genny— what’s happening? REPORT!”
“Secure space suit. Now!”
She’d never heard that much emotion in Genny’s
voice. At first it stunned her. But then, those months spent
with Dwyer and Gen conducting endless mission drills kicked
in. She responded automatically and systematically, with
incredible speed and intensity of purpose. She slid into her
suit, secured it tightly, reached for her helmet, fastened it, and
locked the oxygen into place, then double checked all seals.
She strapped herself into her seat, and peered at her console’s
monitor. A rush of data started pouring onto the screen
faster than she could begin to make sense of it. It streamed
so rapidly, all she saw was a blur of rolling lines--- was it
numbers or letters? She had no idea.
“What’s happening?”
“Micro asteroid field. Big one. Confirming force field
activation.” Genny’s long range scanners must’ve
malfunctioned. She should’ve detected it much earlier, in time
to adjust their trajectory and navigate around it.
Charly looked out the porthole, but nothing was there
except the black tranquility of vast Space.
“Honestly--- not another stupid drill—” she said
aloud, even though somewhere deep inside she knew this
time was different.
“I can’t make navigational adjustments in time to
avoid it completely. Prepare for collision.”
Genny wasn’t kidding.
Charly switched to the aft camera, began panning, and
there it was, on the second monitor. What looked like a small
cloud, growing rapidly as it hurtled toward them, doubling in

size with each breath she took. She magnified the cloud until
she could make out the details: tiny chunks of ice, dust, and
rice sized pebbles. Combined, they formed an area ten times
the size of the small spacecraft.
“Brace for contact in 10, 9---”
It was all too surreal. Genny’s countdown proceeding
in slow motion even as the cloud engulfed them with
lightning speed. The cabin rolled, as if doing somersaults,
then cartwheeled, spinning out of control in all directions. All
the while debris pelleted the outer hull— the sound deafening
the lone passenger.
“Oh God! Oh God! Oh God! Oh God! Oh God!!”
She screamed in rapid succession, but Charly couldn’t hear
her own voice over the roar of debris. “Please God don’t let
me die! Not now! Not now!”
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